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Abstract
This thesis is focused on nanofabrication and its application in atomic force microscopy (AFM).
The contribution of this thesis is thus the development, investigation and characterization of
novel nanofabrication technique (Part I); and application of nanofabrication in manufacturing the
high aspect ratio AFM tips (Part II).

In the first part of the thesis, firstly, unlike optical and mechanical lithography such as
nanoimprint lithography, the throughput of EBL is very low, which demands for highly sensitive
resists. We studied the dependency of e-beam exposure properties on molecular weight of the
negative EBL resist polystyrene, and very high sensitivity of 1 µC/cm2 was obtained for 900
kg/mol when exposed with electron beam of 2 keV. We also demonstrated that the exposure
property of high PDI (polydispersity index) polystyrene resembles that of a monodisperse (PDI ≈
തതതത, which indicates that it is
1.06) polystyrene with similar number averaged molecular weight Mn
തതതത rather than Mw
തതതതത (weight averaged molecular weight) that dominates the exposure properties
Mn
of polystyrene resist.

Secondly, lift-off using negative resist is very challenging because the resist profile is typically
positively tapered due to electron forward scattering, and upon exposure negative resist is crosslinked and thus insoluble in solvents. Here we demonstrated that low energy exposure could
circumvent both issues simultaneously, and we achieved liftoff of Cr with polystyrene resist
using a solvent xylene. Lastly, since low energy electrons are mostly stopped inside the resist
layer, radiation damage to the sub-layer is greatly reduced.

Thirdly, an electron beam resist is usually coated by conventional coating methods such as spincoating, but this cannot be reliably applied on irregular surfaces. We here reported a monolayer
resist can be grafted on nonflat surface. As a proof of concept of patterning on irregular surfaces,
we chose PMMA mono-layer "brush" and grafted it on irregular surfaces by thermal treatment
which accelerates a chemical reaction between PMMA molecules and hydroxyl group on
substrate. We achieved nanofabrication of 30 nm resolution on an AFM cantilever.
iii

Fourthly, due to the lack of feedback, conventional electron beam lithography (EBL) is a “blind”
open-loop process where the exposed pattern is examined only after ex-situ resist development,
which is too late for any improvement. We reported that self-developing resist nitrocellulose, for
which pattern shows up right after exposure without ex-situ development, can be used as in-situ
feedback on the e-beam distortion and enlargement. Once the beam was optimized using
nitrocellulose resist, under the same optimal beam condition, we exposed in the common resist
PMMA. We achieved ~80 nm resolution across the entire large writing field of 1 mm2, as
compared to 210 nm without the beam optimization process. We also reported that selfdeveloping resist can provide in-situ feedback for writing field alignment accuracy, which in turn
can be used to optimize the alignment.

In the second part of the thesis, we demonstrated the batch fabrication of high aspect ratio (HAR)
AFM tips. In order to obtain high quality and faithful images in AFM, very high aspect ratio tips
are required in order to reach to the bottom of narrow and deep trenches/holes. But these HAR
tips are extremely difficult to make and consequently very expensive. Currently all the
commercially available HAR AFM tips are fabricated in a slow, costly (~5-20× that of regular
AFM tips) and serial manner (one by one). We here developed a method to batch fabricate HAR
AFM tips by forming a hard metal etching mask just on the apex of the pyramid tip followed by
silicon dry etching to achieve the HAR pillar right below the metal island mask. Since it is a
batch and lithography-free process, it has much higher throughput and much lower
manufacturing cost per tip. This technique was first successfully applied on large-area pyramid
arrays and then transferred to the commercial regular AFM tips, and has demonstrated the
uniformity, reproducibility and yield of those HAR tips. The tip apex diameter and tip pillar
height are controllable by tuning metal thickness and silicon dry etching time respectively.
Finally, we demonstrated that the HAR tips fabricated using our technique gave a better imaging
quality than the commercial regular tips.
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without beam optimization by defocus. (c-d) Wheel array at writing field center (c) and
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Figure 3.7. Types of field stitching errors: (a) ideal case, (b) shift error, (c) field
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types of errors).
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or overlap between two adjacent writing fields is ∆X, then the zoom value should be
adjusted by a factor of ∆X/X. (b) If misalignment along the vertical direction is ∆Y, then
the rotation value should be adjusted by ∆θ = tan-1 [(∆Y/2)/(X/2)] = tan-1 (∆Y/X) degree.
Figure 3.9. (a) The pattern design at the writing field boundary; (b) SEM image of a
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significant misalignment of 82 nm and 150 nm along X and Y directions, respectively;
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using optimal zoom and rotation values for writing field alignment, showing negligible
stitching error.
Figure 4.1. Schematic drawing of AFM operation.
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Figure 4.2. SEM images of line array pattern written using AFM electrochemical
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oxidation technique and etched into the substrate. (a) Top-down image of 28 nm wide
lines written with an exposure dose of 20 nC/cm and a sample bias of 84 V, (b) higher
magnification image showing pattern continuity and uniformity, (c) the sample was
tilted to show the ends of the zig-zag patterns, and (d) a higher magnification of the turnaround point. The feature is 32 nm wide and etched 320 nm deep into the silicon,
yielding a 10:1 aspect ratio.
Figure 4.3. Schematic illustration and non-contact AFM image of an oxidized pattern
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with (a) a small tip/sample distance and high voltage, and (b) large tip/sample distance
and low voltage.
Figure 4.4. (A) Lateral force image of an Au substrate after an AFM tip, which was
coated with ODT, had been in contact with the substrate for 2, 4, and 16 min (left to
right); the relative humidity was held constant at 45%, and the image was recorded at a
scan rate of 4 Hz. (B) Lateral force image of dots of 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid on a
Au substrate. To generate the dots, an AFM tip coated with 16-mercaptohexadecanoic
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acid was held on the Au substrate for 10, 20 and 40 s (left to right). The relative
humidity was 35%. (C) Lateral force image of an array of dots generated by DPN. Each
dot was generated by holding an ODT-coated tip in contact with the surface for ∼20 s.
Writing and recording conditions were the same as in (A). (D) Lateral force image of a
molecule-based grid. Each line is 100 nm in width and 2 µm in length and required 1.5
min to write.
Figure 4.5. SEM image of 40 nm wide, 50 nm thick Cr wires fabricated on a GaAs
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substrate where force is 1100–1130 nN, development time is 5 s and top resist-layer
thickness is about 24 nm.
Figure 4.6. AFM images of (a) silicon surface was fabricated by five different amount
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of forces, 124-372 µN and subsequently etched in 10 wt.% KOH for 10 min, (b) Nanostructure prepared in 5 wt.% KOH solution. Here, the tip force and tip scanning speed is
not well enough to make the line patterns.
Figure 4.7. Basic of AFM probe.
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Figure 4.8. Image of commercial (a) 4-inch wafer with 380 probes, (b) 6-inch wafer
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with more than 1000 probes, (c) Close-up view of those tips enclosed in the box
(Courtesy: NanoWorld Inc.).
Figure 4.9. Fabrication steps of regular silicon probes (Undercut concept). (a) Start with
Si wafer, (b) next, coat SiO2 on both sides of silicon wafer (<100> orientation), (c) then,
coat photoresist on back side of wafer and photolithography (exposure of the photoresist
through a chromium/quartz mask) to define the cantilever back shape, (d) next, develop
the exposed photoresist, (e) deposit photoresist in front side of the sample and
photolithography to shape the cantilever top side, (f) development of the exposed photo
resist, (g) isotropic wet etch to remove the silicon dioxide, (h) next, dissolve the photo
resist, (i) anisotropic wet etch with KOH to remove silicon. The formation of the tip is
finished when the "oxide shield" falls off, (j) isotropic wet etch to remove silicon
dioxide and then deposit the silicon nitride layer to protect the tip side of the probe, (k)
next, anisotropic KOH wet etch to remove silicon from back side. The thickness of the
cantilever is determined during this step, (l) finally, isotropic wet etch to remove the
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silicon nitride.
Figure 4.10. Fabrication steps of regular nitride probes. (a) thermal oxidation to coat
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oxide on both sides of silicon wafer (<100> orientation), (b) photolithography to expose
resist, (c) resist development, (d) spin coating of protection resist on back side and etch
oxide with BHF, (e) remove resist with acetone/isopropanol, (f) KOH wet etch to
remove Si, (g) remove oxide with BHF, (h) grow oxide, deposit nitride, remove them on
the backside, and spin-coat photoresist, (i) photolithography to expose the resist, (j)
develop the resist and etch oxide then nitride, (k) dice pyrex wafer (to be used as a
handle), (l) anodic bonding the nitride and the pyrex wafer, (m) dice and remove
unnecessary portion of pyrex, (n) KOH wet etch to remove Si, and (o) BHF etch to
remove the oxide layer.
Figure 4.11. Masked-maskless fabrication steps for the AFM probe. (1) First, start the
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fabrication process with SOI wafers that have a 12 µm thick silicon layer. Then, grow a
silicon dioxide layer at 1100 °C, which is 0.5 µm thick on both sides of the wafer. Next,
remove the silicon dioxide from the front side by buffered HF. Afterwards, deposit a
new 100 nm thick of silicon dioxide. On the backside of wafer, openings are patterned
for next cantilever release etching. (2) For the cantilever precursory, pattern the silicon
dioxide layer at the front side. It shaped the (110) plane by masked wet etching with
40% KOH. (3) Next, pattern the circular silicon dioxide mask for the tip contour at the
end of the cantilever. (4) On the top of the cantilever precursor, etch silicon dioxide as
maskless. Next, form the tip contour by convex-corner undercutting which involved the
masked etching. Then, define cantilever contour by the maskless etching. (5) Next, low
temperature oxidization at 950 °C to sharpen the tip contour with a nano-metric radius.
(6) Implant boron. and next, activate the implanted boron by annealing at 950 °C in
order to reduce the residual stress. Later, etch with buffered HF to remove the backside
silicon dioxide film. (7) Anisotropic etch to remove the silicon from the back of the
cantilevers. Finally, etch silicon dioxide from the front side to expose the electrically
conductive and single crystalline silicon probe.
Figure 4.12. Fabrication process to make probe by molding scheme. (1) Prepare tip area
by selectively etching of silicon with KOH solution. The pit and flat surfaces were
xviii
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grown with thermal silicon dioxide and finally coated with copper. (2) Grow a
continuous layer of graphene on copper film by CVD method. (3) Coat a thin SU-8
resist to fill the tip mold and; expose and develop to define the cantilever. (4) Argon dry
etch to remove the graphene elsewhere where there was no SU-8 film. Later, process a
second and thick SU-8 to pattern the probe body. (5) After removal of silicon dioxide
with HF solution, silicon with KOH and Cu with wet etchant, probe was released with
graphene layer.
Figure 4.13. (a) Orientation of the <310> directions and the corresponding planes that

109

are perpendicular to the 8 directions. (b) Pentagon shaped mask design comprising sides
aligned to <310> directions shown in (a). The eight equivalent <310> directions are 310,
തതത0; 130, 1ത 30, 13ത 0 and ത13
തതത0.
3ത 10, 31ത 0, ത31
Figure 4.14. Geometrical modification of the tip contour (viewed from the top) using
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pentagon etching mask after several etch times, such as (a) at 0 min, (b) after 32 min, (c)
after 52 min and (d) after 63 min. The final tip will have a triangular (rather than square)
base.
Figure 4.15. Fabrication process of entire probe using dry etch. (a) Start with SOI
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(silicon on insulator) as initial material (top silicon layer is 15 µm in thickness), (b)
thermal oxidation to coat oxide on top side of SOI and photolithography to pattern a
circular etch mask (finally this portion transforms to tip), (c) coat photoresist again to do
second photolithography to define the cantilever, (silicon dioxide circular mask still on
top of the cantilever which acts as etching mask for the following two DRIEs, (d)
fabricate the shaft by using optimized DRIE recipe (described in table 4.1), (e) next,
oxidation sharpening (wet oxidation at 1100 °C) to sharpen the tip, (f) deep dry etch
(DRIE) to make high aspect ratio pillar and finally, release of the cantilevers by etching
the buried silicon dioxide.
Figure 4.16. (a) Schematic of scalloping and undercutting shapes in a cylindrical wall.
(b) SEM image of optimized DRIE result using standard process (top-left), ripple was
minimized by changing RIE recipes described in table 4.1 (top-right) and, at center,
rocket tip fabricated by combination of optimized DRIE. Inset at bottom right shows a
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high magnification SEM image of the vertex of a tip after oxidation sharpening with 5
nm diameter.
Figure 4.17. Oxidation sharpening steps (Courtesy: NANOSENSOR).
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Figure 4.18. Schematic diagram of a measurement having severe artifact achieved using
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regular low aspect ratio AFM tip.
Figure 4.19. SEM images of various high aspect ratio AFM tips that are commercially
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available. Image taken from corresponding distributor’s websites.
Figure 4.20. SEM images of (a) a fabricated HAR tip, (b) achieved radius of the tip.
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Figure 4.21. SEM images of a nitride AFM tip before and after FIB milling to fabricate
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high aspect ratio AFM tip.
Figure 4.22. SEM images of (a) pyramidal nitride tip, and (b) the same tip after
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depositing a carbon pillar on its apex.
Figure 4.23. Schematic diagram of fabrication process of nanoneedle tip apex. (a) FIB
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milling to make a flat platform in tip. (b) Pt needle coated by EBID process. (c) Gold
film deposited by evaporation technique. (d) Insulating layer of Al2O3 coated by ALD
method. (e) FIB milled the insulated nanoneedle to expose an electrode layer. (f)
Functional metal selectively electro-coated at the exposed tip apex.
Figure 4.24. SEM images of electron beam deposited nanoneedle height as a function of
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deposition time, (a) 20 s. (b) 10 s. (c) 5 s.
Figure 4.25. (a) Surface growth CVD nanotube tip fabrication method. Bottom: TEM
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image of single SWNT tip fabricated by this method. (b) TEM image of single CNT
attached on a cantilever produced by directional-growth plasma-enhanced CVD.
Bottom: Nanotube tip apex. (c) Nanotube attachment method through 'pick-up'. Bottom
shows the TEM image of a SWNT tip.
Figure 4.26. Fabrication steps for freestanding Nauga-needle fabrication: Schematic
shown in left column and demonstration as recorded in time-sequential SEM images
shown in right column.
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Figure 5.1. Random pyramid arrays of different dimensions.
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Figure 5.2. Process steps to fabricate the pyramid structure on single crystalline silicon.
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Figure 5.3. SEM micrographs of fabricated pyramidal structure with SiO2 mask layer
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still remains on the top.
Figure 5.4. SEM images of fabricated silicon pyramid structures with sharp apex (a-b),
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and blunt apex (c-d). Here, (a-b) is etched for 11 min, (c) for 10 min and (d) for 7 min
etched at 50 0C.
Figure 5.5. TRIM simulation results. (TRIM is a commercial software: “Transport of
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Ions in Matter”, a Monte Carlo computer program that calculates the interactions of
energetic ions with target material). Sputtering yield as a function of incident angle with
ion at (a) low energy, (b) high energy. Inset table in (a) shows the cohesive energies
(amount of energy that takes to break the material into isolated atoms) of particular
target atoms. Inset in (b) shows the schematic of sputter yield as a function of ion
incidence angle (θ) in a single crystalline surface.
Figure 5.6. Process flow of fabricating high aspect ratio AFM tip. a) Start from a
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regular AFM tip with pyramid shape; b) Coat a thin layer of metal film; c) Etch the film
using Ar, BCl3 or Cl2 gas plasma depending on the metal deposited; d) Etch the silicon
using SF6/C4F8 plasma, and finally the remaining metal can be removed easily by wet
etching.
Figure 5.7. SEM image of interface of metal and no-metal area, In inset, a high aspect
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ratio AFM tip (not shown in big image) with diameter of 15 nm fabricated using this
angle-dependent etching method is shown.
Figure 5.8. SEM images of arrays of high aspect ratio tips fabricated using angle-
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dependent etch method. The images were captured at five different places of whole 4"
wafer, at the (a) center, (b) bottom, (c) left, (d) right and (e) top. (f) The schematic
shows the positions where SEM images were captured.
Figure 5.9. Optimum metal dry etch time for different thickness of Cr film.
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Figure 5.10. Schematic illustrating the dependence of the final pillar diameter (close to
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the diameter of the resulted metal island mask at apex) on the metal film thickness. (i)
thin metal film that leads to small metal island mask, and (ii) thick metal film that leads
to large metal island mask.
Figure 5.11. SEM images of mean diameter of tip apex for different metal thickness. (a)
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25 nm for 10 nm Cr, (b) 35 nm for 23 nm Cr, (c) 50 nm for 42 nm Cr, and (d) 70 nm for
60 nm Cr. Metal etch time was performed according to table 5.4.
Figure 5.12. Average diameter of tip apex as a function of average metal (Cr) thickness.
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Figure 5.13. SEM images showing the height of the pillar of pyramid as a function of Si
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etch time, such as (a) 410 nm height for 1 min silicon etch; and (b) 780 nm height for 2
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Figure 5.14. (a-d) SEM images of silicon structures etched with different C4F8/SF6
o
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ratios. The ratios and taper angles are: (a) 50/10, 4.7 ; (b) 55/5, 15 ; (c) and (d) 59/1,
22o. (e) Dependence of taper angle of nanostructure on the ratio of SF6 flow and total
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Figure 5.15. SEM images of regular commercial tips that we purchased. (a) Nanoworld
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Inset shows the high magnification image of the tip apex. Here the tip apex appeared not
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Coat second metal film (Cr); d) Etch second metal film; e) Etch first metal film, and f)
Etch the substrate (nitride) using SF6/C4F8 plasma, and finally the remaining metals can
be removed easily by wet etching. Since Cr etches 10 × slower than Al in BCl3 plasma, a
relatively thick Al metal mask can be obtained in order to etch deep into nitride.
Figure 5.18. SEM images of two high-aspect-ratio nitride tips fabricated on single
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nitride probe with two cantilevers, with pillar height of 410 nm (a), and 420 nm (b)
respectively. The tip pillars appeared not straight due to charging effect during SEM
imaging.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
This chapter gives a brief introduction to nanofabrication.

1.1. What is nanotechnology?
Nanotechnology is the branch of technology that deals with the study at the nanoscale, which is
about 1 to 100 nanometers (1 nanometer is 10-9 meters; one billionth of a meter).
Nanotechnology includes the systemic study of synthesis, characterization, modification and
fabrication in nanoscale. Nowadays, the application of nanotechnology expands greatly in many
fields such as biomedical technology, nanoelectronics, automobile, and nanobiology etc. In
application, nanoscale sized functional devices bring not only the reduction of raw materials and
energies, but also lead to highly integrated multi-functionalities as well as reducing the cost of
manufacturing per unit. Figure 1.1 compares a bunch of nanofibres with a human hair.
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Figure 1.1. A human hair along with bunch of nanofibres [Picture courtesy to Ashraf Asran1].

1.2. Overview of nanofabrication
Nanofabrication is the technology which is capable of fabricating nanoscale structures with
dimensions down to sub-100 nm. It plays very important role in all sectors of nanotechnology.
There are three major parts in nanofabrication which involve lithography, thin film deposition
techniques and etching techniques. Microfabrication is the basis for nanofabrication and
photolithography is the core technology for microfabrication, whereas electron beam lithography
plays major role in nanofabrication. There are two types of nanofabrication approaches: "topdown" and "bottom-up". The lateral size of the nanostructures is defined using lithography
process, and the vertical dimension by thin film deposition and etching techniques.
Nanolithography techniques include electron beam lithography (EBL), focused ion beam
lithography, nanoimprint and scanning probe lithography. There are a variety of thin film
deposition and etching techniques, which includes e-beam evaporation, sputtering deposition,
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and reactive ion etch (RIE), sputter etch, ion mill
respectively. Figure 1.2 (a) shows an example of top-down approach where the resist is patterned
firstly by lithography such as electron beam lithography, then the pattern is transferred by either
metal deposition followed by liftoff (Figure 1.2 (a)(1)), or direct etching (Figure 1.2 (a)(2)). The
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applications of top-down fabrication techniques are vast which include the random access
memory, integrated circuits, storage device, microfluidics, solar cells etc.

Bottom-up approach is based on self-assembly of nanoscale blocks into ordered array of
nanostructures and chemical synthesis of nanoparticles. It includes nanosphere lithography, selfassembly of block copolymers2, atoms, molecules and supramolecular elements, and templatebased methods that utilize nanoporous membranes. Figure 1.2 (b) shows a typical example of
bottom-up approach where the substrate is coated by chemically synthesized nanospheres
followed by pattern transfer.

Figure 1.2. Schematic diagram of (a) top-down and (b) bottom-up approach. In the top-down
approach, (1) the resist is patterned by lithography, and then the pattern is transferred by
deposition followed by liftoff, or (2) the pattern is transferred by direct etch. In the bottom-up
approaches, nanolithography is usually obtained by self-assembly followed by pattern transfer
such as liftoff.
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Lithography involves the transfer of the pattern information to a sensitive material either by
mechanical force or by exposure of photon, ion or electron3. Lithography is widely used in many
fields of nanoscience and nanotechnology (top-down fabrication technique) which includes the
fabrication of integrated circuit to the fabrication of micro and nano-electromechanical systems
(MEMS and NEMS). Lithography techniques can be classified into two types. The first type is
capable of duplicating the pattern of the mask/mold which includes photolithography (or optical
lithography), x-ray lithography (XRL), deep ultra-violet lithography (DUVL), extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) and nanoimprint lithography (NIL). Broadly speaking, this type has
high throughput as the mask/mold pattern is duplicated in one run. As a result, this is suitable for
high volume production. The second type is capable of direct patterning that produces the pattern
without employing any mask/mold which includes electron beam lithography (EBL), ion beam
lithography (IBL) and scanning probe lithography (SPL)4. This type produces the pattern in a
serial basis, thus it is time consuming with low throughput. Therefore it is suitable for R&D and
mask/mold production.

For semiconductor manufacturing and other volume production, photolithography is the prime
lithography technique which is popular for its low cost and high throughput. It can produce the
pattern with high resolution. The resolution is limited by light diffraction, equipment and process
control etc. To overcome these limitations, several resolution enhancement techniques (RET)
have been developed such as off‐axis illumination (OAI), phase shift masks (PSM), optical
proximity correction (OPC), and double processing5, which leads to the resolution down to sub10 nm. Nanoimprint lithography is another popular nanolithography technique with low cost,
high resolution and high throughput. It is a replication technology which replicates micro and
nanostructures onto imprint resist (cured by heat or UV light) by pre-fabricated molds6. The
achievable resolution is limited only by the mold resolution, not by light diffraction as in the case
of optical lithography, or beam scattering as in the case of charged beam lithography.

Direct patterning lithography is a process to print patterns into a resist layer by an exposure of
electrons or ions. Upon development, the resist pattern is transferred to the substrate/sub-layer by
etching or deposition techniques. Electron beam lithography (originated from Scanning electron
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microscope (SEM) by Baron Manfred von Ardenne in 19377), the most fundamental technique
for research and development, has been widely used to pattern very small features, which uses
electrons to modify the polymer resist on a sample surface and develops the sample in a solvent
to selectively etch resist in exposed area or unexposed area. The fundamental of electron beam
lithography is detailed in Chapter 2. Focused ion beam was developed by Levi-Setti in 19758 and
helium ion beam in 20059. Focused ion beam (mainly includes Gallium, helium ion in helium ion
beam microscope; proton in proton beam microscope) lithography exposes the resist without
proximity effect but it contaminates the resist with the ion. Scanning probe lithography
(originated from atomic force microscope (AFM) invented by Binnig in 198610) is also widely
used to pattern the nanostructure via oxidation, local heating or object manipulation. Such a tipbased nanofabrication (TBN) is an effective method compared to conventional fabrication
processes due to its simplicity, high resolution, and low cost. Detail of tip-based nanofabrication
is discussed in chapter 4.

Addition and subtraction of materials are important parts in nanofabrication to transfer/generate
the pattern in nanoscale. Thin film deposition ('additive method') includes physical vapor
deposition (PVD) (sputtering, e-beam or thermal evaporation), chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
(metal-organic CVD, plasma-enhanced CVD, low pressure CVD), epitaxy (molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE), liquid-phase epitaxy), electrochemical deposition, oxidation (growth of thermal
oxide) and; spin-on and spray-on film coating (resist coating).

Etching ('subtractive method') techniques plays a major role in nanofabrication for material
removal. It is consisted of three processes which includes mass transport of reactants (through a
boundary layer) to the surface to be etched, reaction between reactants and the film to be etched
at the surface, and mass transport of reaction products from the surface through the surface
boundary layer. There are two types of etching: “dry” and “wet” etching. Wet etching uses liquid
etchants with wafers immersed in etchant solution which is cheap and simple, but hard to control
(may not reproducible), so it is not popular for nanoscale pattern transfer purpose. Dry etching
uses gas phase etchants in a plasma, both chemical and physical (sputtering process). Dry plasma
etch can be used for many dielectric materials and some metals. There are two categories in
etching technique based on etched profile: isotropic etch and anisotropic etch. Generally
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speaking, chemical process (wet etch, plasma etch) in etching leads to isotropic etch; whereas
physical process (directional energetic bombardment) leads to anisotropic etch. In Chapter 5, the
dry etching is required to prepare high aspect ratio tips.

1.3. Objectives of this thesis
As mentioned above, this thesis consists of two parts, thus with two main objectives. The
objectives for Part I (electron beam lithography) are (a) to study the effect of 'molecular weight'
and 'molecular weight distribution' on e-beam exposure properties of polystyrene; (b) to
demonstrate the lift-off with solvent for negative resist using low energy electron beam
exposure; (c) to design the process in order to graft PMMA monolayer brush on to irregular/nonflat surface for electron beam lithography; (d) to adjust the electron beam in large scale exposure
of moderate resolution pattern with feedback using in-situ self-developed resist; and (e) to reduce
the stitching error in electron beam lithography with in-situ feedback using self-developing resist
for large area writing fields.

The objective for Part II is to develop the fabrication process for high aspect ratio AFM (atomic
force microscope) tips. The key feature of the technology is that it is a low-cost batch fabrication
process with high yield. The process starts from a wafer of AFM tips containing high density of
low aspect ratio tips, and process them simultaneously to produce sharp and high aspect ratio
tips. More specifically, our goals are to optimize and improve the fabrication process in order to
make it a commercially viable technology for low cost and high volume production of high
aspect ratio AFM tips. To sum up, the objectives are: (a) to optimize the process steps to achieve
reproducible high aspect ratio AFM tips with desired tip dimensions; (b) to evaluate and improve
the uniformity and yield of the process across an entire 4" wafer of pyramid tips; (c) to fabricate
tips with controllable pillar diameters; (d) to fabricate tips with controlled shape, such as with a
slight taper angle to make it more mechanically robust; (e) to transfer the technology to the
commercial regular AFM tips (low aspect ratio) and demonstrate the uniformity, reproducibility
and yield of processed tips; and (f) to fabricate tips with tilt compensation since during real AFM
scanning, the tip cantilever is not parallel to the sample surface; instead it is tilted by ~10-13°. It
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is thus desirable to fabricate an AFM tip with the pillar tilted at the similar angle, so that the tip
is perpendicular to the sample surface when mounted onto AFM.

1.4. Structure of this thesis
In first part (Chapters 1-3), nanofabrication with electron beam lithography is introduced,
optimized, adjusted and characterized. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to nanofabrication.
Chapter 2 gives fundamentals of electron beam lithography. In addition, it elaborates my
research on the nanofabrication techniques using electron beam lithography. Chapter 3 discusses
about the electron beam adjustment in electron beam lithography. It demonstrates not only more
accurate write field alignment, but also finer electron beam tuning within one large write field.
The second part (Chapters 4-5) covers the application of novel nanofabrication techniques in
manufacturing high aspect ratio AFM tips. Chapter 4 reviews recent AFM probe fabrication
techniques. At the end, our technique to fabricate high aspect ratio AFM tips with low-cost will
be introduced. Chapter 5 describes our method to batch fabricate the high aspect ratio AFM tips
and its application on atomic force microscopy scanning. Chapter 6 is the general conclusion of
this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
Nanofabrication by electron beam lithography
This chapter describes fundamentals of electron beam lithography, and elaborates four research
projects I carried out on e-beam lithography.

2.1. Introduction
Electron beam lithography (EBL)1, focused ion beam (FIB) lithography2 and nanoimprint
lithography (NIL)3 are the three most important techniques in nanofabrication. Among those
three techniques, EBL is the most popular technique for research and development. Unlike
nanoimprint, EBL can expose arbitrary nanostructure without the need of making a mold at the
beginning. In compared with FIB, EBL is capable of exposing thick (much greater than 100 nm)
resist without ion contamination to the resist.

Conventional lithography is a process to print patterns into a resist layer by an exposure of
electrons, ions, or photons. Upon development, the resist pattern is transferred to the substrate by
etching or deposition techniques. Electron beam lithography has been widely used to pattern very
small features. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of an electron beam lithography system. In general,
an electron beam is deflected to a desired location and chemically modifies the resist. The beam
would then be blanked (blocked), moved to a new location, and the blanking would be turned off
again to expose the resist. This process can then be repeated until the desired pattern is fully
exposed. The process is analogous to drawing a picture on a piece of paper with an extremely
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sharp pencil and is therefore highly flexible. EBL is capable of achieving sub-10 nm resolution.
However, exposures are done serially, which drastically reduces throughput and limits its
application to scientific research and making masks for other lithography4.

Computer

Figure 2.1. Schematic of an electron beam lithography system.
The following sections cover electron beam source, limitations on the minimum electron beam
spot size, scattering of electrons during exposure and the proximity effect, and resists and
developers.

2.1.1. Electron beam source
There are three common electron beam sources: thermionic, thermal field emission (Schottky)
and cold field emission. The schematic of a typical electron gun is shown in figure 2.2 (a).
Electrons can be emitted from a filament (emitter or cathode) by gaining additional energy from
heat or electric field. For tungsten hairpin filament, the electrons emit from the head of the
hairpin by thermionic emission, where the filament is heated to approximately 3000 K by a
current source. For the field emission filament, electrons emits from a tip due to electric field.
The electrode electro-statically focuses the emitted electrons to the crossover point (is an
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effective real or virtual source for the downstream electron optical system.). The crossover point
is then de-magnified by subsequent electron lenses to form the final electron probe at the surface
of a sample. If the electron beam system did not have any aberrations, the final electron beam
spot size d0 would simply be d0 = D0/M where D0 is the crossover size and M is the
demagnification. However, there are a number of common aberrations, such as spherical
aberration, which limit the minimum electron beam spot size. Figure 2.2 (b) illustrates the band
diagram of thermionic emission. At high temperature, some electrons have thermal kinetic
energy high enough to overcome the energy barrier (work function). Figure 2.2 (c) illustrates the
band diagram of field assisted thermionic emission guns for which the large field lowers the
energy barrier by ∆Φ
Φ , thus greatly enhancing the emission current. Cold field emission works at
even higher field for which tunneling becomes dominant at room temperature.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of (a) a typical electron gun with a tungsten filament, (b) band diagram of
thermionic emission gun, and (c) band diagram of field assisted thermionic source (Schottky).

An important parameter of electron gun is their brightness which is the current emitted per unit
area per solid angle. The brightness determines the maximum current density of the electron
beam probe at the wafer surface. Tungsten thermionic filaments typically have a brightness of
approximately 105 amp/cm2ster. Cold tungsten field emission (tunneling current is temperature
independent) tips have a much higher brightness, around 109 amp/cm2ster, but their emission can
vary rapidly with time thereby causing instability in the electron beam current. Thermal field
emission tips, which are often used in commercial electron beam lithography system, have a
relatively high brightness, 108 amp/cm2ster, and have much more stable emission current than
the cold field emission tips.

2.1.2. Limitations on electron beam spot size
The electrostatic and magnetic lenses in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) systems
demagnify the crossover formed after the Wehnelt in the electron gun. The ideal final electron
spot size is given by
do =

dv
,
M

Where dv is virtual source diameter and M (>1) is demagnification by the lenses. However, there
are several factors that degrade the spot size such as lens aberrations in the electron beam system
and diffraction.

For electron traveling near the axial path of the system, the major lens aberrations are spherical
aberration and chromatic aberration. Spherical aberration results from electrons passing through
the outer regions of the lens being focused to a slightly different plane than the electrons passing
near the center of the lens. The spot size contribution of spherical aberration ds is given by
ds =
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1
Csα 3 ,
2

where Cs is the spherical aberration coefficient and α (≈sinα) is numerical aperture of the electron
objective lens. For a well designed magnetic lens, the spherical aberration coefficient is roughly
equal to the focal length f of the lens.
Chromatic aberration results from the energy spread, ∆E

E

, of the electrons, which is due to

Coulomb interactions of electrons and energy spread of gun emission. The spot size contribution
of chromatic aberrations dc is given by

 ∆E 
dc = Ccα 
,
 E 
where Cc is the coefficient of chromatic aberration. In addition to lens aberrations, diffraction
limits the minimum beam diameter by

df = 0.61

λ
,
α

where df is the spot size contribution from diffraction. The de Broglie wavelength of electrons is
given by
1

 h2  2
 ,
λ = 
 2mE 
which is 0.008 nm for electron energy 20 KeV. With a typical value 2.5 mrad of α, df is about
3.2 nm for electron energy 20 keV. The total beam diameter can be estimated by adding each of
these contributions in quadrature

dtot 2 = d 0 2 + ds 2 + dc 2 + df 2 .
By analyzing the equation of dtot, the minimum electron beam diameter is obtained by using the
highest stable accelerating voltage, lowest reasonable beam current, and the smallest practical
working distance5 (for smaller beam spot size). However, for typical conditions using field
emission gun, the pattern resolution is not limited by beam spot size that can easily achieve sub-5
nm, rather electron beam scattering and proximity effect.
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2.1.3. Electron scattering and proximity effect
When an electron beam is incident into resist, the electrons scatter both elastically and
inelastically, causing the exposure region larger than the beam size6. Due to high energy
electrons used, the penetration depth of electron beam is usually much larger than the resist
thickness. The in-elastically scattering of high energy electrons by electrons in resist can
generate secondary electrons with energies ~10-50 eV. The energy and range of the secondary
electrons is largely independent of the incident electron energy. The secondary electrons interact
with resist polymer and cause chain scission of PMMA molecular chain7. The inelastic scattering
with electrons in resist is mainly in a small solid angle in forward direction, which increases the
beam size in resist. For the highest resolution, thin resists are necessary to reduce the beam
widening from forward scattering. The electron beam, which goes through the resist and is
incident into substrate, also elastically scatters with the nucleus of the substrate atoms.
Depending on the atomic number of the substrate atoms, from 10% to 40% of the incident
electrons are back scattered and go into resist again. The back-scattered electrons have a much
larger range and expose the resist outside of the primary beam.

Due to back-scattering, the exposure dose at a given location is the superposition of both the
incident dose and the additional dose from all other exposure locations within the scattering
range. This phenomena is called the proximity effect. A model of a sum of two Gaussian
distributions, which characterize the electron distribution of the primary beam and forward
scattering and the electron distribution of back scattering, was proposed by Chang to calculate
exposure dose of proximity effect8. The equation is given by

f (r ) =

 1
 r2  η
 r 2 
1


 − 2 
exp
−
+
exp

 σ2  σ2
π (1 + η )  σ 2f
f
b
 σ b 



where f(r) is the exposure at a distance r from the axis of incident beam. The first term of a
Gaussian distribution is described by the term σf (order of 10 nm) representing the electron
distribution of forward scattering. The second term of a Gaussian distribution is described by the
term σb (order of 1 µm) representing the electron distribution of back-scattering. The ratio of the
back scattering exposure to forward scattering exposure is given by the η .
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The proximity effect may be reduced by using thin substrates or membranes to reduce back
scattering effects9,10. Sparse patterns, which are separated by distances greater than the back
scattering electron ranges, may be exposed with very little proximity effect. In addition, the
proximity effect may be compensated for by adjusting the dose of each feature and changing the
shapes of the features with the help of simulation tools or experimental tests.

A Monte Carlo simulation is given in figure 2.3 to illustrate the dose distributions and electron
scattering11. To have feature size mainly determined by primary beam, thin resist should be used
to reduce forward scattering distribution through resist thickness, and the exposure dose should
be reduced to only develop the resist exposed around the primary beam. The dose control to
obtain an isolated feature with very small feature size is much easier than that to obtain dense
features with the same feature size, because the forward scattering distributions of adjacent
exposure points overlap and proximity effect is more serious for dense pattern.

Figure 2.3. A Monte Carlo simulation showing electron trajectories11. Upper image shows the
dose distributions of primary beam, forward scattering, and back scattering. Lower image shows
the traces of electron scattering.
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2.1.4. Resists and developers
The resists for electron beam lithography can be classified in two categories, positive resist and
negative resist, which are different in how the resists react to exposure and development, as
shown in figure 2.4. In a positive resist, the resist in the areas exposed by electron beam is
removed after development, while the resist in unexposed areas remains. On the other hand, a
negative resist leaves the exposed region after development and the unexposed areas are
removed. The chemistry of positive resist is polymer chain scission by electron-polymer
interaction that reduces the polymer chain length, thus making the resist in exposed areas
dissolve much faster in developer than the unexposed resist. The chemistry of negative resist is
to form cross-link of the polymer chains by electron exposure, making the cross-linked polymer
hard to be dissolved in developer. Examples of common positive electron beam resist include
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and ZEP-520A. SU-8, HSQ and polystyrene are examples of
negative EBL resist.
Negative resist

Positive resist
1. Exposure:

e-

e-

e-

Resist

e-

e-

Substrate

Substrate
2. Development:

Substrate

Substrate

Figure 2.4. Schematic of positive resist and negative resist.
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PMMA was first identified as a high-resolution EBL resist in 1968 and continues to be a most
common resist used in high-resolution EBL today. One main reason for the continued use of
PMMA is that it has very high resolution. In 1983, Craighead et al. obtained 10 nm linewidth on
GaAs using PMMA with a lift-off technique12. This resolution was thought to be the limit of
minimum feature size in PMMA due to the delocalization of secondary electron generation and
subsequent straggling of the secondary electrons in the resist13. However, Chen et al. produced
lines as narrow as 5-7 nm in 1100 K molecular weight PMMA using a 100 keV electron beam
and an optimized development process in cellosolve and methanol with ultrasonic agitation14.
The disadvantage of PMMA as an EBL resist is its relatively low sensitivity. A dose from 50

µC/cm2 to 500 µC/cm2 is required to expose PMMA.

Common developers for PMMA can be divided into two systems: solvent:non-solvent and cosolvent. Three examples of solvent:non-solvent developer system are cellosolve (2ethoxyethanol): methanol, methyl isobutyl ketone:isopropyl alcohol (MIBK:IPA) and methyl
ethyl ketone:methanol. In the co-solvent developer, two pure non-solvents are combined together
to form a solvent. The developer isopropanol:water is an example of this system. In
development, parameters such as developer temperature, developing time and developer strength
are critical in obtaining repeatable results. For instance, the development sensitivity of PMMA
changes by nearly 10% per 0C15.
Negative resist, HSQ (hydrogen silsesquioxane), was first studied by Frye and Collins16. It has
high resolution capability similar to PMMA, and the exposed HSQ is effectively SiO2. Van
Delft17 studied the effect of aging and storage of HSQ resist. He demonstrated that the aging of
HSQ (has a shelf life of around six months) increased the sensitivity at a cost of decreasing the
contrast and resolution. As HSQ is not stabilized at room temperature, it should be stored at low
temperature. Recently, a non-polymer negative resist, calixarene, has been shown by Fujita et al.
to have nanometer scale resolution18. The sensitivity of calixarene is 7000 µC/cm2, which is
significantly lower than that of PMMA. However, calixarene resists have significant resistance to
plasma etching. Pepin et al19 studied another very popular negative resist, SU-8, and
demonstrated 75 nm wide lines in thin SU-8 with 50 keV electron beam energy. Polystyrene is
also a very versatile negative resist which is discussed in details below.
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The following elaborates my research on e-beam lithography using polystyrene and monolayer
PMMA "brush" resist.

2.2. Effect of molecular weight on e-beam exposure properties of polystyrene
[This work is published in Microelectronic Engineering, 98, 254-257(2012)]

2.2.1. Introduction
Positive resist is typically used for EBL, largely because of the availability of the benchmark
resist poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) that offers high resolution with low cost and ease of
process. With its higher sensitivity and etching resistance than PMMA, ZEP520 (positive-tone,
Zeon Corp) is arguably the second most popular EBL resist. However, for some applications
such as the fabrication of hole arrays in a metal film (the structure for extraordinary optical
transmission20) by using liftoff, negative resist would offer substantially shorter exposure time,
except when using a more complicated “resist tone reversal” process21. Unfortunately, there is no
negative resist that gains similar popularity to PMMA and ZEP520. Bilenberg et al. has selected
four negative EBL resists and compared their performance: calixarene (Tokuyama Corp), ma-N
2401 (Microresist Technology), SU-8 (Microchem Corp) and mr-L 6000 (Microresist
Technology)22. As chemically amplified resists, SU-8 and mr-L 6000 offer superior sensitivity,
but with low contrast and resolution (more strictly speaking, half-pitch for dense periodic line
array patterns) that is limited by the diffusion of the photo-acid generator during post exposure
baking. Ma-N 2401 has sensitivity comparable to that of ZEP520 resist, but with far inferior
resolution. Among those four resists, calixarene offers the highest resolution. Calixarene has
been studied as a candidate resist for fabricating using EBL bit-patterned recording media that
have achieved areal density of 1.4 and 1.6 Tbits/in2 (corresponding to a dot array of 20 nm
period)23,24 using very thin (sub-20 nm) film. However, it has low sensitivity despite being a
chemically amplified resist, and the acid generated in the exposed area may diffuse into the
unexposed area, blurring the latent image.
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In recent years, hydrogen silsesqioaxene (HSQ) probably attracted more attention than any other
negative tone resist25, 26, 27. HSQ is an excellent inorganic EBL resist that has demonstrated the
highest resolution of 9 nm period line array patterns28, thanks to its small molecular size and lack
of swelling during development29. However, in addition to its low sensitivity, HSQ is not
suitable for liftoff unless using a double layer resist stack such as HSQ coated on PMMA. The
development process is also self-limiting due to cross-linking of resist by the developer, leading
to incomplete removal of unexposed resist, though a salty developer can minimize this effect30.
More importantly, HSQ is unstable, so spin coating, baking, exposure and development must be
done quickly (yet this is not possible if the exposure time is long)31.

In addition, all the above resists are commercially formulated with typically high cost and short
shelf life. Therefore, it is desirable to have a negative resist like PMMA, which is a simple
polymer with low cost and practically unlimited shelf life, and can be dissolved easily using
various solvents to give desired film thickness. Polystyrene is such a resist, as it undergoes crosslinking when exposed to deep UV light or an electron beam. Previously, dense periodic patterns
with 20 nm period lines and 15 nm period dots have been demonstrated using low molecular
weight 2 kg/mol polystyrene resist32. However, the sensitivity of the 2 kg/mol polystyrene is very
low, one order lower than the insensitive PMMA. Knowing that for negative cross-linking
polymer resist the sensitivity is theoretically proportional to its molecular weight, here we
investigate the exposure properties of high molecular weight (90 kg/mol, 170 kg/mol and 900
kg/mol) polystyrene, which demonstrated a very high sensitivity of 1 µC/cm2 when exposed on
900 kg/mol polystyrene at 2 keV. Besides its high sensitivity, polystyrene is more (by ~3×)
resistant to dry etching than PMMA. To compare, we also investigated the exposure properties of
low molecular weight polystyrenes (2.5 kg/mol and 13 kg/mol).

2.2.2. Exposure properties of low molecular weight PS (2.5 kg/mol and 13
kg/mol)
As aforementioned, the principle to use polystyrene as EBL negative resist is that the electrons
cause crosslink to form a network structure. Figure 2.5 illustrates a linear molecular chain of
polystyrene and cross-linked PS exposed by e-beam. The network structure of polymer cannot be
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dissolved by developer, which is typically a solvent capable of dissolving the uncross-linked
polystyrene polymer. After development in the solvent, the heavily exposed region having the
crosslinked polymer patterns left.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5. Schematic of (a) a linear molecular chain of polystyrene, (b) cross-linked PS exposed
by e-beam.

To carry out the experiment to obtain exposure properties of low molecular weight PS,
polystyrene powder with a molecular weight of 2.5 kg/mol and 13 kg/mol was dissolved in
chlorobenzene with a concentration of 1.3 w/v%, which was spun-coated onto a Si substrate to
form a film thickness of 110 nm. Initially, the silicon wafer was cleaned using acetone and 2proponol, followed by short exposure to oxygen plasma. After spin coating, the film was baked
at 70 oC for 1 hour on a hotplate. The dependence of film thickness of polystyrene on spin-coater
spin speed is shown in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6. Thickness of polystyrene film as a function of spin speed.

The pattern was exposed using a LEO 1530 field emission SEM equipped with a Nabity
nanometer pattern generation system (NPGS) at electron energies of 5 keV and 20 keV. The
beam currents measured using Faraday cup were 45-100 pA that depends on the electron energy
for an aperture of 20 µm. The periodic lines were exposed as single-pass lines with a beam step
size of 12 nm for high resolution study. Following exposure, the samples were developed using
tetrahydrofuran for 1 min, followed by a 2-propanol rinse and nitrogen dry. In principle, all
solvents such as chlorobenzene, anisole and toluene that can dissolve un-exposed polystyrene
can be used as developer since cross-linked polystyrene is insoluble to those corresponding
solvents.

2.2.2.1. Dependence of dot size on exposure dose
The dose required to expose a dot is inversely proportional to the molecular weight of
polystyrene. Figure 2.7 shows the dependency of dot diameter on exposure dose for
polystyrene of molecular weights 2.5 and 13 kg/mol, exposed at 20 keV. It clearly shows 13
kg/mol PS is more sensitive than 2.5 kg/mol PS. The reason behind this is discussed in details
in next section.
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Dot arrays

Figure 2.7. Dot diameter as a function of exposure dose for PS of molecular weight 2.5 kg/mol
and 13 kg/mol, exposed at 20 keV. Inset shows SEM image of one dot array.

The dot size dependence on the electron energy relies on the forward electron scattering. The
scattering angle of incident electron at lower electron energy is greater than that at higher
electron energy. High energy electron beam penetrates much deeper into the substrate than low
energy electron beam that reduces the secondary electron scattering volume in resist layer.
Therefore, the area of effective energy deposition decreases with increasing acceleration
voltage. Thus, low electron energy exposure gives higher sensitivity because more energy is
deposited inside the resist layer. Figure 2.8 shows that lower energy gives higher sensitivity for
both 2.5 kg/mol PS (a) and 13 kg/mol PS (b), where the polystyrene were exposed at 5 keV and
20 keV.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.8. Dot diameter as a function of exposure dose for low and high electron energies of
(a) 2.5 kg/mol PS, and (b) 13 kg/mol PS.
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2.2.3. Exposure properties for high molecular weight PS (90-900 kg/mol)
Unlike the low molecular weight polystyrene, the high molecular weight polystyrene was found
able to form a uniform film, though its adhesion could be further enhanced by coating the silicon
wafer with a mono-layer surfactant trichloro(phenyl)silane. Thus, in experimental procedure,
polystyrene with a molecular weight of 90 kg/mol, 170 kg/mol and 900 kg/mol (Mw/Mn=1.10)
were baked at 120 oC for 5 min, after spin coating. The films were exposed at energies of 20
keV, 5 keV and 2 keV where measured currents are 35-100 pA for 20 µm aperture. After
exposure, the samples were developed using tetrahydrofuran for 2 min. Such a relatively long
development time is necessary since high molecular weight polystyrene is less soluble in the
solvent than the low molecular weight one.

2.2.3.1. Sensitivity and resolution capabilities
Figure 2.9 shows the contrast curves for 90 kg/mol polystyrene resist exposed at 20 keV and 5
keV. The contrast for exposure at 20 keV, defined as γ = [log(D100/D0)]-1, is calculated to be 1.5,
which is very close to the contrast at 5 keV exposure. The contrast is much lower than the
popular chain-scission positive resist PMMA and ZEP-520A. For PMMA, a critical molecular
weight around 10 kg/mol exists, below which the polymer becomes very soluble by the
developer. For chain cross-linking resist polystyrene, apparently there is no such a critical
transition point, and its solubility decreases gradually with the increasing degree of cross-linking.
Nevertheless, the contrast is higher than the popular chemically amplified resist SU-8 (γ~1.0) 33.
The sensitivity (defined as D50, the dose to result in 50% remaining thickness) is 120 µC/cm2 and
26 µC/cm2 for 20 keV and 5 keV exposure, respectively. This is in good agreement with the fact
that sensitivity is roughly inversely proportional to the beam energy (E) as predicted by the
Bethe equation for electron energy loss (Eloss) in the resist: Eloss∝1/E⋅log(αE) with α being a
constant. The threshold dose where the contrast curve starts to rise (D0) is the “gel point” that is
roughly inversely proportional to the molecular weight for simple negative polymer resists34.
This is because the number of cross-linking necessary to render the resist insoluble in the
developer decreases with molecular weight. Contrary to the cross-linking negative resist, for
positive resist based on chain scission such as PMMA, the sensitivity doesn’t depend
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significantly on molecular weight, because for longer chains, though more chain scission is
needed to render it soluble in the developer, it also receives proportionally higher exposure dose.
The sensitivity for 2 kg/mol polystyrene at 5 keV exposure is 1170 µC/cm2 that is ~50× lower
than 90 kg/mol polystyrene, which is in good agreement with the Charlesby theory35.

Figure 2.9. Contrast curves for 90 kg/mol polystyrene exposed at (a) 20 keV and (b) 5 keV, and
developed by tetrahydrofuran for 2 min.
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Figure 2.10. Contrast curves for 170 kg/mol polystyrene at 5 keV and developed by
tetrahydrofuron for 2 min.

The contrast curve for 170 kg/mol polystyrene which was exposed at 5 keV and developed with
tetrahydrofuron is shown in figure 2.10. As expected, 170 kg/mol is more sensitive (twice) than
90 kg/mol PS at 5 kV exposure. The contrast curves for 900 kg/mol exposed at different
acceleration voltages are shown in figure 2.11. As expected, the sensitivity (14 µC/cm2 and 2.1
µC/cm2 for 20 keV and 5 keV exposure, respectively) is roughly one order higher than that for
90 kg/mol polystyrene exposed at 20 keV and 5 keV. It is also much higher than ZEP-520A
resist when using the standard amyl acetate developer, and comparable to ZEP-520A resist when
using a stronger developer of methyl ethyl ketone : methyl isobutyl ketone = 40 : 60

36

. The

sensitivity can be further enhanced by exposure at lower acceleration voltage, here 2 keV, which
resulted in a sensitivity of 1.1 µC/cm2. Further reduction of acceleration voltage would lead to
more serious forward scattering and shallower resist penetration depth (e.g. 65 nm penetration
for 1.3 keV exposure37), so was not experimented. Contrary to intuition and experience that high
sensitivity generally comes with low contrast, the contrasts (γ=1.4, 1.6, 1.7 for 20 keV, 5 keV
and 2 keV exposure, respectively) was found to be not noticeably worse than 90 kg/mol
polystyrene. This might be explained by that the ratio of the exposure dose for full cross-linking
(nearly insoluble in the developer) to the dose for partial cross-linking (e.g. 50% cross-linking,
moderately soluble) should be independent of the molecular weight.
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Figure 2.11. Contrast curves for 900 kg/mol polystyrene exposed at (a) 20 keV, (b) 5 keV and (c)
2 keV, all developed by tetrahydrofuran for 2 min.

To study the resolution capability of the polystyrene resist, we exposed periodic dense line arrays
with periods 120 nm, 150 nm, 200 nm and 300 nm, all at 5 keV. Figure 2.12 shows the line array
patterns of 150 nm and 200 nm period for 90 kg/mol polystyrene. Grating with 200 nm period
was well defined, whereas the 150 nm one is fairly well defined. The next period (120 nm, not
shown) was not resolved. For 900 kg/mol, as seen from figure 2.13, the lines for both 200 nm
and 300 nm period were well defined. However, as the film thickness (140 nm) is about twice
that of 90 kg/mol polystyrene, the capillary force is stronger, leading to line collapse during
resist drying for the 200 nm period grating. We can conclude that the resolution capability for the
two molecular weights are not significantly different, which agrees with the fact that the two
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resists have similar contrast. It is well known that denser pattern can be obtained when proximity
effect is insignificant owing to small pattern area compared to the range of backscattered
electrons or exposure on a thin membrane. Here the pattern area is larger than the proximity
effect range for 5 keV exposure, hence similar resolution is expected when writing over larger
areas. The resolution or half pitch for the current polystyrene resist is lower than the very low
contrast resist SU-838. However, in that study the authors did not mention the pattern area as
compared to the range of proximity effect for 100 keV exposure. In fact, when proximity effect
is unimportant, very fine SU-8 line of only 24 nm wide has been obtained using 100 keV
exposure39.

Figure 2.12. SEM images of 90 kg/mol polystyrene line array exposed at 5 keV with line dose of
0.54 nC/cm, and developed by tetrahydrofuran for 2 min. (a) 150 nm period, (b) 200 nm period.
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Figure 2.13. SEM images of 900 kg/mol polystyrene line array exposed at 5 keV with line dose
of 0.043 nC/cm, and developed by tetrahydrofuran for 2 min. (a) 200 nm period and (b) 300 nm
period.

Previously, Cord et al. has demonstrated robust undercut profile by using a bi-layer positive
resist stack PMMA and PMGI40 (more sensitive than PMMA when using aqueous basic
developer, less sensitive than PMMA when using solvent developer41). Such a robust undercut
profile could be realized readily by using a bi-layer polystyrene resist stack having higher
molecular weight for the top layer. Similarly, by using a bi-layer stack with the top layer having
lower molecular weight, two-level patterning could be achieved, which, after pattern transfer to a
hard substrate, could be used to fabricate 3D mold for dual damascene process based on
nanoimprint lithography42.
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2.2.4. Conclusions
We studied the exposure behavior of the negative EBL resist polystyrene with molecular weight
of 90 kg/mol, 170 kg/mol and 900 kg/mol along with polystyrene with low molecular weights.
Very high sensitivity of 1 µC/cm2 was obtained for 900 kg/mol when exposed at 2 keV. The
sensitivity for 90 kg/mol polystyrene is about one order lower. The resist has a contrast around
1.5 that is nearly independent of molecular weight for this range of molecular weight. The
contrast is much lower than PMMA, but higher than the chemically amplified negative resist SU8. The current resist can achieve fairly well-defined patterns of 150 – 200 nm period line arrays.
In addition to its high sensitivity, polystyrene is a simple and low-cost resist with easy process
control and practically unlimited shelf life. It is also considerably more resistant to drying
etching than PMMA. We believe polystyrene is a very promising negative resist with tunable
sensitivity and resolution capability over a broad range simply by choosing different molecular
weights. For applications that need only moderate resolution, it is desirable to use high molecular
weight such as 900 kg/mol in order to take advantage of its very high sensitivity; whereas if
ultra-high resolution is the primary goal, very low molecular weight such as 2 kg/mol would be
the choice.

2.3. Effect of molecular weight distribution on e-beam exposure properties of
polystyrene
[This work is published in Nanotechnology, 24, 245302 (2013)]

2.3.1. Introduction
Previously we have demonstrated ultra-high sensitivity patterning using high Mw of 900
kg/mol43. In addition to molecular weight, another important parameter for a polymer is
polydispersity index (PDI), which is defined as the ratio of weight averaged molecular weight
and number averaged molecular weight
equal to
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is

and PDI is 1. For a polymer with broad molecular weight distribution, PDI is much
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higher than 1. PDI is known to be an important parameter for micro-phase separation of a
mixture of heterogeneous polymer44, as well as for crystallization kinetics45.
Polystyrene with very narrow molecular weight distribution with PDI ≤1.06 has been utilized by
majority research groups46,

47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52

in order to avoid any uncertainties. Ku’s paper

published in 1969 also recommended polystyrene with narrow Mw distribution for EBL in order
to avoid potential pinhole formation after development53. In this study we will show that there is
no significant effect of very broad molecular weight distribution on resist contrast and achievable
resolution. We didn’t observe any pinhole formation after development, either. It is thus
unnecessary to use monodisperse polystyrene whose cost is more than two orders higher than the
general purpose polystyrene having high PDI.

Polystyrene powder with various molecular weights and polydispersity index (from Pressure
Chemical Co. and Scientific Polymer Products Inc.) was dissolved in chlorobenzene with a
concentration of 1-2 w/v%. Relatively thick film is desirable for contrast curve measured by
AFM since the measurement is more accurate for thicker films, whereas relatively thin film is
preferred for high resolution line array exposure because pattern collapse due to capillary force is
less severe for thinner film. The films were baked at 120 oC for 5 min on a hotplate for the high
Mw samples (170 kg/mol and above). For low Mw polystyrene resist (13 kg/mol and below), we
decreased the baking temperature to 70 oC and increased the time to 1 hour in order to obtain a
uniform and homogeneous film.

To investigate the effect of polydispersity index on exposure properties, since the PDI of
commercially available general purpose polystyrene is unknown, we mixed two monodisperse
polystyrene with very different molecular weights (thus bimodal distribution) to mimic a
polystyrene with very broad molecular weight distribution and large PDI. For high Mw range,
170 kg/mol (PDI=1.06) and 900 kg/mol (PDI=1.10) polystyrene solution having the same
concentration were mixed with 1:1 volume ratio, to give a film with 1:1 weight ratio after spincoating. For low Mw range, 2.5 kg/mol and 13 kg/mol (both PDI=1.06) were mixed the same
way.
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2.3.2. Effect of molecular weight distribution on exposure properties
For positive resist based on chain scission such as PMMA, the dependence of resist sensitivity on
molecular weight is rather weak because, for PMMA of longer chains, though more exposure is
needed to cut it to below ~10 kg/mol (threshold Mw for fast dissolution in the developer), longer
chains also receive more electron exposure proportionally. For instance, when Mw is decreased
from 2200 kg/mol to 50 kg/mol, its sensitivity increases only by 26% for room temperature
development, from approximately 500 µC/cm2 to 370 µC/cm2 54. Contrary to positive resist, Mw
is fundamentally critical for chain cross-linking negative resist such as polystyrene whose
sensitivity is roughly proportional to its Mw. This is because fewer cross-linking is needed for
longer polystyrene chains to render it insoluble in a solvent developer. As for resist contrast and
high resolution capability, though typically high Mw PMMA of 950 kg/mol is used for electron
beam lithography, actually Mw as low as 15 kg/mol can achieve very high resolution of 15 nm
line-width55. There is no obvious relationship between high resolution capability (resist contrast)
and resist molecular weight for positive resist. But for chain cross-linking negative resist such as
polystyrene, gel formation theory predicts that resist contrast increases as Mw decreases56,57
which is in agreement with our previous studies. Given such an overwhelming significance of
Mw on polystyrene’s exposure properties, we studied the effect of polydispersity index over both
high and low Mw ranges.

2.3.2.1. Polystyrene with high Mw
The contrast curves exposed at 20 keV for 170 kg/mol polystyrene (PDI=1.06), 900 kg/mol
polystyrene (PDI=1.10) and the 1:1 mixture of the two are shown in figure 2.14. Here the
polystyrene with high PDI was simulated by a 1:1 mixture of two polystyrene. As expected, the
sensitivity for 900 kg/mol is much higher than that for 170 kg/mol. The sensitivity for 900
kg/mol is comparable to typical chemically amplified resists such as SU-8; and that for 170
kg/mol is close to ZEP-520A resist when using a strong developer58, which is much higher than
using regular high resolution developer. For the mixture with 1:1 weight ratio (i.e. N1M1=N2M2,
M1=170 kg/mol, M2=900 kg/mol), if we assume the two components are strictly monodisperse
(i.e. PDI=1.0), the weight averaged molecular weight can be calculated as
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=

(N1M12+N2M22)/(N1M1+N2M2) = (170+900)/2 = 535 kg/mol; for 1:1 weight ratio, the number
ratio is N1:N2 = 900:170, thus the number averaged molecular weight can be calculated as

=

(170×900+900×170)/(170+900) = 286 kg/mol. By definition, the polydispersity index of the
mixture is PDI=535/286=1.87. The calculated contrast for the mixture (γ=1.3) lies between those
of the two components (γ=0.9 and 1.9 for 900 and 170 kg/mol, respectively). As can be seen
from the figure, the contrast curve for the 1:1 mixture resembles a hypothetical monodisperse
polystyrene resist with Mw~300 kg/mol. Therefore polystyrene of certain molecular weight can
be simulated by a mixture of two polystyrenes having very different Mw. It is thus unnecessary
to acquire a large number of polystyrene resists with different Mw for different applications
using EBL.

Figure 2.14. Contrast curves exposed at 20 keV for polystyrene resist of 170 kg/mol, 900 kg/mol
and a mixture of the two with 1:1 weight ratio. The inset shows a possible configuration of a
portion of cross-linked polystyrene (adapted from Ref.59).

To study the resolution capability of the polystyrene samples, we exposed dense line arrays each
over an area of (5 µm)2 that is larger than the range of electron backscattering for 20 keV, so
similar dense array is expected when patterning over larger area. The lines were exposed as
single pass lines with step size of 5 nm. As seen in figure 2.15, the 150 nm period line array
pattern was better defined using the 1:1 mixture than 900 kg/mol. The lower Mw of 170 kg/mol
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can well define a line array of 80 nm period. For comparison, we also studied the resolution
capability for a general purpose 260 kg/mol polystyrene with high polydispersity index (Figure
2.15 d), which showed improved pattern definition with smoother lines than the 170 kg/mol
having narrow molecular weight distribution (see below for an explanation). This again
manifests that the resist performance greatly depends on molecular weight, but not on its
distribution.

Figure 2.15. Dense line arrays exposed at 20 keV in polystyrene with different molecular
weights. (a) Monodisperse 900 kg/mol, 150 nm period, 0.26 nC/cm line dose; (b) 1:1 mixture of
170 and 900 kg/mol, 150 nm period, 0.66 nC/cm; (c) Monodisperse 170 kg/mol, 80 nm period,
1.0 nC/cm; (d) General purpose polydisperse 260 kg/mol, 80 nm period, 0.91 nC/cm.

2.3.2.2. Polystyrene with low Mw
The contrast curves exposed at 20 keV for 2.5 kg/mol polystyrene (PDI=1.06), 13 kg/mol
polystyrene (PDI=1.06) and the 1:1 mixture of the two are shown in figure 2.16. As expected,
they all showed considerably higher contrast than the high Mw polystyrenes studied above, at the
cost of greatly reduced sensitivity. For the 1:1 weight ratio mixture of 2.5 and 13 kg/mol,
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,

and PDI is calculated as 7.75 kg/mol, 4.19 kg/mol and 1.85, respectively. The contrast curve
for the 1:1 mixture resembles a hypothetical monodisperse polystyrene resist with Mw of 4-5
kg/mol. Since for low Mw polystyrene the resist surface after development is much smoother
than high Mw polystyrene (this is related to its higher resolution capability), the contrast curve
measured by AFM is more accurate than that for high Mw polystyrene resists that gave rough
resist surfaces after development. It is thus more meaningful to carry out a quantitative study
with the low Mw resists. Table 2.1 listed the three resists’ gel point dose D0, sensitivity D50 (dose
for 50% normalized thickness), contrast, as well as the four products between Mw,n and D0,50.
Theoretically the dose-molecular weight product should be independent of molecular weight.
Apparently the products of dose and number averaged molecular weight are similar for the three
resists, but those of dose and weight averaged molecular weight are very different. Moreover,
for the mixture is closer to that of 2.5 kg/mol than 13 kg/mol, so is the resist contrast. We
can therefore conclude that the resist properties for polystyrene depend mainly on
from

if it differs

. It is known that for a polymer with broad molecular weight distribution, some

properties such as tensile strength depend mainly on
viscosity depend mainly on

60,61

; whereas other properties such as

. Longer chains are more important for the value of

whereas shorter ones with larger number are more important for the value of

,

. Therefore, here

the exposure property is mainly determined by the low Mw component due to its large number.

Table 2.1. Comparison of exposure properties of polystyrene resists with three different
molecular weights, with the values derived from figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16. Contrast curves exposed at 20 keV for polystyrene resist of 2.5 kg/mol, 13 kg/mol
and a mixture of the two with 1:1 weight ratio.

Polystyrene resists with different Mw and PDI have been studied previously. Feit et al. showed
that for the same molecular weight of 233 kg/mol, D80 (dose for 80% normalized thickness) for
polystyrene with higher PDI is considerably higher than near-monodisperse polystyrene, though
the difference for D50 (dose for 50% normalized thickness) is less62. They thus concluded that
PDI is a very important parameter for polystyrene resist. We disagree with their conclusion, and
believe that higher dose was needed in their study for resist with larger PDI because its
lower for the same

is

. Lai et al. claimed that the contrast of polystyrene resist decreases with

an increase in molecular weight distribution63. Yet this conclusion was drawn based on the
contrast curves for several polystyrene resists that differed not only in PDI but also in molecular
weight. Gel formation theory also implies higher contrast for uniform Mw distribution (PDI = 1)
than random Mw distribution (PDI = 2)64. However, it was assumed that gel fraction is equal to
normalized remaining film thickness after development, which is inaccurate since gel formation
is a “bulk” process occurring throughout the film thickness whereas resist dissolution by
developer is a layer by layer surface process. Our results indicate that PDI has insignificant effect
on resist performance. One plausible explanation for this is that once two polymer chains are
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cross-linked by electron beam exposure to form one larger chain, the chain length of the two
original polymer molecules is no longer important, be it the two molecules of equal length or not.

Table 2.2. Comparison of exposure properties of polystyrene resists with two different molecular
weights, with the values derived from figure 2.17.
Mw

Mn

PDI

Gel point D0

Contrast

(kg/mol)

(kg/mol)

62

58

1.06

78

1.9

115

286

64

4.5

45

1.4

90

(µC/cm2)

Sensitivity
D50 (µC/cm2)

Lastly, we performed Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurement on the abovementioned general purpose polystyrene with molecular weight of 260 kg/mol, which showed
=286 kg/mol,

=64 kg/mol, and PDI=4.5. Due to its lower

, this polymer achieved

better pattern definition than the monodisperse (PDI=1.06) 170 kg/mol one as seen in figure
2.15. In table 2.2, we also compared it with a monodisperse polystyrene of 62 kg/mol (PDI=1.06,
thus

=58 kg/mol) that is commercially available. As expected and shown in figure 2.17,

though their

differs by 4.6 times, the sensitivity of the two polymers is reasonably close (90

and 115 µC/cm2, respectively). This again showed that number averaged molecular weight
dominated the exposure properties of polystyrene resist.

Despite the fact that polystyrene’s sensitivity is inversely proportional to its Mw, no significant
effect of very broad molecular weight distribution on the sensitivity, contrast and achievable
resolution is observed. It is thus unnecessary to use the costly monodisperse polystyrene for
electron beam lithography.
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Figure 2.17. Contrast curves exposed at 20 keV for monodisperse (PDI=1.06) and general
purpose polydisperse (PDI=4.5) polystyrene with similar number averaged molecular weight of
~60 kg/mol.

2.3.3. Conclusions
In our approach, we simulated a polystyrene with high polydispersity index by mixing at 1:1
weight ratio two polystyrenes with very different molecular weights. The exposure property of
the mixture resembles that of a monodisperse polystyrene with a close number averaged
molecular weight

, which indicates that it is

rather than

that dominates the exposure

properties of polystyrene resist. We also studied a general purpose polystyrene with a high
polydispersity of 4.5, and found that its properties is comparable to those of monodisperse
polystyrene having similar number averaged molecular weight. Therefore, one can use the lowcost general purpose polystyrene for electron beam lithography; and one doesn’t need to have a
large number of polystyrene resists with different molecular weights for different applications
using EBL, as any given molecular weight can be simulated by a mixture of two polystyrene
samples having different molecular weights.
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2.4. Lift-off with solvent for negative resist using low energy electron beam
exposure
[This work is published in J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 32 (6), 06F507 (2014)]

2.4.1. Introduction
Direct etch and liftoff are the two most popular pattern transfer processes. In the direct etch
process, the polymer resist is first patterned using a lithography technique such as electron beam
lithography (EBL), then the pattern is transferred to the substrate or sub-layer with the resist as
mask by a dry etching technique such as reactive ion etching. In the liftoff process, the film
(commonly metal) is coated on the resist structure, and the film on top of resist structure is lifted
off when the resist underneath is dissolved, leaving behind the film structure on the area
previously uncovered by resist. Compared to direct etch, liftoff is more versatile since it can
work for most metals, whereas many metals including most noble metals cannot be etched by dry
etching. Positive resists are typically employed for liftoff; and if the metal to liftoff is too thick
(e.g. > 100 nm), a double layer stack, such as PMMA/P(MMA-MAA)65, PMMA/LOR66, and
high molecular weight PMMA/low molecular weight PMMA67, can be used to give an undercut
profile that facilitates a clean liftoff. However, for lifting off some structures such as nanoscale
trenches or holes, a negative resist is preferred as it offers far less exposure time than positive
resist (yet a complicated double liftoff process can be utilized with a positive resist for such
structures68).

However, liftoff using (single layer) negative resist is very challenging for two reasons: 1) the
resist profile is tapered with wider opening due to electron forward scattering, which leads to
film coating on the sidewall and thus makes a clean liftoff difficult; 2) common negative resists
such as polystyrene69,70 and SU-871 become cross-linked and insoluble upon exposure, and thus a
strong chemical such as a hot mixture of NH4OH : H2O2 : H2O (RCA cleaning) must be used to
dissolve it, which may attack the metal or sub-layer. Despite the challenge, liftoff using single
layer negative resist has been reported. Lim et al. carried out liftoff of 20 nm Cr with ma-N 2401
resist using acetone72. Though acetone cannot dissolve the exposed ma-N 2401, the resist was
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detached by prolonged ultrasonic agitation. However, as expected, the resulted Cr pattern had a
rough edge. Similar rough edge was also resulted for the liftoff of Au using ma-N 1405 resist73.
Passi et al. achieved liftoff of Ge and Pt (both resistant to HF) with hydrogen silsesquioxane
(HSQ) resist using HF, for which the application is limited since HF attacks most metals74.

A double layer stack may also be used for liftoff with negative resist, but it is more limited than
positive

resist.

For

example,

the

popular

liftoff

polymer

LOR

(based

on

polydimethylglutarimide, or PMGI) may not work well with negative resist for liftoff, because
PMGI itself is a positive resist75 and thus the LOR below the developed negative resist structure
(i.e. the exposed area) will be dissolved far faster than the LOR at the opening (unexposed) area.
As a result, one has to resort to a tri-layer structure76 consisting of (negative) resist/hard
material/polymer [e.g. resist/SiO2/ARC (anti-reflection coating)] for liftoff after pattern transfer
to the bottom polymer layer by dry etching. One exception is HSQ that is itself a hard mask
material for polymer dry etching, and a bi-layer stack of HSQ/PMMA has been employed
successfully for liftoff77. In principle, since the sensitivity (µC/cm2) for negative resists like
polystyrene is inversely proportional to its number averaged molecular weight78, one can achieve
an undercut profile using a bi-layer with the bottom layer having a lower molecular weight (thus
less sensitive). However, despite our great effort and contrary to positive resist, we were not able
to find a solvent that can dissolve polystyrene for spin-coating without dissolving significantly
the bottom polystyrene layer during the spin-coating of the top layer.

In this section we will report a simple liftoff process with a single layer negative resist by low
energy exposure, which resulted in an undercut profile, with an un-cross-linked or only partly
cross-linked bottom layer soluble in common solvents. We chose polystyrene to demonstrate the
process since it is a very versatile resist, for which the exposure property can be tuned simply by
varying the molecular weight, and it can be thermally developed79 as well as coated by thermal
evaporation for nanolithography on non-planar surfaces80,81. The key advantage of our liftoff
process is obviously its simplicity; however, we were not able to achieve sub-500 nm resolution
with low energy exposure.
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2.4.2. Experiment and numerical simulation
Polystyrene with weight averaged molecular weight of 283 kg/mol was dissolved in
chlorobenzene to give two film thicknesses of 220 nm and 500 nm after spin-coating. The
number averaged molecular weight, which determines the resist property, was 64 kg/mol,
leading to a polydispersity of 4.5. As shown previously, this broad distribution would not affect
substantially the resist exposure property. The film was baked at 120 oC for 10 min to drive off
the solvent. Next, the resist was exposed at 1-5 keV using Leo 1530 SEM equipped with a NPGS
pattern generation system, and developed with xylene for 45 and 90 s for 220 and 500 nm film,
respectively. Subsequently 10 nm Cr was e-beam evaporated and lifted off by soaking the
sample in xylene for 10 min.

In order to obtain the electron penetration depth into the resist at low energy exposure, we
carried out numerical simulation with Casino v3 (University of Sherbrooke, freely available82).
The software is based on Monte Carlo modeling to obtain the electron trajectory in solid, and it
considers the interaction and generation of x-ray and backscattered and secondary electrons. In
our simulation, the trajectories of 10000 primary electrons were simulated, from which we
deduced the electron penetration depth into the resist at electron energy of 1-5 keV.

2.4.3. Results and discussion
An undercut profile (narrower opening) is essential for liftoff with a smooth pattern edge.
However, as seen in figure 2.18 (a), for negative resist exposed at normal condition, a tapered
profile (wider opening) is typically resulted due to electron forward scattering, and the longer
dissolution time of the upper part of the resist than the lower part (this effect is insignificant if
the resist has a high contrast for which lateral dissolution toward the less exposed region is
negligible). In this study, we attempt to achieve an undercut profile using low energy exposure
for which most electrons do not reach the resist bottom, as shown in figure 2.18 (b). Here the
undercut at the resist bottom is owing to the very fast lateral development of the unexposed or
under-exposed resist there. Figure 2.19 shows the developed polystyrene profile exposed at 2 and
5 keV for the 220 nm thick film, and 4 and 5 keV for the 500 nm thick film. As expected, when
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exposed at relatively high energy, a positively tapered profile was obtained; whereas a clear
undercut profile was resulted with low energy exposure.

Figure 2.18. Schematic diagram showing the resulted resist profile for normal high energy
exposure (a), and low energy exposure with electron penetration depth smaller than resist film
thickness (b). The under-cut profile for low energy exposure is due to fast lateral development of
the under-exposed/un-exposed resist at the bottom.
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Figure 2.19. SEM images of polystyrene structure exposed at (a) 5 keV for 220 nm film; (b) 2
keV for 220 nm film; (c) 5 keV for 500 nm film; and (d) 4 keV for 500 nm film. Here the tapered
profile is due to electron forward scattering, whereas under-cut at the resist bottom is due to fast
lateral dissolution of the under-exposed resist there.

In order to estimate the electron penetration range and scattering volume, we utilized numerical
simulation to obtain the distribution of electron trajectory. As is well known, secondary electrons
(energy tens of eV), rather than primary ones (several keV), are mainly responsible for resist
exposure due to its closer energy to the energy needed to induce a chemical reaction; and
secondary electrons are generated along the path of the primary electrons. Figure 2.20 depicts the
electron trajectories in 500 nm thick polystyrene coated on bulk silicon substrate at energy of 120 keV. At energy of up to 4 keV, forward scattering is significant and most electrons are
stopped before reaching the substrate. At 5 keV, a significant percentage of electrons reached the
film-substrate interface; and at 20 keV, most electrons penetrate deep into the substrate. The
deduced electron penetration depth as a function of electron energy is shown in figure 2.21. This
is in good agreement with the developed resist structure (Figure 2.19 (c) and (d)) that shows an
undercut profile at 4 keV but a tapered profile at 5 keV for a film of 500 nm thick.
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Figure 2.20. Monte Carlo simulation of 10000 electron trajectories in 500 nm thick polystyrene
coated on silicon with electron energy of (a) 1 keV, (b) 2 keV, (c) 3 keV, (d) 4 keV, (e) 5 keV,
and (f) 20 keV.

Figure 2.21. Simulated electron penetration depth in polystyrene resist as a function of electron
energy.
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Figure 2.22. SEM images after liftoff of 10 nm Cr using polystyrene resist with different
thicknesses and exposure energies. (a) 220 nm resist exposed at 5 keV; (b) 220 nm resist exposed
at 2 keV; (c) 500 nm resist exposed at 5 keV; and (d) 500 nm resist exposed at 4 keV. The liftoff
in (a) and (c) was not successful (resist pillars not dissolved) because cross-linked polystyrene
became insoluble in xylene.

Since at low energy exposure the resist bottom part was not cross-linked or only partly crossliked, lift-off using solvent is possible. Figure 2.22 shows liftoff of 10 nm Cr using xylene with
220 nm and 500 nm polystyrene resist. When the electron penetration depth is less than resist
thickness, such as 220 nm film exposed at 2 keV and 500 nm film at 4 keV, the liftoff was
successful. But at 5 keV exposure, the polystyrene pillars for both thicknesses were not dissolved
since they would be cross-linked throughout the film thickness. Moreover, for low energy
exposure, resist sensitivity is higher that leads to faster writing. Lastly, since most electrons are
stopped in the resist layer at low energy exposure, electron beam radiation damage to the
substrate/sub-layer is drastically reduced. Therefore, liftoff with the resist exposed at low energy
may be utilized to fabricate metal nanostructures on top of an organic conducting layer; and our
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group have demonstrated metallization of P3HT using a water soluble and developable resist
poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) exposed at low energy83.

However, with low energy exposure we were not able to achieve regular array of polystyrene
pillar structure having diameter much smaller than 500 nm, because the resist structures were
found detached from or deformed and moved around on the substrate (Figure 2.23). Obviously,
this is due to capillary force during drying of rinsing liquid. Adhesion of polystyrene structure to
the substrate is also critical, and the adhesion must be weaker for exposure at low energy than
high energy. To evaluate the effect of development process on adhesion, it is known that
development is not a layer-by-layer linear dissolution process84,85. Instead, the solvent diffuses
and penetrates below the top (recessing) surface and dissolve or swell the resist there. The
situation is worse for low energy exposure because the under-exposed resist at the bottom is
more susceptible to swelling/weakening by the solvent developer penetrated there. The smaller
pillars suffer more from capillary force, since adhesion force is proportional to d2 (d is pillar
diameter) whereas capillary force is proportional to d.

Figure 2.23. SEM image of polystyrene pillars exposed at 3 keV. The film thickness is 500 nm
that is larger than the electron penetration depth of 300 nm for 3 keV exposure. The designed
pattern consists of 2D periodic dot array, but most pillars were detached, deformed, and moved
away from its original location.
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In order to verify that the solvent can penetrate through the top cross-linked layer, we exposed
large squares each with an area of 400 µm2 in 500 nm thick polystyrene, at an area dose of 50
µC/cm2 (very high dose to ensure fully cross-linking of the top layer) and electron energies of 15 keV. For such large squares, lateral development would be negligible, and the pattern would
detach only if the polystyrene at the resist/substrate interface is attacked by the developer that
may diffuse through the top layer to reach this interface. To magnify this effect, we developed
the resist in xylene for up to 45.5 min. As shown in figure 2.24, the square exposed at 5 keV
survived this long development, which is because the electrons at this energy can reach the
interface to fully cross-link the resist there. For 1 keV exposure, the square was detached even
after a short development time of 1.5 min. This is because the cross-linked top layer is very thin
(around 40 nm, see figure 2.21) at 1 keV exposure, so the solvent developer penetrated through
this layer easily. For exposure at 2, 3, and 4 keV, the squares were noticeably deformed, and they
were found detached after 15.5, 26.5 and 45.5 min development, respectively. This clearly
indicates that the solvent developer can diffuse to the interface and gradually dissolve the uncross-linked or only partly cross-linked resist there.

Figure 2.24. Optical microscope image of large polystyrene squares after exposure at 1-5 keV
and development in xylene for 1.5 - 45.5 min.
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2.4.4. Conclusions
We demonstrated metal lift-off using negative polystyrene resist by low energy exposure. It was
shown that low energy exposure led to an undercut profile which is critical for a clean lift-off.
Moreover, since the resist at the bottom is not cross-linked with low energy exposure, liftoff
using common solvent was achieved. However, sub-500 nm resolution was challenging to attain
using the current method due to capillary force that detached the fine polystyrene structure
exposed at low energy. The effect of capillary force is more serious for low energy exposure
because the developer can diffuse through the top cross-linked layer to dissolve the un-crosslinked resist at the film-substrate interface. Since low energy electrons are mostly stopped inside
the resist layer, radiation damage to the sub-layer is greatly reduced. Thus the current method,
when polystyrene is replaced with a negative water soluble resist, may be used to fabricate metal
nanostructures on top of an organic conducting layer insensitive to water.

2.5. Electron beam lithography on irregular surface using grafted PMMA
monolayer "brush" as resist
[This work is presented at EIPBN conference and will be submitted for journal publication]

2.5.1. Introduction
A common challenge in nanofabrication is to fabricate nanostructures on irregular surfaces,
which has application in many areas including optical devices86, MEMS87, super-adhesive
devices88 and electronic devices89. More specifically, tip-enhanced raman spectroscopy (TERS)90
which is used for chemical analysis91 requires nanofabrication on AFM tip, and lab-on-fiber
technology92 requires nanolithography on cylindrical optical fiber. Moreover, Scanning nearfield optical microscopy (SNOM)93,94, fundamental quantum mechanical systems95,96, and rollto-roll nanoimprint lithography (NIL)97,98 which uses cylindrical roller as the mold, also require
nanofabrication on nonflat surfaces.
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To pattern on nonplanar surfaces is more challenging than on flat surfaces. This is because
conventional coating methods, such as spin-coating method which is very popular in
nanofabrication technique, cannot be reliably applied to coat uniform electron beam resist on
nonflat surfaces. Unlike spin coating, spray coating method99 and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB)
technique100 may be employed to coat resist on nonplanar surfaces, but they have several
limitations including sample should be free from sharp corners or edges for spray coating, and
very few materials are usable as e-beam resist for LB technique. Self-assembled monolayer
resist101 can also be applied in patterning on nonflat surfaces. To do pattern transfer after selfassembly process, typically an intermediary wet etching technique is performed (dry etch is not
suitable since self-assembled monolayer is too thin). However, wet etching has poor critical
dimension (CD) control compared to dry etching102; and those resists suffer from low sensitivity.
In addition, several nanolithography methods, such as focused ion beam lithography, can also be
employed to pattern on irregular surface, but it is more expensive than other conventional nanopatterning methods and its throughput is even lower than electron beam lithography. Daniel et
al.103,104 introduced a new type of patterning process (ice lithography) where water vapor
introduced into the SEM chamber, formed ice on sample and cooled to <120 K. The thin ice film
was patterned by electron beam exposure at low energy. However, there are two major
drawbacks for ice lithography: the resist should be kept at very low temperature until pattern
transfer is completed, and the resist sensitivity is very low compared to conventional resists,
including PMMA which is three orders more sensitive than ice. Like ice resist, frozen CO2 can
also be used as an electron-beam resist. But it has similar drawbacks that include low
temperature requirement and low sensitivity105. A few resists including polystyrene106,107 and
silicon dioxide108 can be deposited by thermal/e-beam evaporation technique on nonflat surface.
However, they still suffer from very low sensitivity, and vacuum deposition techniques are
expensive compared to spin-coating. In addition, there are only a few resists that can be
evaporated. A self-developing resist such as AlF3, which can be evaporated on irregular surfaces,
is also an extremely insensitive resist.

Therefore, there is still a great demand for an easier process where a cheap and readily available
resist can be coated on nonflat surface for patterning nanostructures with high resolution. Here
we showed that a monolayer PMMA “brush”109 can be grafted reliably on nonflat surface such as
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on an AFM cantilever, and can be used for patterning nanostructure using electron beam
lithography.

The PMMA brush monolayer is thicker than self-assembled monolayer resist, thus easier for
pattern transfer. In addition, it is a low cost process, as it employs only spin or dip-coating
method. Moreover, the monolayer can reduce pattern collapse due to the capillary force while
using solvent development, since it's a thin film and chemically bonded to the sublayer/substrate. Another advantage for a polymer brush coating method over spin-coating is the
lack of edge-bead effect, which is a serious problem for spin-coating110. It is thus suitable for
patterning on ultra-small substrate without having any edge-bead effect. Furthermore, adhesion
between conventional electron beam resists with the substrate is enhanced by using grafted
monolayer PMMA brush as an adhesion layer, which will be reported elsewhere111.

In this process, the brush is grafted onto a surface terminated with hydroxyl group the same way
as forming the Polystyrene-r-PMMA copolymer112,113 brush that is widely used to provide a
neutral surface for self assembly.

2.5.2. Polymer “brush” grafting and pattern transfer to substrate
We chose a low molecular weight (Mw: 34 kg/mol, Mn: 15 kg/mol) PMMA (contains 1.6%
MAA, (meth)acrylic acid, to further promote the grafting process as MAA contains the desirable
–COOH group) for deposition as an e-beam resist. AFM tip is typically used in tip-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy. To this end, Nanoworld Arrow AFM probes (silicon) were chosen to
demonstrate the capability of patterning on nonflat surfaces by grafting the 'brush' monolayer
resist.

The sample surface was first cleaned by 2-proponol (IPA), followed by oxygen plasma cleaning
for 1 min (20 sccm O2, 20 mTorr and 20 W). For easier handling, the tip was attached to a piece
of regular silicon wafer by using photoresist as a "glue". To transfer the pattern into the substrate
by dry etching, a hard etch mask of thin (5-9 nm) aluminum film was deposited onto the AFM
probe with a chamber background vacuum of 2 µTorr using an Intlvac vacuum deposition
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system. During metal deposition, the heating power was increased slowly until a desired
deposition rate of ∼0.5 Å/s was achieved. As shown in figure 2.26, to form a monolayer brush,
PMMA dissolved in anisole with a concentration of 1 v/v % was coated on the samples by dip or
spin coating. Next, the resist was baked overnight at 160 oC on a hotplate to induce the chemical
reaction between –COOH on resist and -OH on the surface-treated silicon substrate (or substrate
with aluminum sub-layer). This reaction leads to the production of water and chemical bonding
between the resist and substrate (–CO-O-Si- for silicon, –CO-O-Al- for aluminum). Figure 2.25
shows the schematic diagram of chemical reaction between PMMA-co-PMAA and a silicon
surface treated with oxygen plasma. Finally, the bulk of PMMA was washed away by rinsing
with acetic acid, leaving behind a monolayer “residual” that was chemically bonded to the
substrate.

Electron beam lithography was conducted using a Leo 1530 FESEM system with 3 kV
acceleration voltage and 89 pA beam current (30 µm aperture). The exposed resist was
developed by MIBK:IPA (1:3) for 7 sec, except for the overexposed case where longer
development times were needed to show any measurable dissolution. Such a very short
development time is enough to develop the monolayer resist. After development, the pattern was
first transferred into the aluminum film using PAN etching (PAN etch recipe: Phosphoric acid :
Nitric Acid : Acetic Acid : DI Water = 16 : 1 : 1 : 2) at room temperature for 5 sec, followed by
washing with DI water. Next, the pattern in Al film is transferred into bulk silicon by dry etching
(ICP RIE, Trion PI system with the recipe of 40 sccm CF4, 3 sccm O2, 8 mTorr pressure and 50
W RF power) for 30 sec. Finally, the pattern was observed by using either LEO 1530 FESEM or
Zeiss Ultra FESEM.

Figure 2.25. Schematic diagram of chemical reaction between PMMA-co-PMAA and a silicon
surface treated with oxygen plasma, which leads to monolayer "brush" grafting.
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Figure 2.26. Schematic diagram of fabrication process using brush monolayer resist and Al
intermediate hard mask for pattern transfer.

2.5.3. Results and discussion
To characterize the monolayer, PMMA monolayer brush was exposed and developed to dissolve
the exposed area. Figure 2.27 shows the AFM image of the grafted monolayer brush with a
height of 12 nm. Since this monolayer brush is too thin for lift-off or direct-etch pattern transfer,
an intermediate hard-mask (here Al) is needed for etching deep into the substrate.

Figure 2.27. AFM image of the grafted monolayer brush with a thickness of 12 nm.

To study the resolution capability of the brush monolayer, we exposed periodic dense line arrays
with periods from 300 nm down to 100 nm. The lines were written by e-beam exposure at a
voltage of 3 kV with a step size of 5 nm. Figure 2.28 shows the SEM images of grating patterns
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with a line dose of 31 pC/cm and periods of 200 nm (a) and 100 nm (b) fabricated on the flat part
of the AFM cantilever. Grating patterns with periods of 200 and 100 nm are clearly well-defined
with good contrast. The grating line-width resolution is down to 30 nm, as shown in inset of
figure 2.28 (b). Resolution is higher for thin film because there is less proximity effect and less
pattern collapse.

Figure 2.28. SEM images of grating patterns on flat region of an AFM cantilever (silicon) using
PMMA monolayer “brush” s resist. (a) 200 nm and (b) 100 nm period gratings on the flat part of
the AFM cantilever exposed at a line dose of 31 pC/cm, with high resolution line-width of 30 nm
in inset of (b).

Figure 2.29 shows the SEM images of dense grating arrays fabricated on noneflat region of AFM
cantilever with period of 100, 200 and 300 nm and exposed at line dose range of 10-100 pC/cm.
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Figure 2.29. SEM images of 200 nm period gratings fabricated on nonflat region of an AFM
cantilever. (a,b) Near the corner, exposed at 66 pC/cm; (c,d) At the side slope, 76 pC/cm. (a,c)
low-magnification (top view in inset), (b,d) high magnification. Except for the top-view images,
the sample was mounted on a 75° stub for SEM imaging.

For patterning on the sloped surface, the focal point of electron beam varies with vertical
positions of surface. The sloped surface of AFM cantilever (Figure 2.29 (c)) has a ~60°
incidence angle for electron beam. The patterns exposed with a slope are different from that
exposed from the top in the same EBL system (Figure 2.28). Therefore, as shown in figure 2.29
(d) inset, the gratings exposed on top surface are better defined than the gratings at the sloped
side surface. This occurred because of several reasons. Firstly, due to slope, dose on sidewall is
lower by cosθ, where θ is the incident angle of e-beam exposure to the slope surface; and the
grating period is larger by 1/cosθ. Secondly, on the surface with a slope, the electron beam may
get 'out-of-focus' during electron exposure. Therefore, the resolution of nanostructures on the
cantilever side surface depends on the depth of focus of the electron beam in EBL system,
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ignoring the wave nature and diffraction of the beam. Note that the depth of focus is inversely
proportional to the aperture size and proportional to the working distance (WD) in EBL system.
Thus, like typical camera, higher depth of focus is achievable using a smaller aperture size or a
longer WD. One drawback for using smaller aperture is longer exposure time because it leads to
low beam current, since current is roughly proportional to the square of the aperture size of the
SEM system. Pattern resolution gets worse at slope sidewall at larger aperture (smaller depth of
focus). For instance, in our previous work, we achieved 80 nm resolution on a flat surface with
37 µm out of focus and 30 µm aperture size114. However, here the cantilever thickness is only
~10 µm. As a consequence, the electron beam should be well focused on the entire cantilever
sidewall.

In addition to the depth of focus, there are two other important factors to pattern on the surface
with slope: metal film deposition and substrate dry etching uniformity. In vacuum deposition
system, the metal film thickness is proportional to cosθ, where θ is the vapor incident angle with
0° for the top horizontal surface of the cantilever, and 90° for the vertical surface of the
cantilever. In order to get better uniformity of metal film, the cantilever can be mounted on a
different slope to make the film uniform on all the side surface of the tip. For etching, when the
top of the cantilever is properly etched, the sloped sides would be slightly over etched since
metal is thinner there.

2.5.4. Conclusions
We demonstrated the feasibility of our approach where the PMMA monolayer "brush" as an ebeam resist is successfully grafted on treated nonflat surface (Si and Al as substrate/sub-layer).
As a proof of concept of patterning on nonflat surface, we fabricated grating structures on the
AFM cantilever. High resolution of 30 nm line width, and dense pattern of 50 nm half pitch,
were etched into AFM cantilever using this brush monolayer resist and Al as hard mask
intermediate layer. Nanopatterning on nonflat substrates may find applications in fields such as
atomic force microscope (AFM) tip-enhanced raman spectroscopy115 (TERS) for chemical
analysis and lab-on-fiber technology116.
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2.6. General conclusions
Here we described fundamentals of electron beam lithography. Effect of molecular weight and
molecular weight distribution on e-beam exposure properties of polystyrene was studied in this
chapter. Lift-off with solvent for negative resist using low energy electron beam exposure was
demonstrated. Electron beam lithography on irregular surface using grafted PMMA mono-layer
"brush" was also demonstrated. The application of this optimized nanofabrication technique with
electron beam lithography is vast and very important in nanotechnology.
.
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CHAPTER 3
Electron beam adjustment for electron beam
lithography using self-developing resist
To a certain degree, conventional electron beam lithography is a “blind” process due to the lack
of in-situ feedback. This chapter describes one method to see in-situ the exposed pattern on a test
resist, before carrying out exposure on the real resist. Using such an in-situ feedback the
electron beam adjustment can be optimized and thus one can be more certain that the time
consuming and costly exposure on the real resist would generate the expected pattern. The key of
the current approach is self-developing resist, for which the exposed test patterns can be
examined by high magnification SEM right after exposure. This is in contrast to conventional
resist that requires ex-situ development. We will demonstrate not only more accurate write field
alignment, but also finer electron beam tuning within one large write field.

3.1. Introduction
Electron beam lithography (EBL) is undoubtedly the most popular nanolithography tool for
nanofabrication. Typically the writing field (similar to viewing field in SEM) is on the order of
one hundred micrometers, depending on the magnification. To expose larger patterns it requires
electro-mechanical stage movement which should be very precise to obtain accurate alignment
between writing fields. There are roughly three categories EBL systems: I) SEM (scanning
electron microscope) added with beam blanker and hardware controller that is of low cost; II)
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dedicated EBL (still based on SEM) with laser interferometer stage and height sensing that costs
$1M; and III) fully automated EBL system with high energy column (100 keV) and dynamic
compensation that costs much higher. It is generally considered that only the category III system
is capable of large scale exposure. For the category II systems, in principle it can also be used for
large scale writing. However, compared to the category III systems, there are three major
limitations: 1) the stage movement and focus adjustment is slower; 2) the beam is not optimized
except near the central region of each write field because there is no dynamic compensation,
leading to distorted and large beam away from the center of each write field and 3) large stitching
error between write-fields due to misalignment of those. The exposure speed is limited by the
scanning speed of a system, or the response speed of beam deflectors. Here, our goal is to
overcome these limitations so that researchers would be able to use the category II tools for large
scale writing. For category I tools, this method will also be useful for fine adjustment of electron
beam within a large write field, though obviously the stitching error will still be large due to the
lack of laser interferometer stage.

For a fixed pattern area, apparently the time spent for stage movement and focus adjustment is
inversely proportional to the square of the write field size. Here we propose to use in-situ
feedback to enable large write fields (in-situ is important as otherwise the electron column
condition would be different if one has to turn off the tool to take out the exposed sample for
development).

The in-situ feedback will be realized by using a self-developing resist, so one can see in-situ by
SEM the pattern right after exposure (since no need of development) using magnification much
higher than that used during exposure. Here, self-developing resist is defined as a material which
volatilizes during exposure to radiation, eliminating the necessity for a following ex-situ wet or
dry development. Geis et al. 1 first reported nitrocellulose as a self-developing resist with
submicrometer resolution and processing stability.

In the following, we will present two types of e-beam adjustment ((2) and (3) above) using selfdeveloping resist.
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3.2. Electron beam lithography with feedback using in-situ self-developed
resist
[This work is published in Nanoscale Research Letters 9 (1), 184 (2014)]

For a large writing field, more patterns can be exposed within the field, which can reduce field
stitching errors and leads to higher scanning speed and shorter writing time, thus increasing the
throughput. Typically the beam is optimized (stigmation compensated and well focused) at high
magnification (e.g. 100,000×), so only the central spot of the write field is optimized to attain a
beam spot size of <5 nm. Therefore, the farther away from the central region, the larger beamspot distortion (due to stigmation) and size (due to stigmation and out of focus). On the other
hand, for vast majority applications, the minimum feature size is, say 20 nm, so it is not
necessary to have the beam spot size of <5 nm in the central region. To optimize the beam
globally, our idea is thus to write dot/line arrays at different locations, examine them using SEM
at high magnification, modify the stigmation and working distance (focus) parameters, repeat the
task until we achieve a relatively uniform shape/size distribution of the dots/lines across the
entire write field. That is, when the beam is optimized this way, the beam spot is considerably
smaller than normal beam adjustment near the corner regions at the cost of larger spot than
normal beam adjustment at the central region.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1. Beam spot optimization: (a) Central spot optimized, (b) Globally optimized.

Figure 3.1 shows the schematic showing two schemes of beam spot optimization. In normal
adjustment, the beam at center is optimized at high magnification, leading to a typically sub-5 nm
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beam spot size but much larger with distortion farther away from the center. In our method, the
beam is optimized globally using in-situ feedback, leading to relatively uniform beam size/shape
distribution (e.g. ~20 nm everywhere).

3.2.1. Introduction
Electron beam lithography (EBL) is the most popular nanolithography method for research and
device prototyping. Due to its much lower cost, most EBL systems for academic research are
based on scanning electron microscope (SEM) without dynamic compensation. For such systems,
the beam is typically optimized (stigmation compensated and well focused) at high magnification
(e.g. 100,000×), so only the central spot of the writing field is optimized to attain a beam spot
size of a few nanometers. At a distance farther away from the center, the beam spot is larger due
to beam distortion and deterioration of focus. Due to the lack of in-situ feedback, conventional
EBL is a “blind” open-loop process where the exposed pattern is examined only after ex-situ
resist development, which is too late for any improvement. Therefore, it is highly desirable to
examine in-situ the electron beam and optimize it before the time-consuming exposure of large
area pattern. This is particularly important for exposing large area patterns that, in order to keep a
reasonable exposure time, necessitates a large writing field and high beam current, which both
magnify the issue of beam enlargement and distortion near the writing field corners. For instance,
to expose a (1 cm)2 area with a writing field of (100 µm)2 using the Raith 150TWO system, the
total time for stage movement (104 movements to expose the 104 writing fields) would be 40000
s (11 hours) for a stage movement time between adjacent writing fields of 4 s. Obviously the
larger the pattern area is, the more significant the use of a large writing field is, though at the cost
of reduced resolution. Furthermore, if all the structures for a device can be put inside one large
writing field, the stitching error between the structures would be eliminated. Previously in-situ
feedback on electron beam drift based on imaging a mark or a grid pre-patterned on the substrate
was reported2,3,4, but no in-situ feedback on electron beam spot size has been demonstrated.

Here we propose to use self-developing resist, for which the exposed pattern shows up right upon
exposure without an extra development step, as in-situ feedback for the first time. With this
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closed-loop process, the beam spot can be optimized globally across an entire writing field, such
that the beam spot size is evenly distributed. That is, the optimized beam spot size will be larger
at the writing field center than obtained using conventional beam adjustment procedure, but
much smaller near the writing field corners, thus allowing reasonably high resolution patterning
across the entire large writing field. Our procedure involves first writing test patterns in the selfdeveloping resist at the center and corners within the writing field, analyzing them using SEM at
high magnification, adjusting the electron beam (notably working distance and stigmation), and
repeating the task till achieving a relatively uniform shape/size distribution across the entire
writing field. Afterwards, under the same optimized beam condition, the exposure will be carried
out to pattern the device using normal high performance resist like PMMA. It is noted that here
in-situ optimization is important as otherwise the electron column condition would be different if
one has to turn off the system to take out the exposed sample for ex-situ development to examine
the beam spot size at different locations.

The in-situ feedback is provided by self-developing resist, for which the exposed test pattern
shows up and can be examined right after exposure by SEM at high magnification. This is in
contrast to conventional resist that requires ex-situ development using solvent or aqueous
developer. Self-developing electron or ion-beam resists had been extensively studied in the
1980s. For instance, metal halides such as AlF3 is decomposed to form volatile fluorine gas upon
electron beam exposure, thus it behaves as a positive self-developing resist 5,6,7,8,9 . Similarly,
nitrocellulose is decomposed upon exposure to electron or ion beam, thus it is also a positive
self-developing resist10,11,12,13. However, those self-developing resists are nearly forgotten by the
EBL community after their discovery. We believe this is because the metal halide resists suffer
from extremely low sensitivity and inability to expose arbitrary structure other than very thin line
and dot patterns since the decomposition product of metallic halide cannot migrate far away from
the directly exposed area; whereas nitrocellulose resist always leave behind a thick non-volatile
residual layer. In fact, nitrocellulose was mostly used as an ion beam resist for which the residual
layer is thinner because physical bombardment by ion beam can help remove the non-volatile
species14. Though metal halides offer extremely high resolution, the film is found to be degraded
by humidity after long (several weeks) exposure to air. More recently, ice and frozen carbon
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dioxide were shown to behave as an electron beam resist without the need of a development
step15,16,17,18. However they both require significant modification of the EBL system to maintain a
low temperature, which greatly limits their application. Lastly, PMMA and ZEP resists have also
demonstrated self-developing behavior; yet the resist thickness reduction due to over-exposure at
~15× normal clearance dose was less than 30% of the original film thickness if without ex-situ
post-exposure thermal annealing19. Therefore, here we have chosen nitrocellulose for the purpose
of in-situ feedback. As expected, it behaves like a positive resist since e-beam exposure can also
generate secondary electrons to decompose the resist, as ion-beam does; and the amount of
residual layer is significant. However, a thick residual layer, though undesirable since it lowers
SEM imaging contrast, is acceptable for the purpose of in-situ feedback. Interestingly,
nitrocellulose was also found to be developable using a solvent developer to give a mixed
positive and negative tone behavior.

3.2.2. Exposure properties of nitrocellulose with and without ex-situ
development
As purchased nitrocellulose (Sigma-Aldrich) was further diluted with pentyl acetate at 1:1
volume ratio, which gave a film thickness of 300 nm by spin-coating. The film was then baked at
80 oC for 5 min to drive away the solvent. To obtain the contrast curve of the nitrocellulose resist,
we exposed an array of large squares each with 5 µm by 5 µm at 20 keV with exponentially
increasing doses using a Raith 150TWO electron-beam lithography system. As a self-developing
resist, nitrocellulose displays a positive tone right after exposure. It is also interesting to
investigate whether the exposed resist can be developed using a solvent, for which we tried to
develop the resist using pentyl acetate and observed a mixture of positive and negative tone
behavior. The contrast curves with and without solvent development were measured using
atomic force microscope (AFM), with the film thickness measured by Dektak profilometer. For
the case with solvent development, the development time was long enough to remove all the
resist in the unexposed area. In the contrast curves, the remaining resist thickness was normalized
to the film thickness after spin-coating and baking. In order to investigate the high resolution
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capability of nitrocellulose resist, periodic line array with period of 600 nm was exposed at 20
keV over a broad line dose range, and subsequently coated with 30 nm Cr for SEM imaging.

Figure 3.2 shows the contrast curves for nitrocellulose exposed at 20 keV without ex-situ
development (Figure 3.2a) and with pentyl acetate development for 60 sec (Figure 3.2b). As
expected, for both cases a thick residual layer of nearly ~20% of original film thickness was left
behind even at very high exposure doses. Consequently, nitrocellulose is not a useful electron
beam resist for pattern transfer purpose; but it is acceptable for the purpose of providing in-situ
feedback for electron beam lithography. As a self-developing resist, the sensitivity is about 2000
µC/cm2. The sensitivity is about 10 times lower than PMMA (clearing dose ~200 µC/cm2 at 20
keV), but again this is not a serious drawback for our purpose since the time to expose the test
pattern is short enough. As for the contrast, one cannot derive a meaningful value from the
contrast curve, yet clearly the nitrocellulose resist has a low contrast, which makes it unsuitable
for exposing high resolution dense pattern. Nonetheless, it is capable of delineating high
resolution sparse pattern for which proximity effect is insignificant, as seen in figure 3.3a that
shows a resolution down to 15 nm. Actually another very low contrast resist SU-8 has also
achieved a high resolution of 24 nm20.

After additional solvent development, the contrast curve (Figure 3.2b) shows a mixed behavior,
rather than a simple positive or negative tone behavior. At very low exposure doses, since the
unexposed resist is soluble in pentyl acetate developer whereas electron beam exposure
decomposed the resist to generate less soluble decomposition product, the resist exhibited a
negative tone. At higher doses, on one hand, the resist was increasingly decomposed and
vaporized with increasing doses, which led to the tendency of positive tone; on the other hand, as
the degree of decomposition increased, the decomposition product became less soluble in the
solvent developer, resulting in the tendency of negative tone after solvent development. As a
consequence of those two competing trends, there exists a turning point exposure dose (~1200
µC/cm2) that gave a maximum remaining thickness. Such an exposure behavior can lead to
complex structure as shown in figure 3.3b, which is due to proximity exposure at the surrounding
area beyond the directly exposed area. In fact, such kind of mixed exposure property is well
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known for long time for PMMA that displays a positive tone at low doses, and becomes negative
tone at ~10× higher doses21, which was also employed to generate complex structures22. Though
less known, another popular resist ZEP-520A actually also exhibits a mixed tone behavior just
like PMMA23. However, unlike PMMA and ZEP for which negative tone behavior appears only
after roughly 10× higher doses, for nitrocellulose the negative tone behavior proceeds the
positive tone, and the dose ranges for the two tones have a large overlap and thus they are not
clearly separated.

Figure 3.2. Contrast curves for nitrocellulose. Exposure at 20 keV without ex-situ development
(a), and with 60 sec development in pentyl acetate (b). The inset in (a) shows the chemical
structure of nitrocellulose.
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Figure 3.3. SEM and AFM images of structures in nitrocellulose. (a) SEM image of line array
exposed in nitrocellulose without ex-situ development, showing a line-width of 15 nm. (b) AFM
image and cross-section of complex microstructure exposed in nitrocellulose after ex-situ solvent
development.

3.2.3. E-beam working distance optimization using nitrocellulose resist

For electron beam optimization across a large writing field, we first followed the standard
process to adjust the beam at high magnification of 50000×. Then we exposed, with
exponentially increasing line doses of 30-500 nC/cm for nitrocellulose, the test pattern containing
five identical designs at the writing field center and four corners, respectively. Here a large
writing field of 1 mm × 1 mm obtained at a low magnification of 100× was chosen. Afterwards
we examined the exposed pattern at high magnification, which naturally revealed a well defined
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structure at the writing field center, but poorly defined ones at the corners. This is because, when
the center is well focused, the corners are actually greatly defocused because the distance from
the electron objective lens to the corner is longer than to the center. Next, the same procedure
was repeated at a new location, but with an increased working distance value (the working
distance value was entered manually, without physically raising or lowering the stage). At this
increased working distance value, the writing field center will be defocused, but the corners will
become less defocused. In principle the stigmation values can also be finely tuned, but here we
focus our effort on optimizing the working distance. After several iterations, similar exposed line
widths were observed at the writing field center and corners, which suggests that an optimal
working distance was achieved to give a relatively uniform exposed pattern across the entire
writing field. To verify the effectiveness of our method, under the optimal exposure parameters,
we exposed the high resolution resist PMMA (100 nm thickness, coated on silicon that was
mounted besides the wafer coated with nitrocellulose) at line dose of 400 - 3300 pC/cm. Note
that the optimal exposure parameters remain valid as long as the aperture size (that determines
the depth of focus, as well as beam current) and working distance remain the same (if the sample
is at a height level different from the nitrocellulose film, the stage can be raised/lowered to obtain
roughly the same working distance). After development using the standard developer MIBK:IPA
(1:3) for 40 sec, the pattern was coated with 10 nm Cr and examined by SEM.

Figure 3.4a illustrates the pattern design within the 1 mm × 1 mm writing field that consists of
five identical wheel-structure array at the center and four corners, respectively, with the inset
showing the wheel-structure array having exponentially increasing line doses from the upper left
to the lower right wheel. A broad range of exposure dose is critical because, a relatively low dose
is needed to reveal the high resolution capability when the beam is well focused, yet a high dose
is essential to self-develop the resist to a certain visible depth when the beam is seriously
enlarged. The wheel design is advantageous as it contains lines along various directions, which
ensures that some lines (those roughly along the beam spot elongation direction when there is
severe astigmatism) would be adequately self-developed to become visible under SEM.
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Figure 3.4b-c show two wheel structures at the center and corner, respectively, when the electron
beam was well focused at the writing field center with a working distance of 8 mm. As expected,
the center wheel (50 nm wide line at dose 34 nC/cm) was well defined, whereas the corner one
(315 nm wide line at dose 34 nC/cm, developed to a small depth) was seriously blurred. Here the
SEM image has a low contrast, which is because of the low yield of secondary electrons for the
polymer resist at 20 kV (the imaging acceleration voltage has to be the same as the exposure
voltage in order to maintain a consistent electron column condition). The contrast could be
improved by coating the resist with a thin metal island film that allows vaporization of the
decomposed resist through the island film. After several iterations with increasing working
distance values, we achieved relatively uniform pattern definition at a defocus value of 37 µm
(i.e. working distance 8.037 mm), as shown in figure 3.4d-e for the two wheel structures at the
center and corner, respectively. As a simple estimation, the distance from the electron object lens
to the writing field center is 8 mm, whereas that from the lens to the writing field corner is
(82+0.52+0.52)1/2 = 8.031 mm, or 31 µm farther than to the writing field center, which is in the
same order as our optimal defocus value. Clearly the optimal defocus value and the degree of
improvement using our method depend on the depth of focus, which is inversely proportional to
the aperture size and proportional to the working distance. Our approach would be less effective
when the depth of focus is high that leads to less beam broadening and distortion at writing field
corners. However, high depth of focus means either the aperture size is small that results in long
exposure time because beam current is roughly proportional to the square of aperture size, and/or
the working distance is large that makes the exposure more susceptible to electromagnetic and
vibrational noise.
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Figure 1.4. CAD pattern design and structures exposed in nitrocellulose. (a) The CAD pattern
design consisting of five identical wheel array structures (see right side for zoom-in view) at the
1 mm × 1 mm writing field center and four corners. (b-c) One particular wheel structure exposed
in nitrocellulose at the center (b) and corner (c) without beam optimization by defocusing. (d-e)
One wheel structure at the center (d) and corner (e) with beam optimization by defocusing of 37
µm.
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Figure 3.5. Cr pattern created by electron beam lithography with PMMA resist followed by a
liftoff process. (a-b) Wheel array at writing field center (a) and corner (b) exposed without beam
optimization by defocus. (c-d) Wheel array at writing field center (c) and corner (d) exposed with
beam optimization using self-developing nitrocellulose resist. The exposure dose increases from
top left to the lower right wheel structure.

To verify the optimal beam adjustment, under same exposure condition with and without a
defocus of 37 µm, we exposed PMMA at a dose range appropriate for PMMA and carried out a
standard liftoff process of 10 nm Cr. Figure 3.5 shows the resulted wheel array pattern in Cr.
Table 3.1 listed the Cr line width at different doses and positions within the writing field, with
and without beam optimization by defocusing. When the dose is low and/or the beam is greatly
broadened, the resist was not developed to bottom, leading to no pattern after Cr liftoff. As
expected, without defocus, the minimum line width at the writing field corner is 210 nm; with
optimal defocus, fairly high resolution of about 80 nm was obtained across the entire writing
field size of 1 mm × 1 mm.
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Table 3.1. The resulting Cr line-width as a function of exposure dose with or without beam
optimization by defocusing at writing field center and corner.
Line dose

Well-focused

Well-focused at corner

De-focused at

De-focused at

(nC/cm)

at center (nm)

(nm)

center (nm)

corner (nm)

0.4

42

Resist not developed to

Resist not

Resist not

0.56

43

bottom due to beam

developed to

developed to

0.79

47

broadening at the writing

bottom.

bottom.

1.10

51

field corner, thus no Cr

78

84

1.15

62

89

91

2.15

70

120

128

3.01

91

210

127

138

4.21

108

251

146

152

5.90

117

272

167

172

pattern after liftoff.

3.2.4. Conclusions
Here we studied the exposure properties of nitrocellulose resist and its application as in-situ
feedback for electron beam optimization in electron beam lithography. It was found that, as a
self-developing resist, nitrocellulose showed low sensitivity and low contrast, making it
unsuitable for patterning high resolution dense features. Nevertheless, it achieved 15 nm
resolution for sparse pattern where proximity effect is insignificant. In addition to selfdeveloping, nitrocellulose resist can also be developed using a solvent that displayed a mixed
tone behavior - negative tone for low doses and positive for high doses. Using nitrocellulose as
in-situ feedback to optimize the electron beam (notably working distance) across a large writing
field of 1 mm × 1 mm, we achieved ~80 nm resolution across the entire wring field, as compared
to 210 nm (occurred at the writing field corners) without the beam optimization process. This
approach is most efficient in reducing the writing time for large writing field size such as 1 mm ×
1 mm as needed for large area exposure of moderate resolution pattern.
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3.3. Stitching error reduction in electron beam lithography with in-situ
feedback using self-developing resist
[This work is published in J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, 31, 06F409 (2013)]

In electron beam lithography (EBL), a large area pattern is divided into smaller writing fields,
which are then stitched together by stage movement to generate the large area pattern. Precise
stage movement is essential to minimize the stitching error, and this can be achieved by using
laser interferometer-controlled stage. In addition, electron beam deflection must be adjusted to
match the stage movement, which is referred to as “writing field alignment”. To expose large
area nanostructures, a large writing field must be used, otherwise the stage movement time would
be impractically long. However, writing field alignment accuracy decreases with a larger writing
field owing to its low magnification. To examine the write field alignment, here we will write the
dots/lines near the boundaries of each write field on the self-developing resist, as shown in
figure. 3.6. Using SEM at high magnification, if we see, for instance, that the two central
dots/lines are more separated than the rest, then we know that there is a gap between the two
write fields and the zoom factor should be increased. Similarly, by writing an array of 3 by 3
fields (each with dot/line array pattern) near the four boundaries of each write field, one can
adjust other write field alignment parameters such as rotation. After several iterations, it is
expected that the write field alignment gets better and thus stitching error is to be minimized.

(Well aligned)

(Gap)

(Overlap)

Figure 3.6. Write field alignment with in-situ feedback. The small dots are exposed in a selfdeveloping resist, whose relative location reveals the alignment accuracy.
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3.3.1. Introduction
Electron beam lithography (EBL) is the most popular nanolithography method for research,
prototyping and low volume production. The EBL system has a limited area of exposure (writing
field), and the large pattern is divided into many writing fields exposed side by side with stage
movement between each field exposure. The deviation from perfect alignment between
consecutive writing fields is called stitching error. Due to the lack of in-situ feedback,
conventional EBL is a “blind” open-loop process where the exposed pattern is examined only
after ex-situ resist development, which is too late for any improvement. It is thus highly desirable
to detect and correct the errors in-situ before the lengthy exposure of the designed pattern. This
method can be used to detect misalignment between adjacent writing fields, as well as distorted
or enlarged beam spot due to defocus and stigmation. With this closed-loop process, the beam
spot can be optimized globally across an entire writing field24, and the stitching error can be
minimized. The former application has been detailed in the previous section. In this section we
will demonstrate substantial reduction of stitching error when using a very large writing field as
needed for fast writing.
There are roughly four types of stitching errors as summarized by Bogdanov et al.25: shift error,
field distortion (negligible when the e-beam column is well adjusted), field rotation and deflector
scale error, as shown in figure 3.7. These stitching errors can be categorized as stochastic and
systematic errors. The shift error is caused by the stage movement and is stochastic, and its
amplitude depends on the precision of the laser interferometer stage. The deflector scale (zoom)
error and rotation error are caused by imperfect calibration of the writing field size and rotation
relative to stage travel, respectively. They are equal at every writing field border and are thus
systematic. Previously, various methods have been demonstrated to minimize the stitching error.
Multiple (e.g. 4) exposures, each at reduced dose (e.g. 1/4×) with shifted boundaries or different
writing field sizes, can be used to average the stage positioning and decrease the shift error 26, 27,
28

. Spatial-phase-locked EBL, in which all writing is done with reference to a grid having long-

range spatial-phase coherence that provides feedback on beam location, gives the most accurate
field stitching, but with the expense of extra process steps to fabricate the grid using interference
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lithography29. Another method to eliminate stitching error is fixed-beam-moving-stage writing
that is available for some EBL tools such as the Raith 150 30. However, it is effective only for
thin or wide line patterns such as a long optical waveguide.

Figure 3.7. Types of field stitching errors25: (a) ideal case, (b) shift error, (c) field distortion, (d)
field rotation, (e) deflector scale error, and (f) combined error (includes all types of errors).

Unlike the multiple exposure approach for minimizing the effect of stochastic stitching error, our
method aims to reduce the systematic stitching error. It is relatively straightforward as it doesn’t
require the modification of exposure software or the pre-patterning of the wafer with alignment
marks. In the process, the writing field is first aligned relative to stage travel, and then a test
pattern is exposed in the self-developing resist near the boundary of each writing field with a
minimum of two writing fields exposed next to each other. Next, the exposed pattern at the
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border of two consecutive writing fields is examined at high magnification, which provides
feedback to adjust the writing field alignment parameters (zoom and rotation values for the Raith
150TWO tool). The same procedure is repeated until an acceptable stitching error is obtained.

Obviously, this method cannot be applied to the state-of-art dedicated EBL tool for which ebeam adjustment and writing field alignment are fully automatic. However, such tools are less
accessible and more costly. Our method is also not effective for small writing fields such as 100
µm where the random stage movement error (40 nm for the Raith 150TWO tool) would dominate
the stitching error for experienced operators. Nevertheless, it may be used as a means to confirm
the accurate writing field alignment. This method is most effective for large writing fields such
as 500 µm and above, where accurate writing field alignment is challenging due to the low
magnification needed for a large writing field. A large writing field is essential if the tool is used
to expose large patterns since the time for stage movement is inversely proportional to the square
of the writing field size. For instance, the total stage movement time would reach 40000 sec for a
pattern of 1 cm2 at 100 µm writing field size using the Raith EBL tool.

3.3.2. Experimental procedure
For the Raith EBL system, there is a standard procedure for the writing field alignment. The laser
interference stage movement accuracy is 40 nm, which sets the upper limit of writing field
alignment accuracy. Basically, the alignment procedure is to calibrate the beam deflection against
the stage movement that is assumed to be absolutely accurate (i.e. ignore the 40 nm random
error). In the process, a feature such as a sharp corner of a dust particle is first identified, then the
stage is moved by a pre-defined distance along a certain direction, and the beam is deflected to
that position to capture an image of the identified feature. This procedure is repeated for a total of
four stage movements along four directions. The locations of the feature within the four images
are used to generate the transformation matrix to match the beam deflection with stage
movement across the entire writing field. The basic alignment principle for other typical EBL
system should be similar. The achievable alignment accuracy obviously depends on the
magnification that is determined by the writing field size, as well as on the skill of the operator.
After completing this standard alignment procedure, a line array pattern with 500 nm pitch was
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exposed in the self-developing resist near each writing field boundary at a dose of 22 nC/cm.
Next, the exposed pattern was examined at high magnification (e.g. 4000×, versus 100× as
determined for the writing field size of 1 mm), which revealed in a “fool-proof” manner, the
magnitude of the stitching error. The measured magnitudes of the stitching error along the
horizontal and vertical directions were then used to correct the zoom (deflector scale) and
rotation value, according to the simple formula shown in figure 3.8 caption. The steps of resist
exposure, SEM measurement and zoom/rotation value adjustment were repeated until a
satisfactory stitching error was obtained.

Once acceptable stitching was achieved, using the same zoom and rotation value, we carried out
exposure of a regular resist PMMA at line dose of 2.0 – 3.4 nC/cm, followed by development
using MIBK:IPA (1:3) for 40 sec. Finally, 10 nm Cr was evaporated and lifted off, and the Cr
pattern was examined by SEM in order to verify the effectiveness of our method.
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Figure 3.8. Schematic showing the adjustment of zoom and rotation value. (a) If the gap or
overlap between two adjacent writing fields is ∆X, then the zoom value should be adjusted by a
factor of ∆X/X. (b) If misalignment along the vertical direction is ∆Y, then the rotation value
should be adjusted by ∆θ = tan-1 [(∆Y/2)/(X/2)] = tan-1 (∆Y/X) degree.

3.3.3. Stitching error minimization using nitrocellulose resist
As stated before, the sensitivity for nitrocellulose is approximately 2000 µC/cm2 which is
approximately 10 times lower than PMMA, but again this is not a serious drawback for our
purpose since the time to expose the line arrays near the writing field boundary is very short (~10
sec at 0.1 nA beam current). On the other hand, the sensitivity is approximately few orders higher
than metal halide self-developing resist, for which one must design fewer and shorter lines at the
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writing field boundary if it were to be used for the same purpose. For the current application, the
relative location of the lines exposed at the writing field boundary is more important than their
width or array periodicity, so in principle, a low contrast resist can be used to provide accurate
feedback on stitching error. However, a low-contrast resist results in a sloped profile for the
exposed trenches, which, combined with the low yield of secondary electrons for polymers, leads
to reduced SEM imaging contrast at high magnification.

Figure 3.9 shows the CAD pattern design (a) and SEM images of the exposed pattern in
nitrocellulose with large stitching error (b), and negligible stitching error after several iterations
using the aforementioned procedure (c). Here the writing field size is 1 mm, one order higher
than the typical value for high resolution exposure. The pattern consists of 20 periodic lines near
the writing field edges with a pitch of 500 nm and length of 10 µm. The distance between the
outmost line and the writing field edge is 250 nm, so, when perfectly stitched, the gap between
the two outmost lines on the two adjacent writing fields should be 500 nm that is equal to the
array pitch. In addition, a horizontal line that is 1 µm above/below the lower/upper end of the
vertical lines is designed to connect (group) the 20 vertical periodic lines, in order to tell whether
a particular vertical line belongs to the writing field at the left side or the right. This pattern
design is not optimized, but is enough to serve our purpose. The SEM images (Figure 3.9b-c)
have a low contrast because nitrocellulose resist has a low contrast that leads to non-vertical
profile; and, in order to keep the electron column condition unchanged, the images were taken at
the same high acceleration voltage (20 kV) as for lithography, which gives low secondary
electron yield. Imaging at higher magnification showed little improvement because the resist
pattern was degraded rapidly during the scanning. One potential solution to this issue is by
coating an island film (e.g. Ag or In island film that allows decomposed component to escape)
that has much higher secondary electron yield than the polymer resist. It would then be possible
to detect misalignment of substantially lower than 50 nm.
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Figure 3.9. (a) The pattern design at the writing field boundary; (b) SEM image of a pattern
exposed in nitrocellulose at the boundary of two adjacent writing fields, showing significant
misalignment of 82 nm and 150 nm along X and Y directions, respectively; (c) SEM image of
the exposed pattern showing negligible (<50 nm) misalignment.
Using only the standard writing field alignment procedure, the stitching is stochastic and the
error can sometimes reach a high value, depending on the skill of the operator. We achieved an
average stitching error (=sqrt[(∆x)2+(∆y)2]) of 543 nm with a standard deviation of 334 nm. This
large stitching error is not due to the beam drift relative to the stage, since the drift for the Raith
150TWO system was found to be only ~1 nm/min and the total beam drift would be negligible
during the exposure of the test patterns. This large error is partly due to the greatly distorted and
enlarged electron beam spot at locations far away from writing field center where small imaging
“windows” were opened during writing field alignment procedure. This beam spot distortion can
be reduced by defocusing (manually increasing working distance) under the feedback of selfChapter 3
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developing resist that described in the previous section. Figure 3.9b shows an error of 82 nm
overlap along the horizontal direction that indicates too high a zoom value, and an error of ~150
nm shift along the vertical direction that indicates a counter clockwise rotation error. After
writing field alignment optimization using the self-developing resist, we obtained nearly perfect
alignment, as shown in Figure 3.9c, with an error of less than 50 nm in both directions. Under
this condition, the same pattern was exposed in PMMA but at a different line dose matching
PMMA resist’s sensitivity, followed by ex-situ development and Cr liftoff. Figure 3.10 shows a
SEM image of Cr line array pattern across two adjacent writing fields, which again confirmed the
nearly perfect alignment.

Figure 3.10. SEM image of Cr line array pattern across two adjacent writing fields using optimal
zoom and rotation values for writing field alignment, showing negligible stitching error.

3.3.4. Conclusions
We here reported a self-developing resist (nitrocellulose) can be used very effectively to optimize
writing field alignment. In the process, we first exposed a test pattern in nitrocellulose resist near
the writing field boundary, and then examined the pattern at high magnification, which provided
feedback on the writing field alignment accuracy. Based on such feedback, the parameters for
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writing field alignment (notably zoom and rotation values for the Raith 150TWO tool) were
adjusted accordingly. After several iterations, we were able to reproducibly achieve nearly perfect
(<50 nm stitching error) writing field alignment with a very large (1 mm2) writing field size.
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CHAPTER 4
Introduction to AFM probes fabrication
This chapter reviews atomic force microscopy (AFM) probes fabrication techniques. At the end,
our technique to fabricate high aspect ratio AFM tips with low-cost will be introduced.

4.1. Background
4.1.1. Overview of AFM
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM), which includes mainly scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM)1, atomic force microscopy (AFM)2, and scanning near-field optical microscopy
(SNOM)3, was developed to observe surface characteristics by detecting interactions between the
probe and solid material. STM and AFM are the most widely used technologies in the SPM
family. STM was developed by Binning et al1 in 1982, and is used to measure the surface
topography to an atomic resolution by detecting the tunneling current. After the development of
STM, several micro-structuring and nano-structuring technology approaches4 using STM were
developed to enable researchers to manipulate even single atom. Thus SPM can be used as not
only a measuring tool but also as a nano-structuring tool. However, as STM is controlled by
detecting a tunneling current between the probe and sample, the measured sample is limited to
conductive material. To overcome this problem, AFM was developed by Binning et al2 in 1986.
The advantage of AFM is that any type of materials can be measured and the operation can be
conducted under normal atmospheric conditions. AFM works by adjusting short-range and long-
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range forces between the probe and sample instead of the tunneling current. In principle, while
the tip approaches the sample, attractive force between the sample and the tip causes the flexible
cantilever to deflect towards the sample surface. However, while the cantilever is brought even
closer to the sample, so as to the tip gets contact with surface, repulsive force dominates and
deflects the cantilever away from the surface.

Figure 4.1. Schematic drawing of AFM operation5.

An AFM probe consists of a nano-sized tip at the end of a flexible cantilever attached to a
holder, which 'feels/senses' the surface to generate an image of the surface topography. As the tip
scans across the sample, the force of interaction between the surface and the tip is measured via a
feedback system. The force is directly related to the deflection of the cantilever. For the
measurement, a laser is shone on the cantilever and reflected off the cantilever arm to strike a
position-sensitive photodiode (PSPD), as shown in figure 4.1. In its simplest mode of operation,
the piezo (on which the cantilever is mounted on) is fed a voltage to raise or lower the cantilever
to maintain a constant height above the sample. This voltage is then converted into a distance
using the known electromechanical properties of the piezo-device. An AFM thus gives the three
dimensional topography map of a sample surface by scanning the cantilever over the surface.
AFMs is capable of atomic resolution, and unlike electron microscopes, the sample can be
imaged in air or under liquids. To obtain a high resolution topography image, it is essential to use
a sharp and high aspect ratio AFM tip.
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4.1.2. Applications of AFM
As a general purpose nano-metrology instrument, AFM is employed in many different areas.
There are three major AFM markets: (1) Semiconductor and electronics sectors. AFM is
routinely used in product inspection and failure analysis for detecting nanometer features. In
production environments, such as microelectronics and solar cells, and precision manufacturing
industries (such as automotive device manufacturing and aerospace), AFMs characterize the
products throughout the manufacturing process; (2) Nanotechnology and nano-material research
area; and (3) Biomedical and life sciences sector where AFMs can be used in, e.g., biophysics to
measure the mechanical properties of living material (such as tissue or cell).

Beside imaging, AFM is also used to induce local modification of surfaces: oxidation, local
heating or object manipulation. Tip-based nanofabrication (TBN) is an effective method
compared to conventional fabrication processes due to its simplicity, high resolution, and low
cost. Various AFM-based nano-scale fabrication methods have been proposed/implemented
using lithography capable AFM tool, such as electrochemical oxidation, material transfer,
mechanical lithography, thermally induced modifications etc. The following sections introduce
the tip-based nanofabrication techniques.

4.1.2.1. Electrochemical oxidation technique
In this technique, voltage bias is imposed between a pyramidal or sharp conducting probe tip and
the sample in presence of high humidity, which generates an intense electric field between the tip
and the sample chuck that leads to localized oxidation of silicon or anodization of metallic
surface. When sample bias was applied, oxide patterns of a few monolayers to a few nanometers
are formed due to field emission etching of hydrogen in presence of water. Oxygen extracted
from water molecules due to sample bias provides the reactant source to oxidize the sample.
Since the oxidation process requires an electrical current, both the tip and substrate must have
some conductivity.
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The electrochemical oxidation on silicon has been performed using non-contact mode AFM
technique based on the force gradient6,7. Using AFM anodic oxidation technique, Wilder et al.8
patterned the minimum feature sizes below 30 nm. Then they performed reactive ion etching to
transfer the pattern into Si (100) substrates, yielding a high aspect ratio, as shown in the figure
4.2. This figure shows the SEM images of line arrays pattern written by using the non-contact
AFM technique and pattern transferred into the underlying silicon, (a) top-view image of 28 nm
wide lines patterned with a DC sample bias of 84 V, (b) magnified image demonstrating line
edge roughness (LER) and uniformity of lines, (c) tilted view that demonstrated the connecting
ends of the line arrays, and (d) magnified image of cross-section view of standing line. Using a
batch of tip arrays in AFM, oxidation process can be enhanced by increasing the throughput of
patterning.

Figure 4.2. SEM images of line array pattern written using AFM electrochemical oxidation
technique and etched into the substrate. (a) Top-down image of 28 nm wide lines written with an
exposure dose of 20 nC/cm and a sample bias of 84 V, (b) higher magnification image showing
pattern continuity and uniformity, (c) the sample was tilted to show the ends of the zig-zag
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patterns, and (d) a higher magnification of the turn-around point. The feature is 32 nm wide and
etched 320 nm deep into the silicon, yielding a 10:1 aspect ratio8.
Recently, Davis et al.9 demonstrated that the AFM oxidation on Al substrate could be applied to
fabricate nano-mechanical CMOS device (Figure 4.3). They maintained a particular distance
between tip and sample to obtain even 10 nm line width. Figure 4.3 shows the schematic
illustration and AFM image of an oxidized line with a small tip-sample interaction distance and
high voltage (a) and large tip-sample distance and low voltage (b).

Figure 4.3. Schematic illustration and non-contact AFM image of an oxidized pattern with (a) a
small tip/sample distance and high voltage, and (b) large tip/sample distance and low voltage9.

4.1.2.2. Material transfer process
Unlike electrochemical oxidation method, material transfer process does not require any sample
bias applied to the sharp probe of AFM tool since the target material is transferred from the
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probe to the surface due to capillary force, van dar waals force or chemical attraction. Thus,
material transfer process technique needs a target material storage part in the probe.
Piner et al.10 demonstrated a new technique of AFM fabrication known as dip-pen
nanolithography (DPN). They showed that the 1-Octadecanethiol (ODT) was transferred from
the AFM tip to the sample by capillary force and made a pattern when the tip, coated with ODT,
was in contact with a sample surface. Figure 4.4 shows a demonstration of material transfer
process where dots, patterned with ODT-coated AFM probe by material transfer process, had
been created on Au substrate.

Figure 4.4. (A) Lateral force image of an Au substrate after an AFM tip, which was coated with
ODT, had been in contact with the substrate for 2, 4, and 16 min (left to right); the relative
humidity was held constant at 45%, and the image was recorded at a scan rate of 4 Hz. (B)
Lateral force image of dots of 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid on a Au substrate. To generate the
dots, an AFM tip coated with 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid was held on the Au substrate for
10, 20 and 40 s (left to right). The relative humidity was 35%. (C) Lateral force image of an
array of dots generated by DPN. Each dot was generated by holding an ODT-coated tip in
contact with the surface for ∼20 s. Writing and recording conditions were the same as in (A). (D)
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Lateral force image of a molecule-based grid. Each line is 100 nm in width and 2 µm in length
and required 1.5 min to write10.

4.1.2.3. Material removal process
AFM material removal process is a mechanical lithography method in which a solid material is
scratched out from the sample. In general, AFM scratching is more popular in patterning soft
materials, such as polymers, biomaterials, resists and mica than that of hard materials, including
metals, ceramics and semiconductors. To scratch polymer materials, Si or Si3N4 AFM probes are
typically used. Generally, after resist removal by using mechanical lithography method, wet
etching or lift-off can be used to transfer the patterns into the substrate. Sohn and Willett
reported11 a resist removal process by AFM lithography and subsequently they performed a lift
off to pattern 40 nm wide and 50 nm thick Cr wires on a GaAs surface, as shown in figure 4.5.
They used Si3N4 AFM probe to scratch the PMMA resist at a normal force range of 1100-1130
nN. The patterned resist was then baked and Cr was deposited on the surface later on. Upon
completing lift off, the Cr wires were obtained as a structure arrays on the substrate area. The
resolution depends on a few fabrication parameters such as the tip force, development duration
and resist dimension.

Figure 4.5. SEM image of 40 nm wide, 50 nm thick Cr wires fabricated on a GaAs substrate
where force is 1100–1130 nN, development time is 5 s and top resist-layer thickness is about 24
nm11.
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Lee et al.12 and Park et al.13 patterned Si (100) surface by direct AFM scratching and subsequent
wet etching. After the AFM patterning, the Si-H bonds were broken and reacted with oxygen
atoms as sample surface was kept in the air, leading to a native oxide layer on the substrate,
which was used as etching mask in the subsequent KOH etching of Si, as shown in figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6. AFM images of (a) silicon surface was fabricated by five different amount of forces,
124-372 µN and subsequently etched in 10 wt.% KOH for 10 min, (b) Nano-structure prepared
in 5 wt.% KOH solution12,13. Here, the tip force and tip scanning speed is not well enough to
make the line patterns.

4.1.2.4. Thermal probe lithography
Thermal probe lithography technique is a form of scanning probe lithography where material is
patterned in nanoscale by a hot AFM probe. While patterning, a hot tip heats the polymer surface
up, so the tip deforms the softened polymer to create a nanostructure (a bit). Mamin et al.14
(worked in IBM lab) is the pioneer in demonstrating the thermal probe lithography. In 1992, they
first demonstrated the technique using laser beam heated probe. Later on, they
developed/improved the technique and integrated resistive heaters and piezoresistive sensors for
writing and reading of bit/data15. The thermo-mechanical high density data storage idea formed
the basis of the Millipede project which was initialized by Peter Vettiger and Gerd Binnig16 at
the IBM. This was developed in order to write, read and erase bit data by a read-write capable
multi-tip based AFM. Lutwyche et al17 reported the writing and reading of 1024 bits using
similar technique, by using a 32 x 32 probe array.
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4.1.3. AFM probe
An essential part of an AFM tool is the AFM probe which consists of cantilever and tip. For easy
handling, AFM probe is connected with holder/'support chip'. The typical dimension of each part
of AFM probe including the holder is shown in the figure 4.7. AFM tip requires a small radius of
curvature of tip apex for high lateral resolution imaging but at a cost of less flexibility/stability.
The sizes, shapes and materials of AFM cantilever control the spring constant and resonant
frequency of probe. To increase the spring constant, cantilever beam would be shorter or thicker.
On the other hand, shorter cantilever provides higher resonant frequencies than regular sized
cantilevers.

Figure 4.7. Basic of AFM probe32.

The common material of AFM probe is silicon (doped to increase the electrical conductivity, or
undoped. Single crystalline or polycrystalline) or silicon nitride (insulator). Frequently, gold or
aluminium is coated on back-side of AFM probe to promote the laser reflection signal.
Depending on samples to be characterized, AFM probe may be coated with electrically
conductive, magnetic or wear resistant material such as aluminium, iron and diamond
respectively. Undoped silicon and silicon-nitride tips that suffer from poor electrical conductivity
are most widely used for topography characterization. One may coat metal films such as
aluminium, gold etc onto the undoped silicon or silicon nitride cantilever by using evaporation or
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sputtering method to increase the conductivity. Doped diamond tip is another type of AFM tips,
which is popular due to their hardness and electrical conductivity. Kim et al.18 reported the use of
diamond in AFM tips. Doped diamond is potentially an ideal probe material not only for its
unbeatable hardness and stiffness, but also for its low electrical and wear resistance, and its
chemical inertness. In summary, for several applications, such as measurement of friction force
and elastic properties of samples, as well as wear property, which requires hard contact between
probe and sample, diamond tips are recommended.

Figure 4.8. Image of commercial (a) 4-inch wafer with 380 probes, (b) 6-inch wafer with more
than 1000 probes, (c) Close-up view of those tips enclosed in the box (Courtesy: NanoWorld
Inc.46).

Lastly, AFM tips are fabricated out of a whole wafer using MEMS process. Figure 4.8 shows the
optical images of commercial 4-inch wafer with 388 probes (a), 6-inch wafer with more than
1000 probes (b) and close-up view of those tips enclosed in the box (c).

4.2. Fabrication techniques of an entire AFM probe
AFM probes used in imaging can be fabricated by two major methods: the inverse-pyramidshaped probes fabricated through a molding technique (Albrecht et al. 199019, Takahashi et al.
200920) and probes machined either by wet or dry etching followed by oxidation sharpening
(Rangelow 199421; Folch et al. 1997). In inverse-pyramid cavity method (Figure 4.10), a cavity
is formed at first by aqueous wet etching into a silicon substrate and a layer of thin film is then
filled into the cavity. The silicon substrate is etched back to detach the cantilever-tip area after
the thin film is selectively removed. Even though this technique is relatively simple, it is limited
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by having the final tip apex curvature not as good as formed by other techniques. At present,
most AFM probes are micro-machined directly by anisotropic wet etching (Figure 4.9) or dry
reactive ion etching (Boisen et al. 199622; Liu and Gamble 199823; Rasmussen et al. 200124;
Alves et al. 200525; Neuzil and Nagarajan 200626; Li et al. 200827, Hantsche et al 199828).
Anisotropic wet etching is cheaper than plasma etching (RIE) and thus it can be easily employed
without using expensive instruments. One barrier of anisotropic wet etching such as aqueous
KOH dipping is that the silicon tip stops sharpening once the mask was fallen down from the
pyramid apex; and therefore, additional oxidation sharpening was often necessary (as followed
by Resnik et al. 200329; Han et al. 2006, Duriau et al30 2007). To avoid oxidation sharpening,
Burt et al.31 demonstrated that a triangular mask parallel to <310> directions will produce a
single self-sharpening tip during aqueous KOH etching, and a tip with minimum radius of
curvature of less than 5 nm are defined.

As examples, in figure 4.9 and 4.10, we show standard fabrication methods to produce regular
silicon probe in 'undercut concept' and regular nitride probe in 'inverse-pyramid cavity concept'
(courtesy: NanoWorld32) respectively.
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Figure 4.9. Fabrication steps of regular silicon probes (Undercut concept). (a) Start with Si
wafer, (b) next, coat SiO2 on both sides of silicon wafer (<100> orientation), (c) then, coat
photoresist on back side of wafer and photolithography (exposure of the photoresist through a
chromium/quartz mask) to define the cantilever back shape, (d) next, develop the exposed
photoresist, (e) deposit photoresist in front side of the sample and photolithography to shape the
cantilever top side, (f) development of the exposed photo resist, (g) isotropic wet etch to remove
the silicon dioxide, (h) next, dissolve the photo resist, (i) anisotropic wet etch with KOH to
remove silicon. The formation of the tip is finished when the "oxide shield" falls off, (j) isotropic
wet etch to remove silicon dioxide and then deposit the silicon nitride layer to protect the tip side
of the probe, (k) next, anisotropic KOH wet etch to remove silicon from back side. The thickness
of the cantilever is determined during this step, (l) finally, isotropic wet etch to remove the
silicon nitride32.
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Figure 4.10. Fabrication steps of regular nitride probes. (a) thermal oxidation to coat oxide on
both sides of silicon wafer (<100> orientation), (b) photolithography to expose resist, (c) resist
development, (d) spin coating of protection resist on back side and etch oxide with BHF, (e)
remove resist with acetone/isopropanol, (f) KOH wet etch to remove Si, (g) remove oxide with
BHF, (h) grow oxide, deposit nitride, remove them on the backside, and spin-coat photoresist, (i)
photolithography to expose the resist, (j) develop the resist and etch oxide then nitride, (k) dice
pyrex wafer (to be used as a handle), (l) anodic bonding the nitride and the pyrex wafer, (m) dice
and remove unnecessary portion of pyrex, (n) KOH wet etch to remove Si, and (o) BHF etch to
remove the oxide layer32.
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4.2.1. Fabrication with combined masked–maskless etching and P+ doping
Han et al.33 have demonstrated and developed high-yield manufacturing technique to fabricate
the single-crystalline silicon AFM probes. In this process, tips and cantilevers were concurrently
designed by a combined masked–maskless anisotropic etching method. In anisotropic etch, KOH
solution was employed. This process is shown in figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11. Masked-maskless fabrication steps for the AFM probe. (1) First, start the fabrication
process with SOI wafers that have a 12 µm thick silicon layer. Then, grow a silicon dioxide layer
at 1100 °C, which is 0.5 µm thick on both sides of the wafer. Next, remove the silicon dioxide
from the front side by buffered HF. Afterwards, deposit a new 100 nm thick of silicon dioxide.
On the backside of wafer, openings are patterned for next cantilever release etching. (2) For the
cantilever precursory, pattern the silicon dioxide layer at the front side. It shaped the (110) plane
by masked wet etching with 40% KOH. (3) Next, pattern the circular silicon dioxide mask for
the tip contour at the end of the cantilever. (4) On the top of the cantilever precursor, etch silicon
dioxide as maskless. Next, form the tip contour by convex-corner undercutting which involved
the masked etching. Then, define cantilever contour by the maskless etching. (5) Next, low
temperature oxidization at 950 °C to sharpen the tip contour with a nano-metric radius. (6)
Implant boron. and next, activate the implanted boron by annealing at 950 °C in order to reduce
the residual stress. Later, etch with buffered HF to remove the backside silicon dioxide film. (7)
Anisotropic etch to remove the silicon from the back of the cantilevers. Finally, etch silicon
dioxide from the front side to expose the electrically conductive and single crystalline silicon
probe33.
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4.2.2. Inverse pyramid shaped molding: Graphene probes
The inverse-pyramid-shaped probes were fabricated through a molding technique (Albrecht et al.
1990, Takahashi et al. 2009) where a cavity is formed first by aqueous wet etching into a silicon
substrate and a layer of thin film is then filled into the cavity. The silicon substrate is etched back
to detach the cantilever-tip area after the thin film is selectively removed. The most thin film
filling the cavity is Si3N4, and nitride tips are the most widely used for contact mode AFM
because nitride is more wear-resistant than silicon.

Recently, graphene has become one of the most powerful discoveries of this century. MartinOlmos and his group34 showed that graphene can be grown uniformly over different copper
terraces where the underlying substrate did not affect the atomic arrangement of the grown
material. In addition, they were able to grow graphene on AFM probes. Figure 4.12 illustrates
the fabrication of probe by inverse-pyramid molding method. First, they prepared the substrates
for molding by using standard micro-fabrication methods. They grew 100 nm silicon dioxide
thermally and copper by deposition method and finally graphene by Chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) on top of silicon wafer, which was then patterned using lithography and dry etching to
define the structure. Inverted pyramids were shaped after immersion into KOH solution, which
were eventually used as mold for the AFM probes. The detail of the process is shown in figure
4.12.
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Figure 4.12. Fabrication process to make probe by molding scheme. (1) Prepare tip area by
selectively etching of silicon with KOH solution. The pit and flat surfaces were grown with
thermal silicon dioxide and finally coated with copper. (2) Grow a continuous layer of graphene
on copper film by CVD method. (3) Coat a thin SU-8 resist to fill the tip mold and; expose and
develop to define the cantilever. (4) Argon dry etch to remove the graphene elsewhere where
there was no SU-8 film. Later, process a second and thick SU-8 to pattern the probe body. (5)
After removal of silicon dioxide with HF solution, silicon with KOH and Cu with wet etchant,
probe was released with graphene layer34.
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4.3. Fabrication techniques of AFM tip
4.3.1. Fabrication of tips by aligned-mask method
Li et al.35 and later, Tang et al.36 have demonstrated a method to fabricate nanosilicon tip where
the tips with precise dimensions are sharpened by anisotropic wet etching technologies using a
special pentagon etch mask design. Li et al. mainly followed the procedure of Burt et al.37 who
fabricated a triangular mask parallel to <310> directions for single self-sharpening tip during
aqueous KOH etching. The orientation of the undercut generated during wet etching is most
closely aligned to the square masks rotated by 63.40 (clockwise and anti-clockwise) from the
<110> direction in the (100) surface plane as shown in figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13. (a) Orientation of the <310> directions and the corresponding planes that are
perpendicular to the 8 directions. (b) Pentagon shaped mask design comprising sides aligned to
തതതത0;
<310> directions shown in (a). The eight equivalent <310> directions are 310, 3ത 10, 31ത 0, 31
തതത0 35.
130, 1ത 30, 13ത 0 and ത13

The gradual geometrical modification of the tip contour using pentagon etching mask after
several wet etch times, as shown in figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14. Geometrical modification of the tip contour (viewed from the top) using pentagon
etching mask after several etch times, such as (a) at 0 min, (b) after 32 min, (c) after 52 min and
(d) after 63 min. The final tip will have a triangular (rather than square) base 35.

4.3.2. Fabrication of tips using dry etching
As dry etching processes offer better uniformity and reproducibility than wet etching processes,
several groups have reported AFM tips fabrication using reactive ion etching (RIE), such as
monocrystalline silicon tips defined by a RIE with SF6 gas38, and Rocket tips defined by RIE (for
apex) and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) (for shaft)39. Villanueva et. al.40,41 also used deep
reactive ion etching (DRIE) to fabricate the sharp tip. Their process is shown in detail in figure
4.15.
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Figure 4.15. Fabrication process of entire probe using dry etch. (a) Start with SOI (silicon on
insulator) as initial material (top silicon layer is 15 µm in thickness), (b) thermal oxidation to
coat oxide on top side of SOI and photolithography to pattern a circular etch mask (finally this
portion transforms to tip), (c) coat photoresist again to do second photolithography to define the
cantilever, (silicon dioxide circular mask still on top of the cantilever which acts as etching mask
for the following two DRIEs, (d) fabricate the shaft by using optimized DRIE recipe (described
in table 4.1), (e) next, oxidation sharpening (wet oxidation at 1100 °C) to sharpen the tip, (f)
deep dry etch (DRIE) to make high aspect ratio pillar and finally, release of the cantilevers by
etching the buried silicon dioxide 40.

In this process, the shape of the cylinder of tip can be modified/controlled by changing dry etch
gas flows. Figure 4.16 (a) shows the schematic of scalloping and undercutting shapes in a
cylindrical wall where ripple was minimized by changing RIE recipes described in table 4.1 The
final rocket tip fabricated by this DRIE method is shown in figure 4.16 (b).
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Figure 4.16. (a) Schematic of scalloping and undercutting shapes in a cylindrical wall. (b) SEM
image of optimized DRIE result using standard process (top-left), ripple was minimized by
changing RIE recipes described in table 4.1 (top-right) and, at center, rocket tip fabricated by
combination of optimized DRIE. Inset at bottom right shows a high magnification SEM image of
the vertex of a tip after oxidation sharpening with 5 nm diameter 40.

Table 4.1. Optimized DRIE etching recipes with A601 equipment at 20 °C 40.
Process

Shaft

SF6 flux

c-C4F8 flux

Pressure

Source

Bias power

DC bias

(Pa)

power (W) (W)

(V)

150 sccm/2.5s

100 sccm/1s

1.4–2.8

1500

15

80-120

150 sccm/1s

100 sccm/0.33s

1.6–2.1

1500

15

75-100

process
Apex
process
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4.4. Method for tip sharpening

4.4.1. Oxidation sharpening
Marcus et al.42,43 reported the sharpening method by oxide formation at very high temperatures
(900–950 °C) and then oxide etching with HF. They observed the high stress can be an effective
obstacle to reduce the oxidation rate in the tip apex during the thermal oxidation process, and by
repeatedly growing oxide film on the silicon tips and etching the oxide with HF, they
demonstrated <1 nm radii of curvature at the silicon tip apex. Figure 4.17 shows the concept of
oxidation sharpening. This sharpening works because the oxidation rate decrease with stress,
which is higher for smaller curvature of radius. As a result, the oxidation is slower at places
closer to the very top of the apex. Thus, oxidation sharpening is a self-limiting process.

Figure 4.17. Oxidation sharpening steps (Courtesy: NANOSENSOR44).
Folch et al.45 demonstrated a simple process that allows them to microfabricate silicon nitride
cantilevers with integrated Si tips, which can be repeatedly sharpened without affecting the
nitride cantilever. They first performed wet isotropic etch to fabricate the regular tip, and
subsequently, the regular pyramid-shaped silicon tip was oxidized at 1000 oC and then the oxide
removed by hydrofluoric acid to make the tip sharp.
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However, the improvement of this oxidation sharpening technique in term of aspect ratio is very
limited, and thus the pillar dimensions, such as height and width, cannot be controlled with
interest in this oxidation sharpening method.

4.5. Fabrication techniques of high aspect ratio (HAR) tip
The basic principle of AFM is whereby a fine tip is scanned across the surface of the sample to
measure surface morphology and properties to construct a 3D image of the surface. Compared to
scanning electron microscope (SEM), AFM has lower cost, much more accurate (by one order of
magnitude in the z-direction, as well as in the x-y direction if the sample is flat), easier sample
preparation, less intrusive, and can work equally well with insulating sample or even inside a
liquid environment. Nevertheless, SEM is still far more popular than AFM for topographical
structure characterization, mostly because of the intrinsic limit in the AFM image when mapping
a non-flat surface (e.g. a deep and narrow hole/trench) where the tip cannot fully follow the
sample surface. The natural solution to overcome this issue is by using thin and high aspect ratio
tips that can follow the sample surface more precisely. This section reviews the fabrication
method for high aspect ratio tips. Probe aspect ratio is defined as the probe apex height divided
by the probe apex base diameter, and high aspect ratio means that the probe apex height is at
least three times that of apex base diameter. Figure 4.18 shows the schematic diagram of the
problem that arises using the low aspect ratio AFM tip. The low aspect ratio tips prevent precise
observation of tall or deep structures.

Figure 4.18. Schematic diagram of a measurement having severe artifact achieved using regular
low aspect ratio AFM tip.
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Figure 4.19. SEM images of various high aspect ratio AFM tips that are commercially available.
Image taken from corresponding distributor’s websites46.

Figure 4.19 shows several high aspect ratio tips which are currently available in market where
tips are fabricated with (a) focused-ion-beam milling, (b) electron-beam-induced-deposition, (c)(d) carbon nanotube attachment, and (d) "Nauga-needle formation" technique. The
manufacturing method of corresponding tips are described in details as below.

4.5.1. Focused-ion-beam milling method
An obvious method to pattern the high aspect ratio tips is using focused ion beam (FIB) to
“machine” the tips one by one (see figure 4.19 (a), Courtesy to Nanoworld website47). In this
method, the material near the tip is milled away except the material along the tip axis, leading to
a slender HAR pillar along the axis. This method is the most versatile one, because in principle
FIB can create any arbitrary shape with resolution down to sub-5 nm and aspect ratio well
beyond 10:1. Cockins et al.48 demonstrated a method to fabricate a high-aspect ratio metal tip
attached to machined cantilevers with controlled angle, length, and radius by focused ion beam.
According to their method, the original tip of probe is completely milled away from the
cantilever using FIB, and then the cantilever is glued with a wire attached onto the corner.
Afterwards, the wire is sharpened to obtain the required tip shape using the technique reported in
Refs.49,50. This fabrication technique usually takes less than 1 h. Figure 4.20 shows an example
of final cantilever along with tip.
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Figure 4.20. SEM images of (a) a fabricated HAR tip, (b) achieved radius of the tip48.
Nitride tip also can be milled with FIB. Fu et al.51 demonstrated the fabrication process to make
the high aspect ratio 'nitride' tip by FIB milling, as shown in figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21. SEM images of a nitride AFM tip before and after FIB milling to fabricate high
aspect ratio AFM tip51.

4.5.2. Electron/ion-beam-induced-deposition (EBID/IBID) method
By adding precursor gas, extremely high aspect ratio pillars (the idea is discussed in Ref.52) can
be grown onto AFM tip apex by ion or electron beam induced deposition (Figure 4.19 (b)).
David et al.53 first fabricated the high aspect ratio tip using the electron beam of a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) by depositing thin carbon pillar on the end of commercially available
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silicon nitride AFM cantilevers. They started their process by aligning the electron beam (in
SEM tool, Hitachi S-800, equipped with organometallic gas flow such as W(CO)6) directly down
the axis of the commercial regular pyramid shaped nitride tip (30 nm Palladium-gold coated)
mounted on standard aluminum stub. The SEM is then switched into spot (thus the beam is not in
scanning mode) mode for a particular exposure time to grow the carbon pillar at the end of the
cantilever. The tip apex is approximately 30 nm in diameter and about 15° of cone angles, and
become cylindrical down the shank (Figure 4.22).

Figure 4.22. SEM images of (a) pyramidal nitride tip, and (b) the same tip after depositing a
carbon pillar on its apex53.
Comstock et al.54 demonstrated the manufacturing method of a nanoneedle using electron beam
induced deposition (EBID) process at the end of the probe to make it high aspect ratio tip. This
process is shown in figure 4.23 where they initiated the process flow by FIB milling to flatten a
particular area of the tip where EBID is used to deposit a long metal wire. Couple of atomic layer
deposition (ALD) processes are employed to coat a conductive gold (Au) film with an alumina
which is an insulating film, and FIB milling is followed in order to expose the gold electrode at
the apex of the tip.
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Figure 4.23. Schematic diagram of fabrication process of nanoneedle tip apex. (a) FIB milling to
make a flat platform in tip. (b) Pt needle coated by EBID process. (c) Gold film deposited by
evaporation technique. (d) Insulating layer of Al2O3 coated by ALD method. (e) FIB milled the
insulated nanoneedle to expose an electrode layer. (f) Functional metal selectively electro-coated
at the exposed tip apex54.

As shown in figure 4.24, they also demonstrated nanoneedle (fabricated by EBID method) height
is tunable by using different growth time.

Figure 4.24. SEM images of electron beam deposited nanoneedle height as a function of
deposition time, (a) 20 s. (b) 10 s. (c) 5 s 54.
This method was also followed by Brown et al55 where they fabricated electrically conducting,
ultra-sharp, high-aspect ratio probes by electron-beam-induced deposition of platinum. However,
this process is too expensive and time consuming (as the tips are made one by one) for large area
production.
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4.5.3. Caron nanotube (CNT) attachment method
Carbon nanotube (Figure 4.19 (c)), or semiconductor nano-wire/spike (Figure 4.19 (d)) has also
been used by attaching them or growing them at the apex of regular tips56,

57, 58, 59

. It offers

extremely high aspect ratio. Moreover, carbon nanotube has remarkable mechanical property,
with much longer (by 20×) lifetime than regular silicon AFM tip60. However, it is very
challenging to attach or grow a carbon nanotube at a precisely desired position with a fixed
direction and length. Furthermore, though it offers a long scanning lifetime, in reality, tips are
often damaged with the entire cantilever broken off the base during the handling process rather
than get worn out after long continuous scanning. Woolley et al.61 demonstrated the surface
growth CVD nanotube tip preparation (in figure 4.25 (a)) where at top the schematic of the
growth process is shown and at bottom image the TEM image of an individual SWNT tip
produced using this technique was shown. Here, nanotubes were grown on the surface of the
pyramidal structure and then guided by the edges towards the tip apex. Ye et al.62 demonstrated
directional-growth using plasma-enhanced CVD method to grow CNT on probe (Figure 4.25
(b)). In their method, each fabrication step was aligned to the global alignment mark which was
fabricated with electron beam lithography. This assured the exact location of catalyst sites and
thus the final CNT was located at the particular position on the cantilever. Figure 4.25 (b) shows
the TEM image of a CNT fabricated on a cantilever produced by directional-growth plasmaenhanced CVD. In bottom image, CNT-deposited tip end was shown. The nickel catalyst on tip
apex is clearly seen in this image. Additionally, Hafner et al.63 demonstrated CNT pick up
attachment method where a microfabricated pyramidal tip (Figure 4.25 (c)), which is coated with
a thin layer of a UV-cure adhesive material, picks up a vertically aligned carbon nanotube.
Figure 4.25 (c) shows schematic diagram of nanotube attachment through 'pick-up' method. In
bottom of that image, it shows the TEM image of a picked SWNT tip.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.25. (a) Surface growth CVD nanotube tip fabrication method. Bottom: TEM image of
single SWNT tip fabricated by this method61. (b) TEM image of single CNT attached on a
cantilever produced by directional-growth plasma-enhanced CVD. Bottom: Nanotube tip apex62.
(c) Nanotube attachment method through 'pick-up'. Bottom shows the TEM image of a SWNT
tip63.

4.5.4. "Nauga-needle formation" method
In this process, the regular AFM tip is first coated with metal (Ag), then it is dipped into a melted
alloy of Gallium (Ga) The Ag-Ga alloy is gradually solidified/crystallized onto the tip while the
tip is pulled out slowly, forming a solid alloy nanowire onto the tip. Recently this novel needleshaped AFM tip was demonstrated and subsequently commercialized by NaugaNeedles Inc.
(Figure 4.19 e)64,65. In this method, the localization of the needle to the tip is connected with both
the longitudinal concentration gradient of Ag material that is dissolved from the tip apex66
(Figure 4.26 (b)) and the transverse localization of the narrow-meniscus (Figure 4.26 (c)). Figure
4.26 (c) and (d) shows the possibility of several needles forming with one tip but eventually a
single needle extends beyond the others. Another important issue is that (Figure 4.26 (d)) during
joining Ga continues to reactively spread and make alloy with Ag attached to the tip and then it
converts to a grainy pattern structure of Ag2Ga crystallites over the probe. The ongoing
spreading of Ga is finally detached from the excess un-reacted Ga, which in the end, reveals all
the nanowire structures fabricated at the tip apex. They also demonstrated they could fabricate
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freestanding needles at the end of tip-less probe and manufactured single needles of both
horizontal and vertical orientations relative to the probe. However, the tip apex fabricated by this
method is blunt as nanowire (formed with solid Ag-Ga alloy) diameter is quite big, as shown in
figure 4.19 (e).

Grainy Ag2Ga
crystallites are formed

un-reacted Ga removes
and nanowires are
formed

Figure 4.26. Fabrication steps for freestanding Nauga-needle fabrication: Schematic shown in
left column and demonstration as recorded in time-sequential SEM images shown in right
column66.
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4.5.5. Angle-dependant dry etching method (Our method)
All the above processes are serial process, where the high aspect ratio tips are formed one by one
sequentially. Obviously, to drastically increase the throughput and reduce the cost, batch
fabrication process is greatly desired. Therefore, manufacturing process where the patterns are
formed spontaneously without using any lithography/alignment method is in great demand. One
way to realize this lithography-free patterning is by using the spin-coating property of a polymer
on non-planar AFM tips over a wafer67. Due to the protrusion nature of the tip out of the wafer,
the polymer coating on it is less than that on the base of the AFM tip which, after a brief etch of
the polymer, results polymer coating everywhere except near the tip apex. Alternatively, a metal
can be coated onto the AFM tip, followed by electrochemical etching back of the metal68. The
main issue for the above two lithography-free self-aligned patterning method is how to achieve
sub-100 nm uniform feature size. For instance, the electrochemical etching method achieved
aperture near the tip apex only down to 500 nm.

We, here, report a self-defined process to form metal dots right on top of the tip apex, without
using any lithography. The process is based on the angle-dependent sputtering yield, which leads
to slower sputtering of the metal film on top of the apex (normal incidence) than the film on the
side of the apex (inclined incidence). Tips are then etched by ICP-RIE (Inductively Coupled
Plasma – Reactive Ion Etching, a plasma etching process) using the metal as mask. Curvature
radii and aspect ratio of fabricated high-aspect-ratio AFM tips prepared from commercial silicon
tips are controllable and commercially viable. The details of this process are presented in
Chapter 5.

4.6. Conclusions
In this chapter, we described an overview of AFM tool and its applications and later, recent
fabrication techniques to make regular as well as high aspect ratio AFM probes. Currently, many
AFM probes are fabricated directly by wet anisotropic etching or dry reactive ion etching.
Compared with dry etching technique, wet etching is a cheaper procedure and is easily applied
without involving expensive equipment. A simple, high yield method for the fabrication of
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cantilever with nano-silicon tip by wet etching without oxidation sharpening steps for AFM
applications is reviewed. The advantage of their method is that not only the tips but also the
cantilevers are fabricated concurrently by the combined masked-maskless etching process, which
makes the process cheaper. The benefit of novel DRIE based method is that dry etching
processes offer better uniformity and reproducibility than wet etching processes. The feasibility
of growing a continuous layer of graphene in probes is also discussed. Lastly, the methods to
fabricate high aspect ratio AFM tips, such as FIB, EIBD, CNT attachment and "Nauga-needle
formation" are reviewed in details. We, in addition, introduced our method (angle-dependent dry
etching method) to batch fabricate high aspect ratio tips in a cheaper way compared with other
commercial AFM probes fabrication methods.
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CHAPTER 5
Batch fabrication of high aspect ratio AFM tips
This chapter describes our method to batch fabricate high-aspect ratio AFM tips by dry etching.
The key point that differentiates our technology from the competing ones is that the tips are
fabricated in high throughput batch manner, whereas the current commercially available high
aspect ratio tips are all fabricated one by one.

5.1. Introduction
A widely used tool in nanotechnology is the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) for which the
most important part is the tip (also popularly called as “probe”) which can "feels" the sample
surface and creates an image. In order to get high quality images, very high aspect ratio tips are
required, i.e. have to be long and thin. But these high aspect ratio tips are extremely difficult to
make and consequently very expensive ($70-$500 per tip) and therefore only bought sparingly.
We developed a disruptive technique that enables the fabrication of these tips much cheaper than
the cheapest alternative in the current market. The key feature of the technology is that it is a
batch fabrication process with potentially high yield. The process starts from a wafer of AFM
tips containing 380 regular pyramid-shaped (low aspect ratio) tips, and process them
simultaneously to produce fine and high aspect ratio pillars at the tip apex. Currently all the
commercially available high aspect ratio AFM tips are made one by one, in a slow, costly (~520× that of regular AFM tips) and serial manner, which was elaborated in details in previous
chapter. On the contrary, our process is a batch process, and thus with much higher throughput
and much lower manufacturing cost per tip. The benefit of using such tips, as compared to
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regular pyramid-shaped low aspect ratio ones, is most pronounced when measuring a sample
having deep recessed features like nanoscale trenches or holes, for which significant artifact
would result if using regular AFM tips.

In below, we will first describe how to fabricate pyramid structure on flat silicon wafer to mimic
costly AFM tip. Then we will detail the process to make high aspect ratio tips out of those
pyramid structure in large scale. Next, we will transfer this process to real commercial regular
AFM tips. Finally, we will characterize/verify the tips manufactured by our technique on high
aspect ratio patterns to show its high quality for imaging.

5.2. Fabrication of pyramidal structures on flat silicon wafer
We fabricated pyramid-shaped "tips" on flat silicon wafer, to mimic the costly real AFM tips. A
wafer of real tips (some 380 tips on a 4" wafer, the individual tips can be lifted out using
tweezers) is commercially available but at relatively high price. Therefore, it would be costefficient to work on large scale pyramid "tips" fabricated by us. We fabricated pyramid
structures1 (without a cantilever) on a flat silicon wafer to develop our fabrication process. Once
the process is developed, it could be transferred to the large-scale whole wafer of commercial
AFM tips.

5.2.1. Fabrication of random pyramid arrays without using lithography
Pyramid structure can be fabricated on single crystalline Si wafer using aqueous KOH wet etch
without any lithography. Orientation selective etch of [100]-oriented silicon wafers occur in
basic (base) solutions partly because of the closer packing of some orientations relative to other
orientations. Since density of planes <111> > <110>, <100>, the etch rate R(111) << R(110) and
R(100). The reason behind lower etching rate is that {100} and {110} have 2 bonds below
surface and 2 dangling bonds that can react; on the other hand, {111} plane has three of its bonds
below surface and only one dangling bond to react, hence {111} has much slower etch rate. This
bulk wet anisotropic wet etching process is widely used in MEMS (micro electro mechanical
systems) since it is inexpensive, fast and easy to process.
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To describe the process, the wafer was first cleaned by HF dipping in order to remove the native
oxide (1:50 diluted HF, dip for 30 sec), then we performed aqueous KOH etching right away.
The KOH wet etching was carried out using 20% (w/v%) KOH at 50 °C for 11 min and then
washed with DI water.

Figure 5.1. Random pyramid arrays of different dimensions.

Fabricated pyramids of different sizes, patterned at random locations, is demonstrated in figure
5.1. The largest dimension of pyramid sidewall edge is about 3 µm. Some pyramids are
connected with other pyramids. These random pyramids of different dimensions are very useful
for process development purpose since it is fabricated without using any costly lithography and
the pyramids covers everywhere of a whole wafer (large-area).

5.2.2. Fabrication of pyramid arrays using lithography
In previous section, we described a process to fabricate uncontrolled pyramid with different
dimension which are randomly patterned. However, for ultimate AFM tip fabrication, we need to
manufacture pyramid tips with specific dimension and at controlled location. Here, we show how
to fabricate the pyramid arrays of controlled dimension and at controlled placement using
electron beam lithography as described below. We started with a silicon wafer (100) with oxide
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of ~180 nm, as shown in figure 5.2. After solvent cleaning, we spun-coat 300 nm polystyrene
(PS) on silicon dioxide. We demonstrated the polydispersity does not make any significant
influence on material exposure properties2. Thus, we mixed two different molecular weights
polystyrene to make an equivalent 550 kg/mol (broad distribution) polystyrene on Si. Different
sizes of square arrays were exposed on PS/SiO2 at 20 KeV with 0.306 nA beam current at dose
30 µC/cm2 which would be used as mask later. After developing with tetrahydrofuron for 1 min,
the pattern was transferred to SiO2 and Si by dry etching with CHF3 gas using PS as an etching
mask (RIE recipe: CHF3: 20 sccm, RF: 100 W, ICP: 0 W, P: 20 mT, T: 480 sec, SiO2 etching
rate: 38 nm/min). After oxygen plasma cleaning of possible fluorocarbon polymer, KOH (20
w/v%) wet anisotropic etching was performed at ~50 0C for 11 min in order to fabricate pyramid
structure on flat silicon wafer.

Figure 5.2. Process steps to fabricate the pyramid structure on single crystalline silicon.

Figure 5.3 shows the tilted view of pyramidal structure below the SiO2 mask layer. KOH etching
duration controls the pyramid apex dimension such as the area of top and shape of the pyramid.
KOH etching is exponentially temperature-sensitive, thus it is crucial to maintain a constant
etching temperature for reproducibility.
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Figure 5.3. SEM micrographs of fabricated pyramidal structure with SiO2 mask layer still
remains on the top.

The wet etching time and mask size define the pyramid tip apex dimension. Less wet etching
time than required makes the structure blunt. As shown in figure 5.4 (a-b), sharp apex was
achieved by optimal KOH etching time, here 11 min at 50 0C, whereas blunt pyramid resulted for
inadequate KOH etching time of 10 min (figure 5.4 c) and 7 min (figure 5.4 d).

Figure 5.4. SEM images of fabricated silicon pyramid structures with sharp apex (a-b), and blunt
apex (c-d). Here, (a-b) is etched for 11 min, (c) for 10 min and (d) for 7 min etched at 50 0C.
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In below, we will apply our proposed process on random pyramid arrays fabricated without
lithography where pyramids cover randomly in the entire wafer surface, as it is easy to handle
and cost-effective to fabricate.

5.3. Fabrication of high aspect ratio (HAR) tips
Our process is a lithography-free self-aligned fabrication process, where the whole wafer of
regular tip can be batch-processed simultaneously to convert the pyramid-shaped or point-shaped
tips into high aspect ratio pillar-shaped tips. We propose two ways to make high aspect ratio tips
with dry etching technique, (1) To fabricate HAR tips by forming etch mask using angledependant dry etching; and (2) To fabricate those tips by forming etch mask using two-angle
evaporation method. We achieved expected result using the first process, but not with second
process.

5.3.1. Fabrication of HAR tip by forming etch mask using angle-dependant
etching
The idea of this process is based on the intrinsic properties of physical etching of a film. The
efficiency of physical etching by ion bombardment/sputtering of the substrate material is
characterized by sputtering yield defined as number of recoiling atoms out of the target surface
per incident ion. Yamamura et al3,4 have demonstrated an empirical formula to calculate the
mean value of the sputtering yield for many incident ion-target combinations over a wide range
of ion energy as well as a range of incidence angles from the normal of the target surface. In
principle, the incident projectile ion loses energy by two separate mechanisms: collisions with
the target nuclei, known as nuclear losses; and collisions with electrons in the target material,
known as electronic losses. Incident ion energy and the target to projectile mass ratio control the
contributions of both of these energy loss factors in terms of the net energy loss. The sputtering
yield depends on the angle at which the energetic ion collides the target material, incident energy
and atomic mass of projectile ion and cohesive energy of target material. Incidence ion angles
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are frequently defined from the normal of target surface, where 0° corresponds to normal
incidence (horizontal flat surface) and 90° corresponds to vertical surface. As the incidence angle
of projectile ion increases at a certain level, the sputtering yield (target atoms/ion) is observed to
increase. However, at large angles (when the projectile ion passes almost parallel to the target
interface), such as close to 90°, "surface channeling" makes the sputtering yield almost zero.

Figure 5.5 shows the dependency of the sputtering yield (Y) on the angle of incidence and target
material at different ion energies of 300 eV and 90 keV (In RIE, the typical ion energy range is
10-300 eV). In figure 5.5 (a), since Ti has higher cohesive energy (as shown in inset table) than
Al, Ti has the lower sputtering yield by Ar ion. We employed three different materials (Al, Cr
and Ti) for metal coating, and here we showed the result with Fe (iron) to mimic Cr, since their
cohesive energies are very close to each other. In addition, we employed BCl3 or Cl2 gases for
metal etching, however, we simulated the data with Ar (18) gas since its atomic number is close
to Cl (17). The maximum sputtering yield occurs at a relatively large incident angle of 72° which
is 2.5 times higher than the sputtering yield at normal incident angle (namely 0°) for each
ion/target material at low energy as shown in figure 5.5 (a). However, in figure 5.5 (b),
sputtering yield is much higher for higher energy (90 keV) for each ion-target material than that
for low energy. The maximum yield of Ar/Al (ion/target) at 90 keV is 58 atoms/ion, where that
at 300 eV is 1.7 atoms/ion. The incident angle for maximum yield is shifted to 85° at such high
energy.

We employed fluorine (F) gas for silicon etching, however, here we simulated the etching with
Boron (5) gas since its atomic number is close to F (9), as shown in figure 5.5 (b). It is shown
that the sputtering yield of Si by B ion is very low, in comparison with other ion/target materials
simulated here.
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Figure 5.5. TRIM simulation results
results. (TRIM5,6 is a commercial software: “Transport
ansport of Ions in
Matter”, a Monte Carlo computer program that calculates the interactions of energetic ions with
target material). Sputtering yield as a function of incident angle with ion at (a) low energy, (b)
high energy. Inset table in (a) shows the cohesive energies ((amount of energy that takes to break
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the material into isolated atoms) of particular target atoms. Inset in (b) shows the schematic of
sputter yield as a function of ion incidence angle (θ) in a single crystalline surface.

In simulation, we neglected re-deposition of small amount of ejected atoms on an already
sputtered surface.

5.3.1.1. Fabrication process of HAR tip

Based on the property of angle dependent sputtering yield, our batch fabrication process is
shown in figure 5.6. We first coat a metal layer, such as Al, Cr or Ti, on top of the regular
pyramid-shaped tips. Then we etch the metal using Ar, BCl3 or Cl2 gas depending on the metal
deposited on the pyramid-shaped tips. The etching by Ar is physical, without any chemical
reaction whereas the etching by BCl3 and Cl2 is both physical and chemical (physical enhanced
chemical etching). As aforementioned, the etching rate on the side of the pyramid is faster than
that on the very top apex, because: 1) the local ion incident angle on the side of the pyramid is
closer to the maximum etching rate angle of ~72° at low ion energy than that on the very top of
the tip apex where near normal incident is expected; and 2) the film thickness on the sidewall is
less than that on top of the tip apex by a factor of cosθ. As a result, with well controlled etching
time, it is possible to remove all the metal from the pyramid sidewalls, with some metal film
would still remained on the horizontal surface at the tip apex. Next, the tip is etched in a reactive
ion etching (RIE) system using fluorine-based gas, which etches the silicon anisotropically with
vertical sidewall and very high selectivity to that of metal mask material self-formed on the tip
apex. This will result in a silicon pillar right below the metal mask. The height of the pillar, thus
the aspect ratio, can be controlled simply by the silicon etching time as long as metal etch mask
left. As the process contains only three major steps (metal deposition, metal etch, Si etch), the
time to process one wafer of tips (380 of them) is ~2-3 hours in a typical cleanroom (much faster
in a production environment where wafers are processed cassette by cassette, each cassette
containing 25 wafers).
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Figure 5.6. Process flow of fabricating high aspect ratio AFM tip. a) Start from a regular AFM
tip with pyramid shape; b) Coat a thin layer of metal film; c) Etch the film using Ar, BCl3 or Cl2
gas plasma depending on the metal deposited; d) Etch the silicon using SF6/C4F8 plasma, and
finally the remaining metal can be removed easily by wet etching.

The key advantages of the current method are summarized here: (1) It is a batch process, where a
wafer of regular tips (380 tips over 4" wafer) are processed simultaneously to create high aspect
ratio tips. (2) It contains only three major steps, thus the yield is expected to be reasonably high.
(For comparison, to make regular AFM tips starting from a wafer takes more than 10 major
steps, thus it is much more challenging to achieve a high yield. For instance, if assuming each
step has a yield of 98%, then after 10 steps the yield is (0.98)10=82%. (3) The cost of fabrication
is expected to be well below (estimated 10-25% that of) the other competing methods used to
make commercial high aspect ratio AFM tip in batch. (4) Tip dimensions can be controllable,
notably sidewall height are tunable according to the different applications. (5) The sharp apex of
the original tips is unaltered, as it is protected by the metal mask atop during silicon RIE process.

In table 5.1 and 5.2, the metal dry etching recipes with Ar, BCl3, Cl2 gases and substrate dry
etching recipe (developed by Prof. Saini's group7, University of Waterloo) with SF6/C4F8 plasma
gases, and etching rate for different materials using these recipes are summarized. The metal dry
etch recipes were adjusted to enhance energetic particle bombardment similar to ion milling
(physical etching), by using higher RF power and lower pressure as long as we can still turn the
plasma on. The etching rates shown in the tables are calculated based on horizontal surface only,
not tilted surface. As we see in the table 5.2, the selectivity of etching rates of Al and Cr with Si
is very high for Si etch, which are 108:1 and 96:1 respectively. As a result, only a very thin film
of Al or Cr is required as etching mask to etch either silicon or silicon nitride vertically.
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Table 5.1. Metal RIE recipes for etching different materials at low pressure.
Gases

RF

ICP

Temp.

Materials

flow

power

power

(°C)

to etch

(sccm)

(W)

(W)

300

800

22

Al

115

Cr

10

Ti

98

Si

190

Cr

39

Al

30

Cr

4.8

BCl3:

Pressure (mT)

1

50

Cl2: 50,

2

300

600

50

O2: 5
Ar: 20

7

300

100

RT

Etch rates (nm/min)

Table 5.2. Silicon RIE recipe for etching different materials.
Gases flow

Pressure

RF power

ICP

Temp.

Materials

Etch rates (nm/min)

(sccm)

(mT)

(W)

power

(°C)

to etch

15

Si

432

Si3N4

117

(W)
C4F8: 38,

10

20

1200

SF6: 22

(LPCVD)
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Cr

4

Al

4.5

5.3.1.2. Results on large-area pyramidal structure on a silicon wafer

Our ultimate target is batch processing of pre-made regular tips to obtain the high aspect ratio
tips. Due to the very high cost for a wafer of tips ($4000 for a wafer of 380 tips), we had been
working on simultaneous processing of small batches of ~2 AFM tips (instead of a wafer of 380
tips) for each round. However, alternatively, we employed whole wafer containing pyramid
arrays (cost-effective to fabricate and easy to handle) to see the result of uniformity,
reproducibility, yield and so on, in a large scale (across a 4" wafer).

Here we present the results applying our technique on large-area pyramidal tips fabricated on a
Si wafer. We coated Cr metal layer on top of the regular pyramid-shaped tip arrays. Then, we
etched the metal using Cl2 and O2 gases (according to table 5.1). As a result, with well controlled
etching time, it removed all the metal on the pyramid sidewall, leaving some metal mask on the
horizontal surface of pyramidal tip apex. Next, the tip was etched in a reactive ion etching
system using fluorine-based gas, which etched the silicon anisotropically with vertical sidewall.
This resulted in a silicon pillar right below the metal mask. In figure 5.7, one side of whole
silicon wafer was covered during metal evaporation, thus metal was coated only on the other side
of the wafer. The covered area is marked as no-metal area. As seen in figure 5.7 the interface of
metal and no-metal area is clear. In inset, a high aspect ratio AFM tip with diameter of 15 nm
fabricated using this process is demonstrated (this tip is not the same tip as shown at the
interface). As expected, on no-metal area, the pyramids were not terminated with high aspect
ratio pillars on pyramid apex.
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Figure 5.7. SEM image of interface of metal and no-metal area, In inset, a high aspect ratio AFM
tip (not shown in big image) with diameter of 15 nm fabricated using this angle-dependent
etching method is shown.
Prior to achieving the high throughput fabrication for production, there are a few essential steps
that need to be streamlined. The following is the list of the technical challenges that need to be
addressed in order to reach high throughput manufacturing:
1. Reproducibility and uniformity, with a yield of ≥ 75%. We developed the process using the
selected metals such as aluminum, chromium and titanium for scaling up production. We here
optimized the process steps to achieve reproducibly of the high aspect ratio AFM tips with
desired tip dimensions using selected metals. The goal is to achieve high reproducibility (>70%)
needed for production. We coated the whole 4" wafer pyramid arrays with metal (Cr 23 nm) and
etched metal for 30 sec, and then etched silicon for 1:30 min. The results at five different
locations of a whole wafer are shown in figure 5.8. In figure 5.8 (f), it shows the five different
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placements where SEM images were captured. According to table 5.3, which was derived from
the results in figure 5.8, the yield in the wafer center is highest which is 83% and that of other
locations are lower than center of the wafer. This is expected because the metal film thickness
and etching rate at the edge of wafer is lower than those in the center; and in addition, the metal
incident angle from small crucible in evaporation chamber at edge of the wafer is different than
that in the center. For evaporation of metal which finally acts as a hard mask on top, the metal
film thickness for vacuum evaporation is proportional to cosθ, with θ being the incident angle
relative to wafer normal direction. In addition, the film coated on an angled surface (relative to
beam incidence) may not be as smooth as a film coated on a flat surface, thus complicating the
process and slightly narrowing the process window. A common consequence of a rough film is
the rough tip sidewall that amplifies the roughness of the etching mask after silicon etch due to
the very high etching rate selectivity between Si and metal.

Regarding reproducibility, we fabricated several batches of pyramid tips and obtained
satisfactory reproducible results. Once reproducible results were obtained, we focused on
processing a wafer of tips (again, pyramids on wafer, not real AFM tips) in order to study the
dimension/shape uniformity of the fabricated tips across the entire wafer of tips. We evaluated
the uniformity of the process across an entire wafer of tips. According to table 5.3, the
uniformity of tip dimension is best at wafer center. The variation in other positions of the wafer
is also small. However, the results might be different for a real wafer of tips with uniform size of
pyramid tips from the random size pyramids on a flat wafer as studied here.
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Figure 5.8. SEM images of arrays of high aspect ratio tips fabricated using angle-dependent etch
method. The images were captured at five different places of whole 4" wafer, at the (a) center,
(b) bottom, (c) left, (d) right and (e) top. (f) The schematic shows the positions where SEM
images were captured.

Table 5.3. The yield and uniformity of HAR tips fabricated on pyramidal arrays at five different
locations of a whole wafer.
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Position

Total no

No

of

of visible

HAR

pyramids

pyramids

Yield

No of HAR

Uniformity of

Average

Average

(%)

pyramids

apex of D: 35

diameter of

height of tip

± 10 nm (%)

tip

pillar (nm)

of

D: 35 ± 10 nm

apex

(nm)

Center

53

44

83

31

58

35

610

Bottom

34

26

77

17

50

37

635

Left

31

22

71

17

55

32

590

Right

59

42

71

30

51

36

560

Top

28

19

68

12

43

34

662

Total

205

153

75

107

52

35

611

2. Controlled tip diameter and height. It is very important to control the diameter of tip apex and
height of the tip pillar for commercial production. We here demonstrate the fabrication of tips
with a range of pillar apex diameters and heights. We tuned the metal deposition thickness and
its etching time in order to obtain different silicon pillar apex radius for different applications.
Though a smaller radius offers higher AFM imaging resolution, it also makes the tip less
mechanically robust. Thus there exists an optimal tip radius for different applications, and this
step is to achieve such optimal radius. Whereas the adjustment of the tip pillar height is
straightforward, the tuning of tip diameter is less so. Nevertheless, we successfully obtained
different pillar diameters by varying the metal film thickness and its etching time.

Before adjusting the pillar diameter, we studied the metal etching time for a particular thickness
of metal film. In table 5.4, the optimum metal dry etch time is shown for particular mean
thickness of a few metal films that we used so far. This time was adjusted to etch completely
away the metal on sidewalls of pyramidal tips, leaving behind some metal on apex of the tips. A
common consequence of an inadequate metal etch is the rough sidewall after silicon dry etch that
amplifies the roughness of the metal etching mask due to the very high etching rate selectivity.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the optimum metal dry etch time for particular mean thickness of the metal
film (here, Cr).
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Table 5.4. Optimum metal etch time for corresponding metal film thickness.
Materials (Recipes)

Mean thickness of metal film (nm)

Optimum metal etch time (s)

Al (BCl3 gas)*

22

10

Cr (Cl2+O2 gas)**

10

10

23

30

30

40

42

59

60

86

62

35

Ti (BCl3 gas)*

* BCl3 recipe: described in table 5.1 (1st row), ** Cl2+O2 recipe: described in table 5.1 (2nd
row).
Optimum metal etch time (sec)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Mean thickness of metal (Cr) film (nm)
Figure 5.9. Optimum metal dry etch time for different thickness of Cr film.

We found that after metal etch on thinner metal film, smaller metal mask remains, and on the
other hand, after metal etch on thicker metal film, larger metal mask remains. Figure 5.10
illustrates a plausible reason of variation of resulted apex diameter due to different thickness of
metal film. Figure 5.11 shows that the mean diameter of apex is 25 nm for thinner film (10 nm
Cr) and 70 nm for thicker film (60 nm Cr). Here, we coated different thickness of Cr film on
large-area pyramidal arrays and performed appropriate metal etch and then silicon etch,
according to table 5.2. We obtained the average of tip apex diameter as summarized in table 5.3.
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Figure 5.10. Schematic illustrating the dependence of the final pillar diameter (close to the
diameter of the resulted metal island mask at apex) on the metal film thickness. (i) thin metal
film that leads to small metal island mask, and (ii) thick metal film that leads to large metal
island mask.
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Figure 5.11. SEM images of mean diameter of tip apex for different metal thickness. (a) 25 nm
for 10 nm Cr, (b) 35 nm for 23 nm Cr, (c) 50 nm for 42 nm Cr, and (d) 70 nm for 60 nm Cr.
Metal etch time was performed according to table 5.4.

Figure 5.12 shows the average diameter of tip apex as a function of average metal thickness.
Here we demonstrated the result only for Cr metal film.
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Figure 5.12. Average diameter of tip apex as a function of average metal (Cr) thickness.

The height of the pillars gets apparently longer with increasing silicon etch (as the selectivity of
silicon to metal etch with Si recipe is very high) as long as there is metal mask left. Figure 5.13
shows that the pillar heights are in good agreement with silicon etching depth, according to table
5.2.

Figure 5.13. SEM images showing the height of the pillar of pyramid as a function of Si etch
time, such as (a) 410 nm height for 1 min silicon etch; and (b) 780 nm height for 2 min silicon
etch.

3. Controlled tip shape: As aforementioned, to make the tip more mechanically robust, a slight
taper (e.g. 3-5 deg sidewall angle) may be desirable for some applications. The Si etching tool
has a silicon etching recipe for etching pillar with vertical sidewall, and if desirable, we can
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modify the recipe for Si etching to achieve tapered pillars for different slopes of HAR AFM tips.
The sidewall angle depends on the balance of chemical etching by SF6 gas and passivation by
C4F8 gas. Thus a fine tuning of the ratio of the two gases could achieve this goal.
Saffih et al.8 in our group demonstrated a one-step etching step with Cr as hard mask using a dry
etching recipe with C4F8/SF6 gases. The recipe was significantly modified from a standard
pseudo-Bosch process that gives a vertical profile. They achieved a taper angle of 22° by
changing the gas flow ratio of C4F8/SF6 from 38/22 to 59/1, as shown in figure 5.14 (a-d). In
addition, by further reducing RF bias power, they attained very large taper angle of 39°, but with
much lower etching rate. The dependence of taper angle of silicon structure on the ratio of SF6
flow and total gas flow is shown in figure 5.14 (e). However, here the etching results are for
etching silicon on a flat wafer, and we haven’t applied this technique to etch real AFM tips, since
the sidewall is already slightly tapered for the Rocket tips we fabricated (shown later) even using
the recipe that normally gives vertical sidewall for etching silicon on a flat wafer. Nevertheless,
if desirable, those modified etching recipes can be utilized to further tune the sidewall angle of
the high aspect ratio AFM tip. As can be seen, a flow ratio of 10/50 will give an angle of 4°, may
desirable for some AFM applications.

Figure 5.14. (a-d) SEM images8 of silicon structures etched with different C4F8/SF6 ratios. The
ratios and taper angles are: (a) 50/10, 4.7o; (b) 55/5, 15 o; (c) and (d) 59/1, 22 o. (e) Dependence
of taper angle of nanostructure on the ratio of SF6 flow and total gas (SF6 + C4F8) flow which is
fixed at 60 sccm8.
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5.3.1.3. Results on regular commercial AFM tips

In previous section, we showed the result of HAR tips fabricated on pyramidal arrays on silicon
wafer. Here we show the fabrication results on regular commercial AFM tips. We purchased four
different types of AFM tips: PointProbe (Nanoworld9), Arrow (Nanoworld), Nitride-pyrex
(Nanoworld) and Rocket tips (NT-MDT10) in order to verify our technology.

Figure 5.15. SEM images of regular commercial tips that we purchased. (a) Nanoworld PyrexNitride tip, (b) Nanoworld Arrow tip, (c) NT-MDT Rocket tip, and (d) Nanoworld PointProbe
tip.
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5.3.1.3.1. Silicon nitride probe

Nanoworld low-stress silicon nitride probes are used in contact mode AFM; and nitride's
excellent hardness leads to good wear resistance and extended lifetime. Since the cantilevers are
supported by a handle made of pyrex-glass, it is termed as 'Pyrex-Nitride' tip by Nanoworld. It
has multi-lever design with four rectangular cantilevers, two at each side of the handle. The
company claims the height of tip is 3.5 µm, the diameter of tip apex is typically < 20 nm and the
sidewall slope angle of the tip is 60°. These nitride tips are sharper than regular Arrow tips. In
fabrication process, as gold contaminates the RIE chamber, gold coating was removed at the very
beginning using gold etchant [HNO3:HCl (1:3)] for 3 min before coating with metal. Oxygen
plasma cleaning was carried out before coating 23 nm Cr onto the tip and then the nitride film
was etched for 2 min using Cr as hard mask by using C4F8 and SF6 gases recipe, according to
table 5.2. Figure 5.16 shows a regular nitride tip (a), and high-aspect-ratio nitride tip processed
with Cr film as etching mask.

Figure 5.16. SEM image of a regular nitride tip (a), and high-aspect-ratio nitride tip with height
of 110 nm and radius of apex of 18 nm fabricated using our process (b). Inset shows the high
magnification image of the tip apex. Here the tip apex appeared not straight due to charging
effect since nitride is insulator.

As etching rate of nitride with SF6/C4F8 plasma is much lower than silicon (117 nm/min for
Si3N4 and 420 nm/min for silicon), and one metal layer mask limits the achievable pillar height,
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we modified the fabrication process (Figure 5.17) with two metal layers while keeping all other
steps the same as before.

Figure 5.17. Process flow of fabricating high aspect ratio AFM tip using two metal layers as
mask. a) Start from a regular nitride tip with; b) Coat first metal film (Al); c) Coat second metal
film (Cr); d) Etch second metal film; e) Etch first metal film, and f) Etch the substrate (nitride)
using SF6/C4F8 plasma, and finally the remaining metals can be removed easily by wet etching.
Since Cr etches 10 × slower than Al in BCl3 plasma, a relatively thick Al metal mask can be
obtained in order to etch deep into nitride.

In the modified fabrication process, after removing gold from backside of original tip by wet
etch, O2 plasma cleaning was performed. Next, Al (20 nm) and then Cr (23 nm) were coated on
the top side of the tips. Subsequently Cr dry etch with Cl2/O2 gas and then Al dry etch with BCl3
gas were performed for optimum times respectively. Finally, tips were etched for 4 min with
silicon etching recipe using SF6/C4F8. This results nitride pillar right below the metal masks.
Here since Al etches 10 × faster than Cr, we can obtain a thick Al island mask at the tip apex as
needed for longer silicon etch. That is, we effectively “amplified” the metal mask thickness by a
factor of 10, knowing that Al is as good as Cr for masking silicon etch. The height of the pillar,
thus the aspect ratio, can be controlled simply by tuning metal thicknesses. Figure 5.18 shows the
SEM images of two high-aspect-ratio nitride tips fabricated on single nitride probe with two
cantilevers, with pillar height of 410 nm (a), and 420 nm (b) respectively. 15 nm Cr was coated
before SEM to reduce the charging effect.
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Figure 5.18. SEM images of two high-aspect-ratio nitride tips fabricated on single nitride probe
with two cantilevers, with pillar height of 410 nm (a), and 420 nm (b) respectively. The tip
pillars appeared not straight due to charging effect during SEM imaging.

5.3.1.3.2. Arrow silicon probe

For silicon tips, Nanoworld Arrow tips have the height of 10-15 µm and a diameter of curvature
of typically < 30 nm, as claimed by manufacturer. The macroscopic half cone angles are 30° to
35° when seen along the cantilever axis, and 20° to 25° when seen from the side. The main
challenge for those Arrow probes is how to etch uniformly because it has different half coneangles in the three sidewalls. Figure 5.19 shows a regular Nanoworld Arrow tip (a), and a highaspect-ratio Arrow tip processed with 22 nm Al film and 30 sec Si etch. Since it has very small
half cone-angles in two back sidewalls, we frequently achieved high aspect ratio tips, but with a
'tail' along the back sidewalls. Note that, this 'tail' can be removed by performing SF6 lateral etch
(SF6: 20 sccm, DC: 10 V, P: 50 mT, etch rate: 43 nm/min) after O2 plasma cleaning. However,
the steep back side is hard to etch, as shown in figure 5.19 (c-d), even though here it was etched
for longer time (40 sec). To sum up, after extensive effort, we have not achieved satisfactory
results using these tips, because its sidewall slope angle is quite different from the etched
pyramidal structures on silicon, and the backside slope angle is so steep that the metal on it
cannot be etched away completely before the metal on tip apex is already all etched away.
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Figure 5.19. SEM image of a regular Arrow tip apex (a), a high aspect ratio Arrow tip (back
view) with height of 185 nm, fabricated using our process (b), (c) side view of fabricated Arrow
tip showing unsuccessful backsides etching, and (d) zoom-out back view of Arrow tip.

To overcome this barrier with Nanoworld Arrow tip, we evaporated metal onto the tip mounted
on a slope, such that the back side will receive even less metal coating. As mentioned before, the
metal film thickness for vacuum evaporation is proportional to cosθ, with θ being the local
incident angle, which is 0° for normal incidence. Table 5.5 showed the evaporation metal film
thickness as a function of incident angle, which shows that the theoretical mean thickness goes to
zero for vertical surface and maximum for horizontal surface. The experimental mean thickness
is in good agreement with theoretical thickness. When the tip is mounted on a horizontal support,
incident angle of evaporation is 50° for the front sidewall and 80° for the joining of two back
sides, as shown in figure 5.20 (ii), whereas top view has been illustrated in (i) and real Arrow tip
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view was shown in (iii). By mounting the tip on a slope, the incident angle for the three sides is
adjusted.

Table 5.5. Evaporated metal film thickness as a function of incident angle (proportional to cosθ,
with θ being the incident angle) of the metal to the surface in evaporation chamber.
Theoretical thickness of metal

Experimental thickness of

(nm)

metal (nm)

0 (flat, horizontal surface)

69

69

11

68

-

15

67

-

25

63

61

35

57

55

50

44

-

60

35

-

70

24

-

90 (vertical surface)

0

-

Incident angle (°)

(i) Top view

(ii) Side view

(iii) Real tip view

Figure 5.20. Schematic shape of Nanoworld Arrow tip: top view (i), side view showing incident
angle of evaporation direction to the normal of side surfaces (ii); and SEM image of real tip view
(iii).

Figure 5.21 shows the result of Arrow tips coated with aluminum ((a-c) thickness 69 nm, (d) 28
nm) mounted at different slope angle, with or without etch. When mounted on a horizontal
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surface (Figure 5.21 (a)), incident angle of evaporation relative to the normal of front side,
joining of back sides and cantilever base are 50°, 80° and 0° respectively. When mounted on a
slope of 25° (metal thickness for this angle is 69cos25°=63 nm), the incident angle of front side
and joining of back sides are 25° and 105° respectively (Figure 5.21 (b)). The Al on the front
side was all etched away, but not that on the back side and cantilever base. When mounted on a
slope of 35°, the incident angle of front side and joining of back sides are 15° and 115°
respectively (Figure 5.21 (c)); and the Al on the front side still remained, but the bottom half of
the metal on the back sides was etched away, so was the metal on cantilever base. Metal in top
part of back sides remained because the sputtering yield may very low at such incident angle
(80°). Lastly, the tip was mounted on opposite side on a slope of -11° and the incident angle of
front side and joining of back sides are 61° and 69° respectively (Figure 5.21 (d)). Note that, the
sample in figure 5.21 (d) is over-etch to ensure metal from cantilever base (flat-area) is also
removed. The Al on the front side and cantilever base were all etched away, but not that on the
back sides. The substrate etch was for 1 min for all these cases.
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Figure 5.21. SEM images of (a) aluminium coated Arrow tip mounted horizontally (not on a
slope) during Al evaporation, (b) completed Arrow tip with Al evaporation at 25° incident angle,
(c) same as (b) but at 35o incident angle during Al evaporation, (d) same as (b) but at -11°. All
failed to result a HAR structure after completing the process steps.

Even with balanced coating on the front and back sides by mounting the tip on a slope, the metal
on the backsides was found still hard to etch due to the large steep slope angles of these
sidewalls. Therefore, we designed a modified process for Arrow tips, as shown in figure 5.22. In
the figure, we first coated aluminium with thickness of 40 nm in front sidewall of Arrow tips
mounted on 60° stub in electron beam evaporator (ii). Then silicon was etched for 2:30 min to
etch the back sidewalls (iii). This was followed by metal removal with hydrofluoric acid (HF,
1:50 diluted with water) for 25 sec (iv). Here, just before HF etch, the tips were cleaned with
oxygen plasma to remove the fluro-carbon formed due to C4F8 plasma exposure. Next, Cr metal
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was deposited on tips mounted horizontally in evaporator (v), and, finally metal (vi) as well as
silicon (vii) etch were performed.

Figure 5.22. Schematic of modified process steps fabricating HAR pillar structure onto Arrow tip
by two-angle evaporation technique.

Figure 5.23 shows the tip apex (a) followed by first silicon etch (b). In (c), high aspect ratio tip
structure is presented where the height of the pillar is 950 nm and the radius of curvature is 25
nm. Though this process worked better for Arrow tips, it is two times more complicated, thus
unsuitable for volume production.

Figure 5.23. (a) Al coated (40 nm) Arrow tip, (b) tip apex followed by first silicon etch; and (c)
HAR tip structure followed by final silicon dry etch (950 nm pillar height).

We additionally applied our technique on Nanoworld 'Point Probe' tips, but we were
unsuccessful with these tips.
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5.3.1.3.3. Rocket silicon probe

As we looked for AFM tips with symmetric and none-steep half cone-angles of sidewalls, we
chose "Etalon" Rocket probes having symmetric cone structures. The "Etalon" Series probe has
two polysilicon cantilevers (Figure 5.24 (b)) with monocrystal silicon tip standing on high aspect
ratio microscale pedestal pillars. The reason to use polysilicon cantilever is that the deposited
polysilicon gives a precise control for cantilever thickness that is equal to polysilicon film
thickness. The diameter of curvature of tip apex is less than 20 nm, according to the
manufacturer. Gold coated back side of cantilever enhances the reflection of the laser beam.

To study the uniformity of our process over a 4" wafer, five Rocket tips were mounted in four
corners and one in center of a 4" silicon wafer and the fabrication process was carried out as
usual (here the tips were taken off from the original wafer of tips, and glued onto another support
wafer), as shown in figure 5.24 (a). As gold contaminates the RIE chamber, gold coating was
removed at the very beginning using gold etchant [HNO3:HCl (1:3)] for 4 min before coating
with metal. Oxygen plasma cleaning was carried out before coating 23 nm Cr onto the tip. After
coating the metal, the whole wafer went through metal dry etch for 30 sec, followed by silicon
dry etch for 1 min 45 sec. Part of the original Rocket tip is shown in figure 5.25 (a). Figure 5.25.
(b) - (f) shows the high aspect ratio tips which were mounted at different places of 4" wafer. It
demonstrated that all the five tips are successfully processed into high aspect ratio ones, with
close size and shape. Thus the uniformity across an entire 4" wafer is satisfactory. However, the
result might be different for a real wafer of tips from tips glued on a flat wafer as studied here.
We have achieved average radius of apex curvature as small as 15 nm. Average apex-pillar
height is 1.6 µm; and average base width is down to 250 nm. The uniformity and reproducibility
are as expected. However, the roughness of original tip sidewall caused slight non-uniformity of
fabricated tip apex.
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Figure 5.24. (a) Schematic of five Rocket probes placed at four corners and one at the center of
a 4" silicon wafer. (b) SEM image of a Rocket probe having two cantilevers, one on each side of
the holder.
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Figure 5.25. SEM images of (a) a structure of original Rocket tip apex; and fabricated high
aspect ratio Rocket tip which were mounted in different positions of a 4" wafer while processing
at (b) center, (c) right, (d) bottom, (e) left and (f) top of a 4" wafer to show the uniformity (across
an entire wafer) of the process. Inset shows high magnification image of corresponding tip apex.
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To study the yield, we glued 9 tips onto a flat wafer, and processed them in the same run. As
seen in figure 5.26, 8 out of 9 tips turned out good, though having slightly different dimensions
(notably probe 7 is not as sharp), with the 9th one broken (88% yield).

Figure 5.26. High aspect ratio tips processed from Rocket tip, processed in the same run to show
the yield of the process.

Regarding reproducibility, we fabricated three batches of tips and obtained reproducible results
(see figure 5.27).

Figure 5.27. High aspect ratio tips processed out of Rocket tip at different times to show
reproducibility.
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Regarding tilt compensation, during real AFM scanning, the tip base is actually not parallel to
the sample surface; instead it is tilted by ~10-13° as shown in figure 5.28 (a). It is thus desirable
to fabricate an AFM tip with the pillar tilted at the same angle, so that the tip is perpendicular to
the sample surface. Intuitively, one may consider it feasible to fabricate such tips using a regular
RIE process with the wafer tilted by 10-13°, but this will not work because the self-bias field in a
plasma is always perpendicular to sample surface no matter the sample is tilted or not. We didn’t
carry out experiment to intentionally fabricate high aspect ratio tips with tilt compensation,
because, as it turned out for yet unknown mechanism (perhaps due to loading effect in reactive
ion etching), the fabricated high aspect ratio tips out of Rocket tips are fortunately already tiltcompensated (see figure 5.28 (b)).

10°

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5.28. (a) Schematic showing the tilt compensation concept of AFM tips; (b) (top) SEM
image of high aspect ratio tip; (bottom) same image rotated by 10° to mimic tip configuration
when mounted on AFM instrument. The HAR tip is clearly tilt-compensated.

5.4. Characterization of regular and HAR tips
The commercial regular tips and the high aspect ratio tip that we processed were tested using an
Vecco-AFM tool (Digital Instruments: Vecco metrology group). Figure 5.29 shows images that
were obtained in tapping mode. The length, width and height of the cantilever used were similar
for both test. The SEM images of both tips apex are shown in figure 5.29 (i). The HAR probe
shows a much better scan-depth and higher resolution imaging quality than the regular probe, as
shown in figure 5.29 (ii) and (iii).
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Figure 5.29. The AFM scanning results on hole arrays nanostructures (a) using the commercial
regular Arrow probe and (b) using a HAR Arrow probe are shown; (i) SEM images of those
corresponding tips, (ii) scanning depth and (iii) 3D view of scanned images also shown.

We also shows the tip scanning results with HAR Rocket tip on high aspect ratio pillar
structures. Due to the tilt compensation and HAR tip geometry, the HAR tip reaches to the
bottom of the pillars and generates better quality image with high resolution. Figure 5.30 shows
the AFM images of the pillar structure produced by the regular Arrow tip (a), regular Rocket tip
(b) and HAR Rocket tip (c). The height profile of pillar structures is maximum in the AFM
image that generated by HAR Rocket tip (440 nm) than by commercial Arrow tip (390 nm) and
Rocket tip (425 nm). In addition, the scanned image approaches to realistic by HAR Rocket tip.
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Figure 5.30. The AFM scanning results of a specimen consisting of 2D periodic pillar array
structure, using (a) a regular Arrow tip; (b) a regular Rocket tip, and (c) a HAR Rocket tip.

5.5. Conclusions
We here developed a method to batch fabricate the HAR AFM tips by forming a hard metal
etching mask just on the apex of the pyramid tip followed by silicon dry etching to achieve the
HAR pillar right below the metal island mask. Since it is a batch and lithography-free process, it
has much higher throughput and much lower manufacturing cost per tip. This technique was first
successfully applied on large-area pyramid arrays and then transferred to the commercial regular
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AFM tips, and has demonstrated the uniformity, reproducibility and yield of those HAR tips.
Specifically, here we demonstrated the radius of curvature of tip apex down to 10 nm and aspect
ratio up to 1:20. The tip apex diameter and tip pillar height are controllable by tuning metal
thickness and silicon dry etching time respectively. In addition, the tip shape can be tunable by
changing the etching gas ratio of silicon RIE. Finally, we demonstrated that the HAR tips
fabricated using our technique gave a better imaging quality than the commercial regular low
aspect ratio tips. The application of these low cost HAR tips is vast, since as a popular nanometrology instrument, AFM is nowadays employed in many different areas of nanotechnology.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
This thesis is focused on the nanofabrication and its application in high aspect ratio AFM tips.
The contribution, thus, is the development of novel nanofabrication techniques and process to
batch fabricate the high aspect ratio AFM tips.

For the first part, several projects based on nanofabrication have been performed:

(1) Effect of molecular weight on e-beam exposure properties of polystyrene. Polystyrene is
a very promising negative resist with tunable sensitivity and resolution capability over a broad
range simply by choosing different molecular weights. Thus high molecular weight polystyrene
has low contrast but high sensitivity, up to 1 µC/cm2, and low molecular weight polystyrene has
high contrast but low sensitivity. For applications that need only moderate resolution, it is
desirable to use high molecular weight such as 900 kg/mol in order to take advantage of its very
high sensitivity; whereas if ultra-high resolution is the primary goal, very low molecular weight
such as 2 kg/mol would be the choice.
(2) Effect of molecular weight distribution on e-beam exposure properties of polystyrene.
Here we showed that, despite the fact that polystyrene’s sensitivity is inversely proportional to its
Mw, no noticeable effect of very broad molecular weight distribution on sensitivity, contrast and
achievable resolution is observed. It is thus unnecessary to use the costly monodisperse
polystyrene for electron beam lithography. This also implied that polystyrene of certain
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molecular weight can be simulated by a mixture of two polystyrenes having different molecular
weights.
(3) Lift-off with solvent for negative resist using low energy electron beam exposure. Here
we showed metal lift-off using negative polystyrene resist by low energy exposure. It was shown
that low energy exposure led to an undercut profile which positively cooperates for a clean liftoff. Moreover, since the resist at the bottom is not cross-linked with low energy exposure, liftoff
using common solvent was achieved. However, sub-500 nm resolution was challenging to attain
using the current method due to capillary force that detached the fine polystyrene structure
exposed at low energy.
(4) Electron beam lithography on irregular surface using grafted PMMA brush. PMMA
monolayer "brush" as EBL resist is successfully grafted on surface treated nonflat surface (Si and
Al as substrate/sub-layer). As a proof of concept of patterning on nonflat surface, we fabricated
line nanostructures on the AFM cantilever. High resolution of 30 nm line width, and dense
pattern of 50 nm half pitch, were etched into AFM cantilever (non-planar surface) using this
monolayer resist and Al hard mask intermediate layer. Nanopatterning on nonflat substrates may
find applications in fields such as atomic force microscope (AFM) tip-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (TERS) for chemical analysis¸ mass-(bio)sensor using a cantilever and lab-on-fiber
technology.
(5) Electron beam adjustment in EBL with feedback using in-situ self-developing resist.
Here we studied nitrocellulose resist and its application as in-situ feedback for electron beam
optimization in electron beam lithography. Using nitrocellulose as in-situ feedback to optimize
the electron beam (notably working distance) across a large writing field of 1 mm × 1 mm, we
achieved ~80 nm resolution across the entire wring field, as compared to 210 nm (occurred at the
writing field corners) without the beam optimization process. This approach is most efficient in
reducing the writing time for large writing field size such as 1 mm × 1 mm as needed for large
area exposure of moderate resolution pattern.
(6) Stitching error reduction in electron beam lithography with in-situ feedback using selfdeveloping resist. Nitrocellulose, which is a self-developing resist, can be used very effectively
to optimize writing field alignment. In the process, we first exposed a test pattern in
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nitrocellulose resist near the writing field boundary, and then examined the pattern at high
magnification, which provided feedback on the writing field alignment accuracy. Based on such
feedback, the parameters for writing field alignment (notably zoom and rotation values for the
Raith 150TWO tool) were adjusted accordingly. After several iterations, we were able to
reproducibly achieve nearly perfect (<50 nm stitching error) writing field alignment with a very
large 1 mm2 writing field size.

For the second part, the project of batch fabricating the high aspect ratio AFM tips has been
demonstrated.

(7) Batch fabrication of high aspect ratio AFM tips. We here developed a method to batch
fabricate the HAR AFM tips by forming a hard metal etching mask just on the apex of the
pyramid tip followed by silicon dry etching to achieve the HAR pillar right below the metal
island mask. Since it is a batch and lithography-free process, it has much higher throughput and
much lower manufacturing cost per tip. This technique was first successfully applied on largearea pyramid arrays and then transferred to the commercial regular AFM tips, and has
demonstrated the uniformity, reproducibility and yield of those HAR tips. Specifically, here we
demonstrated the radius of curvature of tip apex down to 10 nm and aspect ratio up to 1:20. The
tip apex diameter and tip pillar height are controllable by tuning metal thickness and silicon dry
etching time respectively. In addition, the tip shape can be tunable by changing the etching gas
ratio of silicon RIE. Finally, we demonstrated that the HAR tips fabricated using our technique
gave a better imaging quality than the commercial regular low aspect ratio tips. The application
of these low cost HAR tips is vast, since as a popular nano-metrology instrument, AFM is
nowadays employed in many different areas of nanotechnology.
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